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ABSTMCT

Thi s thesi s presents a theoreti ca1 basi s and the practi ca'l impl i cati ons

for using sma'll-scale (up to 50 kW) low-cost power generating systems com-

prising an ungoverned turbine, a three phase self-excited induction generator,

a variable VAr source for voltage regulation, and an e'lectronic load governor.

The thrust of this work is towards the reduction of cost by replacing the

more conventional synchronous generator by an induction machine and' by

eliminating the site-specific fully-governed turbine.

An electronic load governor, utilising zero-voltage switching to
minimise waveform distortion, is used to regulate the system frequency by

controlling the generaton 'loading. The performance of the load governor

is analysed in conjunction with both synchronous and induction generators,

and the cond'itions under which the governed system is stable are determined.

The induction mach'ine is shown to have better operating characteristics than

the synchronous machine and has the further advantages of 'low maintenance

and ready availability making it particular'ly suitable for isolated app'lica-

ti ons .

A theoretical explanation of the process by which an induction machine

self-excites when capac'itance is connected across its terminals is developed,

and methods of guaranteeing excitat'ion are proposed. It is shown that the

remanent magnetism, present in the rotor, plays a significant role in the

machine excitation and the conditions leading to loss of remanence are

'investi gated.

0nce excited, the operation of the induction generator is analys€d fnr
both balanced and unbalanced loadings. The pract'ical implications of these

results are taken into account in proposals for single phase supplies, these

being more desirable in smaller systems. A range of static VAr sources,

including a switched capacitor VAr source and an inductively loaded ac-to-dc

converter, are consi dered for control 1 i ng the machi ne's exci tation. The

VAr sources are compared on the basis of harmonic distortion and system

stabi 1 i ty.

The thesis considers the appljcation of these devices to micro-hydro

and wind generating systems. Preliminary investigations have been canried
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out into the use ef tvro-speed induction naehines to fmprove the efficiency

Of CS.QF* wtnd generating schemes and in,to the use of centrifugalr pumps as

ungoverned turbines, Fractical results o,btained from laboratory experimen'ts

atnd tests on existing nricro:hydro installations' are included. It is shown

that s{gnificant reductions in csst are obtaina,ble by employlng the rnethods

discussed in this thesis. The resultant systems may incur a reduction in

effieiency but ther"e is little reduction ln peFfor"rnance and in many respects

the quality of supp'ly is improved'

* Constant Speed Con,stant Freguency
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LIST OF PRINCIPAL SY|VIBOLS

ac - alternating current
o - factor determ'ining variat'ion in amplitude with time of

asynchronous currents, l/s
0, - firing angie, degrees

CSCF - Constant speed constant frequency

D, Q - stator phases of generalised machine model

d, q - rotor phases of generalised machine model

dc - di rect current
Et - term'inal vol tage, V

Im - magnet'i s i ng current, A

i' is - instantaneous rotor, stator current, A

Ir, Is - rotor, stator complex current, A

k - a constant proportional to the strength of the remanent

magnet'i sm i n the rotor
Lm - sing'le phase equivalent magnetising inductance, H

L* Ls - single phase equivalent rotor, stator leakage inductance, H

Lr, Ls - per phase rotor, stator inductance, H

Lsr - per phase mutual inductance, H

Li,^ - generalised mach'ine model mutual inductance, H

L;, Li - genera'lised machine model rotor, stator inductance, H

m - generalised angular velocity
N - neutral

oc - open circuit
p - shaft speed, rad/s, per unit
p - Lap'lace operator
P - power, kW, per unit
pu - per uni t
fpr Fg - per phase rotor, stator resistance, 0hms

s - slip [(r^r-.,rr)/u.r)

sc - short circuit
VAr - reactive volt-amps product, VA

Vo. - open circuit voltage produced at rated frequency, V

VSCF - variable speed constant frequency

o - stator electrical frequency, rad/s
rls - rated frequency, rad/s



vl1 .

urr - rotor angular velocity x the number of pole pains, rad/s
Xpl X5,

X6r Xs - cjrcujt reactances, 0hms

Z - generalised machine matrix under steady state conditions
Zt - impedance of the standard equivalent cjrcuit, 0hms
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CHAPTER 1

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1. 1 GENERAL BACKGROUND

The supp'ly of electrical power has come to be one of the predominant

needs of any comrnunity. It is seen as the means to accelerate greatly the
development of the third world by stimulating small-scale cottage indus-
trjes and improving standards of liv'ing. The benefits of eiectricity
occur in three areas (1) - cash savings, income generation, and convenience.

Cash savings can arise frorn increasing the efficiency of already existing
product'ion, while income can be generated by the setting up of new

industries. An example of a convenience benefit is the pump'ing of
drinking water. in many areas much time and effort is spent in fetching
water, sometimes requiring round trips of 10 km.

In many third world communit'ies there already exist industries which

are potential users of electric power. They include:

(a) those requiring a prime mover, eg coffee mills, saw-mills, rice mills,
work-shops, irrigation pumps and various small home industries.

(b) those requiring a source of heat, eg lime-ki'lns, rubber funrigat'ion,

crop-drying and chicken breeding.

The two ma'in alternatives for obta'ining a supply of electricity have

up until recently been either by connection to a nationa'l grid (where

possible), or by using a diesel motor coupled to a synchronous generator

(alternator). In isolated areas the problems of low leve'ls of energy

usage, dfspersed populations and difficult tenrain often make extending
distribution networks less economical than small isolated generating

units. At the same time d'iesel electrification has failed in many areas

because of a variety of factors. Limited transport facil'ities makes main-

taining a supp'ly of fuel expensive and a generai lack of technical skills
and difficulties in obtajning spare parts results in a short econom'ic

life. The lack of the necessary management skill tends to result in
generators 1y'ing idle for prolonged periods. It is this lack of success

along with oil price escalations and possible shortages that has led to
a strong incentive in developing alternative generating schemes (2),
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particularly those exploiting indigenous renewab'le resources. The alterna-

tives include using either a wind turbine or a water turbjne as the prime

mover in an attempt to reduce runn'ing costs (3). The disadvantages arising

frorn extracting power from these sources include added capital cost with

hydro schemes (especial'ly those constructed with conventional technoiogy)

and the variable nature of the w'ind speed and power avaj]able with wind

generating schemes.

Generat'ion of e'lectricity from these renewable sources on a small

scale also has the advantage of being relatively environmentally clean

compared to non-renewable sources (4). This advantage arises primarily

from the sma'll scale of any impacts from constructjon and operation of small

wind turbines, and micro-hydro schemes (for ihis thesis these are considered

to be unjts jn the range 1 - 50 kt'l) utilising run-of-the-river configurations

or irrigation drops. No process residuals such as waste heat, air emissions,

solid waste or toxic substances are produced. This may be sjgnificant over

a region where many small p'lants are concerned and becomes increasjngly so

when considering the impacts of fuel extraction, processing and shipping

incurred with non-renewable energy sources.

1.1.1 i4icro-H.vdro

In remote areas micro-hydro generating schemes offer many advantages

over wind generating schemes for low cost power generation. The problem of

large fluctuations jn input power that occurs with wind does not arise, thus

simpler, lower cost and h'igher reliability schemes are possible. In wind

generating schemes the prob'lem of supplying cont'inuous power usua11y means

that a standby diesel motor-generator is required. Hydro schemes are thus

the first choice for remote generation in s'ituations where sufficient water

power is available.

Hydro-power is a proven technology which is becoming 'increasingly cosi

effective. It is appropriate for developing countries (5) because of its
1ow requirements for skilled maintenance and the ability to use a high

jevel of local content (materials and labour) jn construction, insta'llation,

and operation. A general comparison (6) between micro-hydro power plants

and di esel power p] ants came to the fol 'lowi ng concl usi ons :

(1) The investment costs of m'icro-hydro are about double those of diesel.
(2) After about 3 years the sum of the jnvestnent and running costs of

micro-hydro is smaller than that of diesel.
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(3) ivlicro-hydro has a longer economical life than diesel - typical

figures are 30-40 years and 10-15 years respectively.

Less skilled majntenance is required with micro-hydro.

The advantages of micro-hydro for isolated areas, particularly third
world communities, are apparent. However the difficu'lties facing such a

community include the initial capital investment and the expertise

requ'ired to design and install a conventional hydro scheme. One area

where success has been achieved is in China (5) where, in the last two

decades, over 85,000 small hydro-electric plants have been constructed

with an average capacity of about 60 kl.l. i,Jhile these sma1l units are

recognised as a first step only they have done much to improve human

conditions and make further progress possible.

Many other third world governments and international agencies have

instigated micro-hydro programmes but the record of success js quite

siight. Difficulties have arisen because of the nature of conventional

hydro technology which requ'ires a high standard of engineering, involves

long lead times, and is expensive. As local communities are unlike'ly to

be ab]e to provide any signifjcant contribution to the capital costs, the

central government must carry the cost which may not be possible if a

large number of schemes 'is required. Central funding also 'leads to lack

of local involvement in management and maintenance tending to result in
'limited development Of further uses of the generated power.

Notable success has been obtained in a programme at the University

of Engineeling and Technology, Peshawar' and supported by the Appropriate

Technology Development Organisation (ATD0) in the implementation of

micro-hydro schemes in remote rura'l vf 'llages in northern Pakistan (7'8).

Their objectives have been to create designs for which the technology and

costs can be coped with by the local communities. Approximately twenty

fjve schemes in the range 5 to 15 kW have beeninstalled with a further

twelve, in the range 5 to 50 kWn under construction. An unusual'ly 1ow

cost of us$250 - $450 per ki'lowatt has been achieved by using loca]]y
designed and bujit equ'ipment and by local involvement in the installation'
operation and maintenance of the schemes.

The crossflow turbine has been chosen because of its suitauility for

the generally 1ow heads available while lending 'itself to construction

from mild steel stock in a local workshop. The major cost item'in these

sciremes is the synchronous generators which are imported from China.

(4)
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The generators have a manually-operated voltage regulator while the turbine

speed'is control'led, also manuaily, by adiust'ing the flow of water into the

penstock.

The cost of the civil works js minimised by using 1oca1 material. The

schemes are run-of-the-river eliminating any water storage such as ponding

or dams. The intake weirs are essent'ia11y temporary structures which are

easily destroyed in floods but as easily replaced. Headraces are unlined

earth canals (as used for irrigation) except where they rnust pass above

ground or the soil is too porous. Concrete construction is used'in the

forebays. Water flow into the penstock is through manually operated wooden

sluice gates while the penstocks may be of conventional steel form but more

common'ly are oil drums welded together or heavy longitudinal planks nailed

together. The powerhouse is generally constructed of dry-rubble masonry

and may double as a workshop with belt-drives off the turb'ine shaft operat-
'ing a variety of tools.

The success of these schemes can be par^t1y attributed to the low cost

which arises from 'low administrative costs, voluntary contribution of most

of the I abour , maxi mum use of I oca'l materi a'l s , I ocal fabri cat'i on and appro-

priate system des'ign. Part of the formula for success must also be attri-
buted to the fact that no project js undertaken unless actively'supported

by the I ocal cornmuni tY.

A necessity can therefore be seen for maximising the local content'in

micro-hydro schemes. Conventiona'l hydro technology is not readily adaptab'le

to fit this criterion primarily because of the level of development of
'large sca'le hydro which achieves very high efficiencies by using complex

plant and very site dependent designs for each installation. A typical

conventional hydro plant cons'ists of:

(1) an hydraulic turbine with flow control,
(2) a speed governor,

(3) an alternator with voltage regulator,
(4) gearing to mat,ch the turbine to the alternator,
(5) electrical control equiPment,

(6) penstock and surge tower.

The purpose of the flow control gear and mechanical speed governor is to hold

the turbine speed constant by matching the water flow (ie turbine power) to

the electrical load on the generator (9). The speed governor monitors the

turbine speed - a reduction in speed indicates an increase in electrical



load, and allows more flow through the turbine as the speed decreases. The

governor is a highly complex precision mechanical device requiring regular
maintenance to mainta'in a high standard of performance. These devices are

developed from large hydro units w'ith the result that their price is
disproportionately high in micro-hydro installations. The most difficult
design task with such installations anises because of the pressure rise in
the penstock when the governor attempts to reduce flow through the turbine.
Designing for stability between the governor and penstock/surge tower is a

complex task as the faster the operation of the governor the h'igher is the

fluctuation in pressure in the penstock. The designer must make a compro-

mise between the rise in turbine speed allowable if full load is thrown off,
the pressure rise in the penstock, the flywheel effect of the rotating
parts and the closing time of the governor.

Cost disadvantages of conventional micro-hydro mainly result from the

dependence of each design on the site. This arises not only because of the

necessity of matching the turbine to the hydraulic conditions present at the

site but also to the previously mentioned problem of the dynamics of the

governor, penstock and surge tower. The aim of this thesis is to move away

from conventional designs w'ith a possible reduction in efficiency but
certainly with a reduction in cost and complexity yet retaining the same

dynamic performance. For new designs to be successful they must also be

of modular form and use readily obtainable "off-the-shelf" units. This

woul d hopeful 1y a'l I ow the des'i gn and i nstal I ati on of mi cro-hydro schemes

to become a trade practice rather than one requiring the expertise of a

desi gn eng'ineer.

Modern micro-hydro designs usually consist of run-of-the-river confi-
gurations where water is simply diverted from the river, flows through a

pipe or channel to the turbjne and is returned back to the river (10).

As indicated in the schemes constructed in Pakistan the civil works need

not be large concrete affairs but should be of more appropriate construction.
The speed governor is simply used to djvert water past the turbine as

required. Recentiy however the speed governor has been made redundant by

operating the turbine at constant flow and using a load governor to

match the system load to the power being developed by the turbine (tt).
This scheme eliminates the costly and complex speed governor by neplacing

it with an electronic load governor which could be manufactured'loca1]y,

requires no maintenance and is simply a replacement item should it fail.
0peration at constant flow also eliminates the stability problems of

the penstock.
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The load governor, as described by Boys and 
".loodward 

(11), maintains

the system frequency essentially constant by diverting power to low-priority
loads whenever it'is not required by the high-priority (ie ma'in consumer)

loads. Whenever a high priority load is app'lied or removed slight changes

in supply frequency are sensed and used to control the low-priority loads.

Sensing the frequency to determine the amount of 1ow-priority (ie contro'lled)

load required a'llows the governor to be positioned anywhere'in the distribution
network as the frequency is invariant (as compared to other system parameters

such as voltage, current and power factor which vary from one position to
the next). Thus the governor can be placed where the low-priority power can

be put to use (such as in water heaters or therma'l storage cookers). In the

cases where there is no economica'l use, the 1ow-priority power will be

applied to dump loads and wasted as heat. However this is not a severe

disadvantage as it is unlikely that efficiency wi'l'l be a prime concern.

With run-of-the-river schemes it simpiy represents wasting the power as

heat rather than diverting water past the turb'ine (12).

As the speed of the turbine/generator is controlied by the electrical
load matching of the turbine and the generator is no longer required. The

complexity of the turbine is reduced as it is only required to operate at

constant flow. There is litt]e information on small low technology turbines

but those that have been developed show that it'is quite feasible to con-

struct a turbine with local expertise and obta'in excellent results (12,13).

Another possib'le solution to this problem is the use of standard water

pumps, operating with revense flow, as low-cost readily obtainable turbines (14).

This alternative appears promising even compared to turbines constructed
by a locai workshop.

At the present tirne most micro-hydro systems use conventional single or

three phase alternators. While these are easy to use they do have a number

of disadvantages (15). Sma'll a'lternators usually have a high transient

impedance wh'ich results in poor starting of s'ing1e or three phase motor

loads and large vo'ltage droops. in addjtion unbalanced loading will result
in significant harrnonic distortion in the voltage generated. A'lternators

are not readily available'in a variety of frame sizes and pole numbers (16).

The requirement for a gearbox or belt drive to obta'in the correct generated

frequency may arise as typically only two and four pole machines are

avai I ab]e.

The squimel cage induction machine, howeven, is widely available in

a variety of frame sizes and po'le numbers, and its low transient impedance



results in good motor starting performance when used as a generator. The

sel f-exci ted i nducti on generator wi I I a1 so supp'ly unbal anced 'loads wi thout

produc'ing excessive harmonic distortion. A further advantage is that if a

short circuit appears on the system the resultant col'lapse in voltage

causes the induction machine to complete'ly lose excitation and the fault
current becomes zero. This should reduce the cost of protection as

theoretically none is required for the machine or cab'les under short

circuit conditions. Also with jts low maintenance requirements and rugged-

ness the induction machine is ideal'ly suited for remote generation schemes.

The real difficu'lty that arises in using an induction motor is that'it will
not self-excite without a source of lagging react'ive power,'ie a controlled

VAr source is required to excite the induction machine and regulate the

voltage generated.

I.I.2 Wind

in areas where there'is no suitab'le water supply the alternative renew-

able power source using current'ly available technologies is wind. Means

of extracting power from the wind are being actively researched in most

developed nations (17). Although the units developed are usually for
para'lleI generation (ie generating into a national grid) the techniques

used are applicable to stand alone schemes. The main problem to be over-

come is the generat'ion of useful power (this general'ly means constant

voltage constant frequency power) from a source that is continuously and

widely varying. This has resulted in two basic aeneration schemes

(18,19,20): constant speed constant frequency (CSCF) systems where the

wind turbine speed is held constant by continually adjusting the blade

pitch and/or generator characteristics, and variable speed constant

frequency (VSCF) systems where the turbine speed is allowed to vary with

the wind speed.

The schemes for obtaining constant frequency (21) from variable speed

turbines usualiy comprise either:

(1) an ac commutator generator where the output frequency is equa'l to

that of the excitation (usually suppiied by the grid) or;
(2) an ac-to-dc-to-ac link where the output of an ac generator at variable

frequency is rectified to dc and then converted to constant frequency

ac or;
(3) a field modulated generator with rectification and inversion to obtain

constant frequency ac or;
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(4) a double output induction generator.

To this list must be added the possibility of using a cycioconverter (22,23).

A cyc'loconverter provides a direct link from variable frequency ac to con-

stant frequency ac.

rotor
speed

Fiqure 1: Schematic of an ac corrnutator generator

An ac corunutator generator, as shown in Figure 1, is probab'ly the

simplest means of obtain'ing a constant frequency output from a variable

speed machine. The field is excited at the required frequency norma'liy by

connection to the grid. The machine's output frequency is equal to the

excitation frequency because of the action of the commutator. However,

providing re'l'iable commutation in an ac machine is a prob'lem (21) and

although there exist several proven technjques for improving corrnutation,

the additional features make the machines costly.

Hz)

commutator

commutator
generator

field

AC output 'independent
of rotor speed

AC generator

DC fiel d

Recti fi er Fi I ter

Figure 2: Schematic of an ac-to-dc-to-ac link
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A standard synchronous generator, with the fie'ld supplied from a dc

source, can be used as shown in Figure 2. The configuration shown is that
used in high power machines where it is desirable to utilise the rotor and

its contacts fon the low power conductor, ie the field. For stand alone
synchronous generatons (alternators) the alternative configuration comprises

a stator dc field and a three phase rotor winding with a rectifier bridge
in the output to provide self-excited operation. The output frequency is
set by the rotor speed which varies with turbine (ie wind) speed. A

solid state rectifier is used to obtain dc and an inverter provides constant
frequency ac. This technology is well understood because of its application
in high voltage dc transmission.

AC generator

AC field

I nvertenRecti fi er Fi I ter

Fiqure 3: Schematic of a fie]d modulated generator

The configuration of the field modulated ac generator is shown in
Figure 3. The required output frequency (50 Hz) is applied to the field
resulting in the generated output being an amp'litude modulated waveform

with frequency components at the rotor frequency, fF, plus and minus

50Hertz. The output is demodulated jn a bridge rectifier, inverted and

fi'ltered to obtain a 50 Hz output.

The double output induction generator, shown 'in Figure 4, generates

power from both the stator and the rotor. The operation is simi'lar to
that of the standard induction generator, ie when the rotor frequency
exceeds the line frequency power is generated. The amount of power

generated is dependent on the slip frequency and the rotor resistance.
Matching the power generated to the wind speed is obtained by varying the
rotor resistance to obtain the appropriate slip (tfre O'ifference between

rotor frequency and line frequency). Effective resistance is added to the
rotor circuit by converting s'lip frequency power from the notor into line
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Stator

Doubl e-output
I nducti on
Generator

Li ne-
commutated

i nverter
Recti fi er

Figure 4: SqlEqatic of a double output induction generator

't'requency power and feeding it into the grid. The s'lip power is recovered

through a rectifier and an inverter (a stat'ic Scherbius drive).

All these systems have the disadvantages of complex generators involv-
.ing commutators or slip rings and/or high levels of compiexity in terms of'
static power conversion devices such as inverters and cycloconverters. Many

of these systems do not easily lend themse'lves to autonomous appfications

and those that do incur high costs, circuit complexity (eg force commutated

inverters) and high maintenance requirements. These schemes (ie VSCF

systems) are thus not suitable for small low cost stand alone generating

p1 ants .

Another possibil'ity that must be considered for small scale autonomous

generation schemes js the dc generator which can provide a low cost, although

still medium maintenance requirements, system. However dc power is not

considered practica'l for anything but very sma'll scale back up power supp'lies

because of the limited range of equipment available for dc operat'ion.

in CSCF systems, the generation schemes are far simpler, either using

a synchronous generator or an induct'ion generator to supply power directiy
from the turb'ine. The disadvantage jn using a synchronous generator is in
the very sens'itive control required of the rotor pitch to prevent the machine

swinging over the stability limit as a result of rapid changes in wind speed

and therefore 'input power. However, as the induction machine will operate

with a range of slip frequencies it has a greater capability to absorb

transient fluctuations in input power. The main disadvantage jn using CSCF

systems is in the reduced power generated compared to a VSCF system (VSCF
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systems generating up to 20% additional power (21)). This occurs as the
efficiency of converting wind energy to mechanical energy is optimum at only
one value of rotor speed to wind speed ratio. Theuseof a two speed or pole
slitchable induction machine, thus allowing two turbine speeds for a constant
frequency output, will provide increased efficiency over a standard single
speed CSCF system. The'induction machine thus presents itself as a viabie
generator in wind generating schemes, especia'l1y where low capital cost,
low maintenance and high reliability are principa) concerns.

f.i.3 The Self-Excited Induction Generator

Squirrel cage induction nrachines are considered in this thesis as the
most appropriate for use as self-excited induction generators. Wound rotor
machines can be self-excited but the advantages, considered attractive for
isolated schemes, of ruggedness, simplicity, and low ma'intenance nesult from
the squirrel cage rotor to wh'ich no electrical connections have to be made.

However this does present problems when using the induction machine as a

stand alone generator. The main problem that arises is the excitation of
the machine to rated voltage. The reasons for these problems and the opera-
tion of the induction generator can be explained by comparing'it to a

standard synchronous generator (ie with a dc winding on the rotor and a

three phase stator winding). This machine is used for the comparison

rather than the alternator configuration usually used in stand alone schemes

as'it is closer in construction and operation to tire induction machine (the

overall operation of the self-excited alternator is equivalent to that of
this synchronous generator). The three phase emfs in the stator windings
of an ac machine are generated by a rotating rnagnetic field in the air-gap.
Such a magnetic field may be set up in either of two ways:

(1) A single rotor winding carrying dc with the rotor speed determining
the frequency.

(2) Balanced three phase ac currents in the stator windings with the
frequency of the currents determining the speed of the rotating fieid.

In a standard synchronous generator both mechanisms are effective in
producing the resultant a'ir-gap magnetic field. The lrrinrary cause of this
field, and therefore the stator emfs, is the rotor dc current. However when

loads are applied to the stator phasesn the resulting stator currents act
to modify the air-gap magnetic field. If the stator loads are wholly induc-
tive (currents lag voltages by 90 degrees) tne stator currents directly
oppose the rotor current, and the air-gap flux and generated voltages
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decrease (stator currents demagnetising). If the stator loads are who'l1y

capacitive the stator currents directly assist the rotor current and the air-
gap flux and generated voltages increase (stator currents magnetising).

In a practical synchronous generator constant terminal voltage with

changing load is maintained by a voltage regulator, which senses the terminal

voltage and adjusts the rotor dc current to maintain constant generated

voltage. Power js meanwhile transferred synchronously from the mechanical

shaft across the air-gap to the stator circuits (the rotor and the magnetic

field rotate at the same speed).

In the case of a squ'irrel cage induction generator the rotor carries a

set of polyphase ac windings short circuited upon themselves (there is no

dc winding). The rotating magnetic field must therefore be set up wholly by

the stator ac currents. The conventional induction generator has its stator
connected to an existing ac supply which is the source of the stator terminal

voltages, anj supplies the lagging stator currents required to establish the

rotating magnet'ic field in the air-gap. For the induction machine to operate

as a generator the rotor must be driven at a s'lightly higher speed than that

of the rotating air-gap field (whose speed is determined by the supply

frequency), ie the generator operates with negative s1ip.

The induction generator can operate in a self-excited mode, in isolation
from an existing ac supply, if there js an alternative source of the lagging

stator currents required to provide the machine's excitation. Such a source

can be provided by connect'ing capacitors across the stator terminals of the

induction machine. This case is rather more complex than the previous two

considered (synchronous generator or conventional jnduction generator) in

that the stator vo'ltages and frequency are no longer set by external factors,
but only by the inherent parameters of the machine itself, the connected

capacitors, and the shaft sPeed.

In simplified terms the self-excited induct'ion machine may be represented

by the equivalent circuit shown jn F'igure 5, where L6 is the magnet'ising

inductance whjch reflects the relat'ionsh'ip between the air-gap flux and the

stator currents. A resonant c'ircur't is formed by Lm and the capacitors

where the frequency of the generated voltage is given approximately by:

oo= l*c
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Figure 5: Simplified equivalent circuit for the induction machine

For the circuit to resonate however the machfne must be driven with a

slip sufficiently negative that the machine losses are supplied from the

mechanical source, ie the rotor speed must be greater than rrre/p rad/s, where

p is the number of pole pairs.

Once the machine is excited (ie the vo'ltage starts to grow in the reso-
nant circuit) the steady state vo'ltage generated is determined by the amount

of capacitance connected to the machine, the machine parameters part'icularly
the non-linearity of the magnetising inductance (as seen'in the saturation
of the machine), the shaft speed, and the generator loading. A simple method

for determining approximate operating points is shown in Figure 6. Plotted

Exci tation c
curve

ci tance

vphase
l.lachi ne saturati on

curve

I

Figure 6: A no-'load operating point 'is given approximately by super-

imposi ng the termi nal capac'i tance vol t-ampere characteri st'ic on

the no-load magnet'isatjon curve for the jnduction machine.
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on a gnaph of the no-load magnetising curve for the induction machine is the

relationship between the terminal voltage and capac'itor current. The point

of intersection represents a condition of stable self-excitation and defines

'uhe corresponding terminal voltage and capacitor (ie exciting) current.
gbviously the position of the magnetisation curve varies w'ith machine speed

and generator loadingn thus the amount of capacitance must also vary to
maintain the generated voltage constant.

1.2 THESIS CONTENT

This thesis investigates the implementation and performance of low-cost

generating schemes for use with both water and wind turbines. Stand alone

applications in the range 1 to 50 kt,l are considered. The basic system com-

pri ses the fol 'lowi ng components :

(1) prime mover (eg turbine)
(2) generator with voltage regulation
(3) load governor.

As discussed previously the use of a load governor allows significant
simp'lification of the generating scheme result'ing in 'increased rel iability
and lower cost. The operat'ion and performance of the basic low-cost generat-

ing system comprising a synchronous generator and a load governor are

examined in Chapter 2. These results cover a modified governor compared to

that described by Woodward and Boys (11)which offers greater potential for
management of the power used in the controlled loads as they can be assigned

priorities and placed anywhere in the distribut'ion network. Chapter 2 also

discusses the implementation of the low cost generator which comprises a

squirrel cage induction machine, a phase balancer, and a static exciter.

The standard induction machine can only be used as a stand alone generator

if the re'liabi'lity of self-excitat'ion is very h'igh. Chapter 3 exatnines the

mechanism of self excit'ing the machine and presents a physicaf interpretation

of how self excitat'ion occurs. The important parameters in determining when

a mach'ine wi'll excite are shown to be the shaft speed, the residual magnetismn

the reduced permeability at low magnetisation, and the amount of capacitance

connected to the machine.

As most induction machines are wound for connection in delta a phase

balancer is used to provide the neutra'l for the system. it also improves

the voltage reguiation between phases by baiancing the load on the generator.
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An analysis of the performance of the induction generator under balanced

and unbalanced (particular'ly single phase) loading is presented in
Chapter 4. The theoret'ical determination of generator operation provides

the necessary basis on which operating schemes can be proposed and

eval uated. Thi s chapter I ooks at 'i ncreas'i ng machi ne uti I i sati on by opera-

ting in such a manner so as to maximise the power generated within the

ratings of the jnduction machine.

Once exci ted the amount of reacti ve power requi red to generate a

certain voltage is dependent on the driving speed and generator loading.
The static exciter must thus not on'ly excite the machine but also include
a suitable method for varying the effective net capacitance connected to
the machine terminals. The three methods considered most suitab'le for
static excitation of small scale induction generators are d'iscussed in
Chapter 5. included in this chapter is a review of the currently
available VAr sources. The static exciters are not only compared in
terms of circuit complexr'ty, cost and performance but also with respect
to the v'iability of the operating schemes proposed in the previous

chapter. The stabil'ity of the induction generator and static exciter
is examined by considering the system to be'linear about its operating
point (this assumption is verified by experiment). Chapter 6 covers the

results obtained both from computer simulatfon and theoretica1 analysis.

The overal I system effic'iency is eva'luated in Chapter 7. This
chapter includes results obtained from 'laboratory experiments with a

variety of induction machines being driven by dc motors. Field results
obtained using a water turbine as the driver are also presented. As

discussed in Chapter 3, the remanent magnetism in the rotor of the induc-
t'ion machine is of significance in terms of exciting the rnachine. It is
thus important to know what operating conditions are likely to reduce the

amount of remanent magnetism. A review of the results of a set of
experiments designed to determine this js also given in Chapter 7.

Other possibie system configurations such as using pumps as low cost

turbines and using two speed induction mach'ines in conjunction with wind

turbines are presented in Chapter 8. This chapter outl'ines the results
of initial jnvestigations on these subjects and indicates areas where

further work can be carried out. A discussion of the complete low-cost

system and cost analysis are given in Chapter 9 along with the thesis
concl usi ons .
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CHAPTER 2

2.0 THE BASIC SYSTEM

2.1 INTRODUCTION

As djscussed in the previous chapter the use of the load governor

described in this thesis greatly reduces the comp'lex'ity, and therefore cost,

of the generating system. The complex mechanical speed governor is not

required while operation of the turbine at constant flow eljminates surge

problems and permits simpljfied turbines to be used. The load governor

could also be applied to existing schemes such as those in Pakistan (see

section 1.1.2) where only manual control of the speed'is used. This would

great'ly increase the versatility and security of the supply without a

major increase jn the total cost. The load governor described by 'rrJoodward

and Boys (1) was not deve'loped as part of this thesis, however funther

deve'lopments have been carried out by the author. These have included a

three phase load governor, a study of the suitabiiity of the load governor

for use with the self-excited induction generator and the development of a

load governor with greater potential for energy management. A descriptioir

of the origina'l load governor is included in this chapter to illustrate
the discussion of the modificat'ions made.

2.2 THE LOAD GOVERNOR

The load governor eliminates the need for a costly speed governor by

majntaining an essentiaily constant load on the turbine. The governor

valies a contro'lled load in response to variations in the generated frequency

(1). if the consumer on high priority load is increased, a decrease in tur-
bine speed will result with a resultant drop in electrical frequency causing

the load governor to reduce its load. The governor switches in steps of

load (see Figure 2.1) as required. Zero voltage switching is used to mini-

mise harmon'ic distortion and radio frequency interference. The governor

controls four loads jn the ratios I:2:4:8 thereby being able to provide any

load between 1 and 15 equal load steps. Increasing the number of steps

would result in finer control of the generated frequency but at the expense

of increasing the complexity and cost of the governor.

The operation of the electronic load governor is described with

reference to F'i gure 2.2. The input phase voltage is filtered try a band-pass
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Ffgune 2.1: Connection of the governor's loads

filter with a centre frequency of 50 Hz. A hard limiter is used to square

the filter output and the negative edges of this signa'l are used to reset
a counter. The counter is c'locked by a crysta'l set reference frequency

of 26 kHz. 0n reaching a count of 512 a four bit counter is enab'led and

it counts at,26 kHz until the first counter is reset. Thus if the

frequency is exactly 50 Hz then 520 pulses will be counted (ie the four
bit counter will register a count of 8). 0n the positive going zero

crossing of the phase voltage the output of the four bit counter is
latched, comp'lemented and used to switch the triacs controlling the

Eovernor's load. At th'is po'int the four bit counter is reset in prepara-

tion for the next enable signal.

tri ac
gates

Figure 2.2: Schematic of the control electronics for the load qovernor

Bandpas s
fi I ter clk

Reset Q10

Count to 512

c1k

enable 4 bit
counterreset ABCD

I i mi ters
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The four bit counter is arranged so that a count of i5 cannot be exceeded

but is held even if further clock pulses are received. The result is that
for al1 frequencies below the equivalent of 527 pulses (49.336 Hz) the output

count will be 15, ie 1111 in binary which when complemented gives 0000 or no

contnolled loads applied. Similarly at frequencies above 512 pulses equiva-
'lent (50.781 Hz) the count will be zero and a1l controlled load applied.

At exactly 50 Hz the count is eight which results in 7/I5 pu of the controlled
ioad app'lied. l.lith reference to Figure 2.3 it can be seen that the'load
governor wili thus maintain the turbine speed within this narrow band.

Designated governor
loads appl ied

l._lIY - governorb
frequency
range

Torque
5 load steps

Consumer
Turb'ine

speed

Figure 2.3: The load governor adds the required'load to the consumer load

to match the input torque of the turb'ine

Plotted on a graph of the turbine characteristic is the torque corresponding

to a given level of consumer load (assumed independent of frequency) to

which is added the'load governor torque characteristic (not to the same

speed scale as the turbine scale for il'lustration purposes). The jntersec-

t'ion of the two "curves" occurs between'load steps three and four. Thus the

load governor would normally be repeatedly switching between one leve'l of
load and the next.

The load governor relies on obtaining an accurate measurement of the

frequency from the period of the voltage waveform. However the transient

reactance of the synchronous generator causes a shift in phase of the out-
put voltage whenever a step'in external load is applied (armature reaction

effect). As shown in Figure 2.4 for a load increase the sudden change'in

phase of the terminal voltage results'in an incorrect period count. The
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Vphase
add'i ti ona I
appl i ed

I oad ,,

\\
l'. \
lt
l'

l. -l
apparent period

Figure 2.4: The switching of load causes a change in phase of
the voltage and a resultant incorrect period

governor reduces the control]ed load with the result that the phase changes

in the opposite sense. This procedure will repeat with the governor apply-

ing and removing load alternately at each switching. If the amount of
load removed is greater than the original load step then the system wi1'l

become unstable at the switching frequency (25 Hz), The band-pass filter
must be chosen so that this instabi'lity does not arise. The filter Q is
a measure of the amount of smoothing afforded by the band-pass fi'lter. The

filter, however, introduces a delay into the response of the governor to

changes in frequency, with the result that the systen may become unstable

at lower frequencies (approximate'ly 2 Hz) if the generator speed can

respond more rapid'ly than the governor. The solution to th'is instabiiity
is the addition of inert'ia to limit the rate at which the speed can change.

To design a stable system a procedure for determining the required filter
Q and the inertia is necessary. Thus an analysis relating the filter Q,

the'inentia of the rotating parts and the transient reactance of the

generator was undertaken.

?.2.1 Stability Analysis

A simplified schematic of the system to be analysed is shown in

Figure 2.5. The inertia J (kgmt) of the rotating parts, the input torque

T1 (t{m), and the loading on the generator deternine the variation in
frequency of the interna'l machine voltage E from its initial value of
50 Hz. The transient reactance X = oL causes a phase shift between the

internal machine vo'ltage and the terminal voltage. The phase shift is
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Band pass fi 1 ter

Figure 2.5: S'implified schematic of the load governor

and s.vnchronous generator

dependent on the level of load current. Tlre load shown is a combination of
the consumer load and the controlled load. The filter is assumed to be

buffered frorn the generator (ie to present no loading). This assumption

is va'lid as the filter used is an active filter with the inductor simulated

by operational amp'lifiers (thus it is on'ly valid for small signal conditions).
The system can also be represented schematically in block diagram form as

shown in Figure 2.6 (p is used as the Laplace operator to avoid confusion
with s for the slip of the induction generator). The centre arm il'lustrates

Armature reaction
I loro

nsumer load uoon]

1"

+

governor
I oad rooo]

;"

TtoRo

Figure 2.5: Block d'iagram for the load governor and synchronous generator

the components of the load governor - the band-pass filter, the reference

frequency, the sampling of the frequency (period measurement), and the quan-

tisation of the load into steps. The upper arm represents the anmature

reaction effect (trans'ient reactance) which is dependent on the load current

buffer

troo\ v1 t' 
Ip

Lp

Ilr

B(x)p

Fi I ter
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drawn from the generator. Although the step in phase due to armature

reaction may cause an instability in the system it does reduce the

response time. If the phase shift is such that it reduces the apparent

period then jt corresponds to the situation of increasing frequency. The

shorter period is represented as a hjgher frequency to the filter and helps

to increase the frequency of the fjlter output. The lower arm in F'igure

2.6 represents the variation in frequency as a result of the excess torque

(Te) in the system acting on the inertia of the rotating parts. This

diagram clearly shows the two modes of instability; loop I causing an

instability at the switching frequency, and'loop 2 causing an instability
between the response time of the governor, which is ljmited by the band-pass

fi'lter, and the rate at which the frequency can vary, which is limited by

the inertia. An ana'lytic solution to the stability problem within these

two loops is intractable and for this reason a simulation of the c'ircuit
given in Figure 2.5 is used to determine stab'le parameters for Q and J.

In simulating the system the assumption is made that the input torque

is constant. Th'is is a worst case assumption as it represents zero damping,

ie as the frequency and speed increase the input pOwer increases.- The

terminal voltage is assumed to be constant which often may not be valid.
To some extent this is offset by the previous assumption as in practice

the decrease in torque with increasing frequency would be accompanied by a

drop'in voltage as load is appljed, with the result that iess torque is
required for a given'load. The reactance X may be either the "transient"
or the "sub-transient" reactance depending upon the duration of these

effects. For this reason the simu'lation was run for reactances up to 1.0

pu. Forward Euler approximations of the equations describing the circuit
in Figure 2.5 are used over a time step, At, of 5 microseconds. The

simulation programne switches the consumer load from an equivalent of 8

load steps to one of 4.i load steps at t = 0. The response of the load

governor is plotted from this time fonvard. A non-integer number of load

steps was chosen to illustrate the switching on and off repetitively of
one step to control the frequency. The load governor will attempt to

return the machine loading to an equivalent of eight load steps (ie the

governor load should be 3.9 steps). Before t = 0 the simu'lation has been

proceed'ing with constant load on the system for sufficient time to reach

steady state conditions (tne load must balance the input torque otherwise

the frequency will be varying). The equations used to represent the system

are:
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rp = + Amps

vp = ! *(In-IL)xlt vorts

VrxAtIg = IL*? Amps At=5 mi croseconds

230 ,tr sin (O) Volts

v1 = r - [t - trooo orooo] [t -
At - Rlsapl-TJ

irono = # Amps

v1 llgAo x At * tt I o, 
rad/s(l) = 0)--J(iJ 'T

Vol ts

(2.1)

$ = 0+Ato rad

These equations assume that the machine being modelled js two-po1e, ie the

shaft frequency is equal to the generated frequency. The model used is of

a 1 kl^I synchronous generator which defines rated machine current and load.

Fnom rated vo'ltage (230 V) the base pu impedance can be calculated and is
subsequently used to calculate the transient inductance L from the pu tran-

sient reactance X. The simulation solves the equation as outl'ined in the

flow diagram in Figure 2.7. The filter and machine equations are updated

in the order shown. The time between negative-going zero-crossings of the

filter output voltage (ie the measure of the period of the terminal voltage)

is used to calculate the number of load steps to be app'lied. At the next

positive-going zero-cross'ing of the terminal voltage this load is applied

as descrjbed previously.

The simulation was run for infinite inertia and a range of transient

reactances to determine the value of Q that gave a transient response having

an overshoot of just less than 50%, je the switched load remains less than

two load steps. Thjs provides a good transient response a'lthough the

actual amount of overshoot'is only approximate because of the stepped

nature of the corrective loads. The values of Q obtained are plotted

/RI0AD + x-
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update fi I ter

update machine
operation in the

order E, VT,
I;ORO, urr 0

time=time+At

voltage just
crossed zero

in the
negati ve
i recti on?

period = time

Ca'lcu'late
new load

termi nal
voltage just
crossed zero

in the
posi ti ve

di recti on ?

Figure 2.7: Flow diagram of the 'load governor/

synchronous generator simulation
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against transient reactance in pu on the right hand side of the graph given
jn Figure 2.8. Th'is procedure determines parameters to obtain a good

response within loop 1. The same approach was adopted for stabilising
'loop 2. A transient reactance of 0.01 pu was chosen to minimise interaction
with loop 1. The required inertia was detenmined for a given Q. These

results are p'lotted on the left hand side of Figure 2.8 for a 1kl,l machine.

Figure 2.8: Valyes of inertia and filter Q to obtain good step responses

for a qiv.en transient reactance. (These va'lues are for a 1kW,

2 pole machine. )

There exist several solutions to the1evel of inertia required for a given

fjlter Q. The one plotted is that which corresponds to the largest inertia.
Thus provided the'inertia is greater than this value an acceptab'le transient

response will be obtained while lower values of inertia may result in
unacceptable responses. However a discontinuity occurs at a Q of 6 where

the solution be'ing used for lower values of Q no longer causes an overshoot

of 50%. At this po'int (and for higher values of Q) the next solution (lower

jnertia) becomes the crit'ical value of inertia. These curves show that fon

increased transient reactance a higher filter Q is required which results in

the need for greater rotational inertia.

and

(i)

The fo I 1 ow'i ng

inertia -

Data requi red

procedure i s used to determi ne the chosen val ues of Q

- machi ne khl rati ng

- number of po'le pairs

- pu transient reactance

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

transient reactance
(Pu )
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Figure 2.9: Simulated s responses of the load in conjunction
u1i th a synchronous rlLor having a transient reacta of 0.3 ou. T

filter Q and svstem'inertia J are varied from the centre re

(a) J - so%

Q-s0%

(d) J - 50%

Q unaltered

(g) J - so%

q+50%

(b) J unal tered

Q-50%

(e) J=0.0165Kgm2

Q = 4.15

(h) J unal tered
q + b0%,

(c) J + 50%

Q-50%

(f) J + s0%

Q unaltered

(i) J + 50%

Q+S0%
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Figure 2.10: Simulated step responses of the load governor in conjunction

with a synchronous generator having a transient reactance of 0.8 pu. The

filter Q and system inertia J are varied from the centre response.

(a) J - s0%

Q-50%

(d) J - 50%

Q una'ltered

(g) J - 50%

q+50%

(b) J unal tered

Q-50%

(e) J = 0.02a7 Kg#

Q = 11'4

(h) J unal tered
q+50%

(c) J + 50%

Q-50%

(f)

(i )

J+50%

a unal tered

J + 50T,

q+S0%
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(2) Enter the right hand side of Figure 2.8 with the value of transient
reactance to obtain the required filter Q.

(3) The required inertia can then be obtained from the left hand side
of the graph. This has to be modified in the following way:

Jm = J x machine size (kl,l) x (number of pole pairs)2 kgm2

The transient responses obtained using the va]ues for J and Q determined
in this way are piotted for transient reactances of 0.3 and 0.g pu in
Figures 2.9 and 2.10 respectively. The load governor under steady state
conditions should be attempting to apply a load of the same 3.9 steps.
The centre response corresponds to the values of Q and J se'lected above
to provide the required response within each 1oop, while the column to the
left has J reduced by 50%, the column to the right has J increased by 50%,

the upper row has Q reduced by 50% and the lower row has Q increased by

50%. As expected with reduced Q the armature reaction effect becomes

dominant with instabilities arising at the switching frequency, while low
inertia causes 1ow frequency cyc'ling. Figure 2.11 is an experimental record
of the operation of a'load governor in conjunction with an 8 kW synchronous
generator. The steady state controlled load is higher than that used in the
simulation but the response appears equivalent to a simulated response
having a slightly higher inertia than the se'lected value.

Figure 2.11: Actual step resbonse of the load governor and an

8 kW svnchronous generator
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The simulation also shows what may happenif the system has poor voltage

regulation. In the example shown in Figure 2.12 the same imbajance between

input and load torques (ie same step in Tg) was applied as in the responses

shown above. A controlled load of slightly less than 4.0 shou'ld have been

applied. However, as shown, it is possible for the'load governor to have to

switch in more load steps to control the system frequency because of the

drop in generated voltage.

Figure 2.12: Load governor's s'imulated step response in conjunction

with poor vo'ltage regulation of the synchronous generator

A1 though thi s ana'lysi s 'i nvol ves many si mp1 i fyi ng assumpti ons the resul ts

provide excellent agreement with the observed operation of the load governor.

A more detailed analysis of the interaction between the load governor and

the generator is being undertaken separately as part of an ME thesis.

2.2.2 Load Governor Modifications

The binary weighting of the controlled loads of the original 'load

governor results in a switching sequence that does not allow a guaranteed

continuous supply of power to any load step. In the case illustrated jn

Figure 2.3 the governor would be repeatedly switching between'load steps

three and four with the result that the loads weighted one, two and four

woul d be subjected to conti nual sw'i tchi ng. Th'i s conti nual swi tch'i ng of any

of the controlled loads occurs irespective of whether the governor has a

low or a high level of load applied. The usefulness of the controlled

loads is limited to resistive dump loads or certain storage devices such as

{5{0353025?n15
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water heaters. The load governor has been modified in a way which prov'ides

controlled loads that are not subjected to continual switching when excess

power is available. The controlled load is separated into three dump loads

in the ratios I:?:4 (operating as before) and three iow priority loads.

The low priority loads are the first of the controlled loads to be applied

and they are switched on in sequence as power becomes available. Thus they

wiII remain connected unt'iI the consumer load approaches fulI rated 'load.

This provides a cont'inuous supply of power to these controlled loads when

there is any excess powerin the system. Each of the low priority loads is

assigned an order of priority ('ie the load with the highest priority receives

power first). It is thus possible to propose energy management schemes'

especia'l1y in systems utilising severai load governors distributed around

the system, where the flow of power can be programred by appropriately select-
ing the priority of each controlled load. A number of governors of reduced

rating can be distributed around the system and tuned to operate over different
frequency bands by appropriate selection of the crystal frequencies. Such

a scheme also allows built in redundancy. By making the combined ratings

of governors greater than that of the generating system the frequency can

still be maintained within the correct range should one unit fail. Detailed

discussion of the operatjon of the modified load governor and a circuit
diagram are to be found in Appendix 1.

A further development was the integration of three single phase load

governors to form a three phase load governor. Each governor operates

independently on one phase and controls only three loads in the ratios

!:2:4 ('ie there are Seven ioad steps per phase). The frequencies of the

reference crystals are separated slightly such that the load steps in each

phase are not switched at exactly the same frequency. As shown in Figure

2.13 this results in effective'ly 21 steps from zero to full controlled 'load

being switched jnto the three phases in sequence while maintaining approxi-

mate phase balance as the generated frequency is increased through the active

range of the governor. This governor has been tested in the field as

outljned jn the following sect'ion. Although not yet tested in the three

phase configuration the load governor incorporating 1ow priority 'loads

rather than purely b'inary weighted loads can also be used'in this way.
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exaggerated

Torque
frequency range
of the governor

1 load steps

Consumer

urbi ne

Speed

Figure 2.L3: The three phase load governor switches jn load on each

2.3 THE iNDUCTION MACHINE IN PLACE OF THE SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR

Any transient changes in load applied to the induction machine must be

supplied via the stator and rotor'leakage reactances which are typically

lower than the transient reactance of the synchronous generator (2). Step

loads applied to the induction machine resu'lt in sudden frequency changes

wh1ch outweigh the phase changes found to be important for the synchronous

generator. A rapid change in input frequency to the filter in the load

governor can cause incorrect determination of the period. Figures 2.14 and

2.15 show the filter response (lower trace) to sweeping the input frequency

over the governor's active range. Figure 2.14 shows the filter response for
the standard value of Q (= 10). The three upper traces represent the amount

of controlled'load that would be applied by a three phase load governor

(trace high - ful'l controlled load on) and illustrate the actual frequency

as detected by the governor. The top trace in Fjgure 2.14 shows the result
of having the filter tuned to the incorrect frequency, the filter for this
phase (filter response not shown) also has a higher Q than the others. The

effect of a high Q is shown more clearly in Figure 2.15 which shows the

filter response for the phase (top trace) having the higher Q (approximately

20). Incorrect switchings in this phase and increased ringing on the filter
output result. It is thus desjrable to ensure that the Q of the filter is

not too high. However, the situation often arises where the governor, even

match the total generator loading to the input to
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F'igure 2.14: Load governor filter response to rapicj changes in input

frequency. Lower trace shows filter output. Upper traces are

the amount of load the governor would a .

Figure 2.15: Filter response as per Fjgure 2.14. Response shown

corresponds to tlre top trace wnich is i@.

with minimum Q, cannoi match the speed of response of the turbine and genera-

tor with unstab'le operat'ion resulting (tfris varies with the type of turbine

used, its operating speed and whether any gearing is used between the turb'ine

ancl generator). In these cases it is necessary to add inertia to the set,

preferably to the high speed shaft.

An ana]ysis of the relationship between filter Q, phase shift at the

generator output, inertia, and governor response was carried out based on
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that used for the synchronous generator. The slip of the'induction generator

is jncluded as shown in Fjgure 2.16. The slip is assumed proportional to
load and to instantaneous'ly change with changes in load. This assumption

(rJs

-:- u)

shaft frequency
generate
frequenc

Figure 2.16: Simp'lified schematic used for the simulation of the load
governor and self-excited induction generator

is made as there is no energy storage in the machine and thus added load can

only be supplied by a change in sl'ip occurring almost instantaneous'ly. As

shown the inertia is effective at the shaft frequencyuprather than at the

generated frequency. The equation (2.I) used for updating the frequency of
the synchronous generator is replaced by the fo1lowing equat'ions:

rrrs = 4x"x-61fffrffi rad/s

ie the rated slip is assumed to be 0.04 pu

slip \T=

V1x11649xAt
uir = ttlr 

-J ndr _ u,T-
TrxAt

+ 
-T- rad/s

(l) = 0r - 0s rad/s

As for the synchronous generator an attempt to separate the two loops

results in the graph plotted in Figure 2.17, Typically an induction machine

has a leakage reactance of around 0.16 pu artd, as shown,variations in this
reactance have no effect on the minimum Q, ds the instantaneous shift in
output frequency becomes dominant. At leakage reactances of greater^ than

0.3 pu the step in frequency with load is no longer dominant and the

Load Lp
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Figure 2.17: Values of inertia and filter Q required to obtain
good step responses with an induction generator.

(These values are for a I kt,l, 2 pole machine.L

characteristic of the curve for filter Q is very similar to that for the

synchronous generator. The sign'ificant difference compared to the syn-

chronous case is that the inertia required remains substantially constant
as Q is increased beyond a value of about five (there is obviously an

upper limit to this). At the minimum Q (= 3.4) the required inertia is
too'large to be used in pract'ice. The advantage of increasing Q is that
the load governor becomes less sensitive to noise in the system. For

these reasons it is suggested that a Q of 10 and an inertia of 0.02 kg-m2

(ttre inertia having to be scaled from a l ki^I,2 pole machine as before) be

used for all schemes utilising induction generators. The transient
responses for these values are shown (same format as for the synchronous

cases) jn Figure 2.18. These nesponses show the induction machine's low

sensitivity to changes in inertia and Q as well as the improved system

dynamic response compared to that using a synchronous generator. As a

comparison with the simulated results, Figure 2.19 shows a step response

of a load governor connected to a 7.5 kW induction machine driven by a

Francis turbine. This response is closely similar to that obtained from

the simu'lated systems havi ng 'low i nerti a.
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Fiqure 2.18: Simulated step response of the load governor in coniunction

with a self-excited induction generator havinq a tota'l 'leakage reactanc8

of 0.16 pu and a rated slip of 0.04 pu, The filter Q and system inertia
J are varied from the centre response.

(a) J - 50%

Q-50%

(d) J - 50%

Q unal tered

(g) J - 50%

Q+50%

(b) J unal tered

Q-50%

(e) J=0.02kgm2
Q=10

(h) J unal tered
q+50%

J+50%

Q-50%

J+50%

a unal tered

J+50%
q+50%

(c)

(f)

(i )

15z,253035{l
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Fiqure 2.19: Step response of the load governor connected to a 7.5 kl'l

i nducti on mach'i ne .

The selection procedure for use with the induction generator has been

simpljfied to scaling the inertia from that chosen for the I kW' 2 pole

machine (ie J = 0.02 kg-m", Q = 10). In practice such simplifications
are highly desirable and for this reason'it is recommended that the same

values be adopted for the synchronous generator also. The centre row

of responses in Figure 2.20 show the effect of using these values with an

induction generator, a synchronous generator wjth a transient reactance

of 0.3 pu, and a synchronous generator with a transient reactance of

0.8 pu respectively. All three responses are acceptable although that

for the synchronous generator with 0.3 pu transient reactance is not

quite as good as obtained using the procedure outlined in the previous

section. The effect of variations in rated siip of the induction

machine is illustrated in the responses (a) and (f). As js expected

decreasing rated siip results in a slower transient response and thus a

lower level of inertia could be used to improve the response time. The

converse is also true for increasing rated slip as shown in step response

(f). The two responses (b) and (g) are for the synchronous generator

with 0.3 pu transient reactance and they illustrate the minima'l effect of

the filters being incorrectly tuned. The upper response has the centre

frequency of the filter reduced by 2% and the lower increased by 2%.

The response of the load governor to switching full consumer load

on and off is shown in Figure 2.21. These results were obtained on an

existing three phase micro-hydro installation comprising an ungoverned
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Fiqure 2.20: Simulated st ses for the self-excited induction
oenerator and two svnchronous qenerators for Q = 10 and J = 0.02 kqm3

The filter centre frequency is varied.

(a) induction generator

with 0.03 pu rated sliP

(c) induction generator

wi th 0. 04 Pu rated s 1 t' P

(b) synchronous generator

transient reactance = 0.3 pu

fi lter centre frequency - 2%

(d) synchronous generator

transient reactance =0.3 pu

(e) synchronous generator

transient reactance = 0.8 pu

(f) induction generator

with 0.05 pu rated slip
(g) synchronous generator

transient reactance = 0.3 pu

fi 1 ter centre frequency +2%
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Figure 2.21: Load governor responses on a 30 kt,J self-excited
induction generator.

Upper trace: total load current
Lower trace: governor load switching - high - fu11 on

low - full off
Appljcation of 18 k[.l consumer load -

(a) High filter Q

(b) Normal filter Q

Removal of 18 kl.J load - (c).

Pelton wheel and a 30 kl'l induction machine, where 18 kW corresponded to
fu]l load on the turbine. The total load current (upper trace) and the

amount of governor load connected (lower trace) are shown in photographs

(a) and (b). High filter Q (approximate'ly 20, photograph (a)) results in
a slower rate of change of contro'l]ed load (compare to photograph (b)

Q = 10) and an incorrect switching occurs (fu11 governor load switched

back on again for a short time). This agrees with the filter response

shown in Figure 2.15 where the beating in the output causes an incorrect
switching and a slower response. The slower response is also predicted

by the simulation. If the generator speed exceeds the governor's range
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then overloading of the generator will occur as consumer'load is applied

until the speed fal'ls to within the governor's range. Th'is is the case

shown in Figure 2.21, photograph (a), and as can be seen there is a signj-

ficant delay between when the consumer load is appfied and when the governor

commences to rernove the controlled load. The frequency must drop to within

the governor's range and unt'i1 this occurs the machine is overloaded to

twice rated load as shown. To prevent this happening the system should

initial'ly be operated w'ith no consumer'load connected and full flow through

the turbine. A check is then made to ensure that the generated frequency
'is not outside the operating range of the governor. If it is then the

governor 'loads must be increased or the flow permanently restricted. Photo-

graph (c) shows the response to removal of the consumer load. If the load

governor is to maintain the generated frequency within the required range

then a check must also be made to ensure that the frequency under normal

operation does not fall below the governor's range. This is simply a matter

of app'lying full consumer load and checking whether the genenated frequency

is low or whether the load governor has some load app'lied.

2.4 DEVELOPMENT OF THE SELF.EXCITED INDUCTION GENERATOR

As discussed in the introduction the use of standard induction machines

as stand alone generators offers many advantages over the synchronous

generator including improved transient responses as has been shown above.

However their use is not common because of difficulties that arise even

though the process of self exciting induction machines by connecting capa-

citors across the machjne terminals is a well known technique. In the 1930's

Bassett and Potter (3) demonstrated the possibility of using the induction

machine jn this way. They concluded that such a system had the advantages

of very good generated waveforms and low cost. At that stage the main

problem inhibiting the use of the'induction machine as a practical stand

alone generator was the lack of s'imp1e autornatic voltage regulation over a

range of loadjng conditions. 0n1y unity power factor loads could be coped

with and the machine jnductance had to be compensated for by series capaci-

tances in the l'ines. Further areas that needed development'included a more

complete understanding of the operation, reljability and mechanism of the

self excited induction generator.

The self excitation of induction machines became of more concern with

the widespread use of power factor correction equipment. In most practical

circumstances such self excitation is undesirable as it can cause severe
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overvoltages (4,5), thereby stressing the insulation of the machine, or it
can cause torque and speed fluctuations (6,7) whjch detract from the per-
formance of the machine and may cause significant overheating. It thus
became necessary to develop and refine methods for determining precise

operating 1imjts before se'lf excitation occurred (6,7,8,9,10). In these

situations self excitation occurs in an already excited machine operating
initially under nomina'l1y correct conditions. However the conditions
under which self excitation can occurin an unexcited machine, spun up to
speed from rest w'ith only the residual magnetism of the rotor to induce

any initial currents, were not well understood. A good understanding is
required however before induction generators can be confidently used in
stand alone appl ications.

Doxey (11) improved the voltage regulation of the se1f excited
induction generator by the use of suitably matched star-delta saturable
reactors. Further improvements were obtained by converting the reactors
to magnetic amplifiers by adding dc windings fed from a suitable voltage
regulator. This method, hourever, incurs a high cost, not only as a

result of the cos! of the inductors required, but also because they must

be matched to the particular machine used.

Ooi and David (LZ) proposed a scheme to regulate the voltage of the
induction generator by supplying the reactive requirements from a syn-

chronous condensen. This scheme incurs the djsadvantages of the high

added cost and maintenance of the synchronous machine. Another method

(13,14,15) of using the self excited induction generator is in an

uncontrolled mode producing variable voltage and frequency ac in conjunc-
tion wfth a controlled rectifier to produce constant vo'ltage dc. For

small scale stand alone applications this method has the disadvantages

discussed in section 1.1.2 for VSCF and dc systems. It was not until
reliable solid state switches were developed, making possible low cost
static VAr sources (referred to as static exc'iters in this thesis) that
the viable low-cost stand-alone jnduction generator could be realised
(16). The concept of such a system had been discussed by Mohan and Riaz
(17) for supplying heating loads from wind turbines. These schemes were

proposed for frequency insensitive loads as there r,vas no control over

the frequency. Recently the use of induction generators has attracted
increasing attent'ion. De Mello (18) discusses the concept of using
induction generators as the principa'l generat'ion source in a power system.

Casel and Knitterscheidt (19) discuss the jmportance of induction
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generators as high reliability generators for critica1 areas such as fire
fighting equiPment.

The problems associated with using an induction machine thus include

guaranteeing se'lf-excitation, vo'ltage regulation, and provision of a neutral

when 4 wire, 3 phase distribut'ion is required from a delta-connected induc-

tion machine. As the excitat'ion of the induction machine must be provided

wholly via the stator windings (see section 1.1.3 for basic exp'lanation of

the self-excited induction generator), a reactive load is imposed on the

supply connected to the machine, whether it is motoring or generat'ing. The

amount of reactive power required is dependent on the driv'ing speed and

machine loading. The static exciter must thus vary the effective net

capacitance connected to the machine terminals. A phase balancer may be

used to improve the voltage regulation between phases by balancing the load

on the generator while also providing the neutra'l for the system (see sect'ion

4.3 for further d'iscussion on the need for a phase balancer and the alterna-

ti ves avai I abl e ) .

The basic system utilising the se'lf-excited induction generator thus

compri ses:

(1) prime mover (eg turbine)

(2) squirrel cage induction machine

(3 ) phase ba]ancer

(4) static exci ter
(5) load governor

as shown jn Fjgure 2.22. The load governor is used to maintain constant

generated frequency in order to eliminate the need for a mechanical speed

governor as for the system based on the synchronous generator. In the

succeeding chapters the operation of the bas'ic system and other alterna-

tives are analysed and methods of overcoming the problems out'ljned above

are illustrated. A physical understanding of the systern operation 'is

aimed for to allow the confident specjfication of this equipment in high

re'l j abi I i ty systems .
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2.5

1.

2.

3.

A

5.

6.

7.

Figure 2.22: Low-cost generating system comprising (1) driver
(eg turbine), (2) induction machine, (3) phase balancer,

(4) static exciter, and (5) load governor.
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CHAPTER 3

3.0 SELF-EXCITING THE INDUCTION MCHINE

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In stand alone applications of an induction generator it is imperat'ive

that self excitation both occurs and can be maintained. This chapter dis-

cusses the mechanism by which self excitat'ion occurs and lrcw the termina1

voltage can, under favourable conditions, start fnom the relative'ly
insignificant voltage caused by remanent magnetism in the rotor and build
up to the fu'l'l rated voltage of the rnachine. The physics of the process

are developed by considering the machine to behave at first as a synchronous

machine with a weak permanent magnet rotor and then as an asynchronous

machine as the terminal voitage rises to some useful value.

For the theoretical development the two possible states of the machine

are represented by the simple equivalent circuits shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Equivalent circuits
(a) Synchronous mode of the self-excited induction generator

(b) Asynchronous mode

The machine starts as a permanent magnet alternator (Figure 3.i(a)) and

switches to an asynchronous machine (Figure 3.1(b)), the transition being

dependent on the machine parameters, the rotor speed and the size of the

(a)

(b)
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termi na'l capaci tors . The c'i rcui t parameters are al I assumed to be constant

except for the magnetising inductance which varies in the way shown in
Figure 3.2 (this curve was obtained experimenta'l1y as outlined in section

3.3). The drop'in inductance at high magnetising currents is well known

and determines the fina'l steady state voltage. The importance of the low

inductance at Jow currents is'less well-recognised but it is this feature

that largely determines the initial self exc'itat'ion characteristics of the

machi ne.

0.4

Lm (H)

0.2

1.0 Im (A) 2.0

Figure 3.2: Variation jn magnetis'ing inductance with magnetising current

This chapter presents a theoretical analysis of the way in which self
excitation occurs as a change in the state of the machine (1). The theory

is complemented with several experimental results showing possible failure
modes for such excitat'ion. Finally a start-up sequence under which se1f

excitation is most likely to occur is presented and evaluated.

3.2 THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The operation of the two simple equivalent cjrcuits shown in

is examined by considering the relatjonships between the terminal

current and rotor speed in each case. The following assumptions

(a) Core loss in the machine is neg'lected.

(b) Leakage inductances do not saturate (2).

Figure 3.1

vo1 tage ,
are made:
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(c)
(d)

(e)

The magnetising inductance is dependent on the air-gap voltage.
The distributed windings produce a sinusoidal distribution of mmf.

Harmonics in the induced currents and voltages are ignored.

Many of the above assumptions are standard. However with self-excited
induction machines the non-linearity of the magnetising inductance is not

only significant in regulating the generated voltage but is also important

in the process of excitation as described in th'is chapter.

3.?.L The S.vnchronous Mode

The equivalent circuit for the synchronous mode, Figure 3.1(a), has

the form of a resonant circuit in which the forcing function is the remanent

magnetism in the rotor inducing synchronous currents into the stator. The

amount of remanent magnetism present in the notor is measuredin terms of
the open circuit (capacitors disconnected) voltage at rated frequency. To

determine the response to the forcing function it is incorporated into the

equivalent circuit as a voltage source, the magnitude and frequency of which

are dependent on the rotor speed, (as shown in Figure 3.3).

V, = krr.r,^ sin ur"t

Fi gure 3. 3: S.vnchronous-mode equi va'lent ci rcui t i ncorporati ng

remanent magnetism as a frequency-dependent voltage source

Vg = Kurr sin opt

where o" = the synchronous electrical frequency proportional to the rotor
speed

K = Veq/os
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= a constant proportional to
the rotor

and Vo. is the open circujt voltage

the remanent rnagnetic flux density in

produced at rated system frequency ure.

This model of machine behaviour may be compared with the equiva'lent

constant excitation machine d'iscussed by Mainer (3) in his theoretica] treat-
ment of permanent magnet alternators. However factors which rule out a

direct application of Mainer's methods jn this case'include the ill-defined
distribution of remanent flux in the rotor, the re]ative'ly high values of
recoil permeability which apply to the soft iron in the squirrel cage induc-

tion machine, and departure from 'ljnear operation. The practical permanent

magnet alternator has marked safiency and must be analysed by a two axis

method. Round rotor analysis is used here because while different levels

of saturation along and perpendicular to the axis of remanent magnetism do

create magnetic saliency, the effect is only significant at rotor speeds

wel'l below that which result in a synchronous transition.

Possible analysis of the machine as a hysteresis generator has also

been considered. However such treatments of the hysteresis machine as those

by Teare (4) and Cope'land and Slemon (5) have been concerned principal'ly
with motor operation, and have cons'idered the use of hard magnetic materials

with hysteresis loops of regular shape incorporated in rotors of simp'le

geometry. That the peak air-gap flux density is not exp'licitly known in the

case of the self excited generator imposes a further major difficulty.

The operation of the synchronous mode of the self-excited induction

machine can be determined from analysis of the circuit shown in Figure 3.3.

The magnetising current 16 can be ca1culated:

t-Im
krr (3.1)

rs + j(r,rp(15 + Lm) - t/rrC)

The normal response of a resonant c'ircuit to a forcing function js

modified by a nonlinear magnetising inductance and the variation in magnitude

of the forcing function with rotor speed. Solv'ing equation 3.1, using the

values for the magnetis'ing inductance and curent from Figure 3.2 and the

machine parameters, a set of possib'le synchronous operating points can be

obtained. Plott'ing these points for a 2.25 kW induction machine (machine

a, Appendix 2) with 25 pF capacitors connected per phase produces curves

of the form in Figure 3.4, for values of remanent magnetism varying from
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150

I (mA)

100

Figure 3.4: Possible operating points of the induction generator

in synchronous mode for three levels of remanent magnetism

an open circuit voltage of 0.5 V to 0.1 V at 50 Hz. The curves rise
gradually until increasing current causes a rapid rise in magnetising

inductance (see Figure 3.2), and an associated decrease in synchronous

resonant frequency causes the curves to bend back upon themselves. If
the machine speed is increased monotonically from zero however, the response

will follow a curve of the form shown until the knee is reached (point X

for instance), at which point increasing rotor speed must cause the operating
point to jump past synchronous resonance (to point Y), It must be noted

that these curves, a'long with those for the asynchronous mode, can be shifted
with respect to machine speed by simply vary'ing the amount of capacitance

connected to the machine. The speed range of 1.0 to 1.4 per unit was con-

venient for the equipment used to drive the'induct'ion machine. This range

is simply reduced by increasing the capacitance.

3.2.2 The Asynchronous Mode

The asynchronous mode (the standard mode) of operation of the self-
excited induction machine also has the form of a resonant circuit. Circuit
analysis is used to determine whether any currents present will grow or

decay. Thjs will allow determination of operating areas where excitation
may occur. Using the circuit of Figure 3.1 (b) ana following the method

of Wagner (6) these areas may be calculated. The current supp'lied by the
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machine to the capacitor (the stator cument), is, is given by:

i5 = Re(Isemt) ;, ., (3"2)

where Re means the real Part
I = the complex stator current

and m =of jlrl

Simf1arly for the rotor circult the 'rotor current, ip, is

ir = Re(tne(m-iP)t) (3.r1

where Ir = the complex t"otstt c,uFr€tlt

artd p = the 'rotor electrical speed.

Using ,Kirchoff 's loop equations wit-h standard phasor notation yields:

Ir(rr+m(Ls+161)+llmc) *IrrnLm = 0 !,. (3.4)

and

trrl"r+(m-ip)(LrrLm))*lt(m..jn)]Lm = s (3.5)

Solving equatiloRs, (3.4) and (3'5) for I- gives

r. ^

{[*'c(Ls 
+ L6) + ncro, + 1] [-rr ' (m-Jp)(Lr + l-m)J

+m2[m-i'P)Cl-r2]1, = Q .,- (3'.5)
'l

Assuming Ir f 0 and simplifying equ'ation (3.e1 in terms of m yields

r .l - (

m'c{(t-r + Lm)(Ls + Lnil - u*t} * m'zc{(15 + L6)rp + (Ln + Lm,}rs

- ip((Lr + Lm)(Ls + Lm) - Lme) *,t{crrr" + (Lr + L6)

- j'pc,(1,' + Lm).r) * {0" 
- jt(u, - tr}} = Q ... (3.7)

At this point the equat'ion may be normalised by converting to per unit
va1ues. Then if p is erxpressed as a fractJon of urn we have frorn equation

(3.7):
( ' ) -[(m/uro)'{tx, + x'n}(xs * xm) - **'} * (m/ure)" t,ot 

+ xr)rp

+ (Xr + Xm)rs - ip[(x. * Xm)(Xs + Xm) - X*t)] *
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6)15) +(m/,o ) {., ",
* X.(Xr + Xm) - jp(Xr +

(3.8 )

The roots of this cubic equation define ihe conditions under which

asynchronous machine operation is possibie. Solving for m = o + jur always

produces two roots that have u negative and are of no further interest here

as they correspond to circuit responses that always decay with time.

However, the third root has an o Bhat can be negative, positive or zero and

it is this root which determines r,rhether the rotor current, the stator
cument, and voltage, decrease, increase or are sustained. The roots were

obtained using Carden's solut'ion for a cubic equation. As the coeffjcients
of the cubic are comp'lex and the solution requires turo cube roots and one

square root to be taken, eignteen possible solutions result. By examination

and resubst'itution back into the original equation the correct three roots
can be determined. Figure 3.5 shows a plot of a against machine speed for

0.04

u

0.02

0.4

0.24

Fiqure 3.5: Plot of a against machine speed for two values of
magnetising inductance, Lm = 0.4 H and 0.24 H.

two values of 16. A resonant speed occurs for which a = 0. For asynchron-

ous cuments to grow and therefore for self exciiation to occur the resonant

speed must be exceeded ('ie o rnust be posjtive). The speed at which resonance

occurs for a given induction rnachine and magnetisiitg inductance can be

reduced by increasing the terminal capacitance. It'is in'beresting to note

that there exist two resonant speeds. Figure 3.6 shows a plot of o for

*.{'r-ip(xr+xm)} = Q
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0.2

0r

0,1

(pu)

-0.;05

Flqu 3.,6: Plot sf o against machine s

the rnachine havinE 100 pF (rather than ?5 pF) eonnected across ea,ch phase.

As ean be seen c, becomesnegati've agAin at a hf'gher speed. It is p,ossible

to be operating such that th'e ma:chin€ speed and the amount of terminal

capaeitance exceeds that which would allow the maehine td excite.

1..5

I(A

r.0

0.5

2,A
P (Pu)

Fiqure 3.7: Corttours of o l^Enresenting, elponenti-al gt'owl-h On.d-

decav of as-vnchronous currents in a 2.25 kl,l induction machine.

1.0

i ncreased .exci tation gapaqita:[cer

4 = -0.15
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From the values of magnet'ising inductance shown in Figure 3.2

contours of machine current and speed for different va1ues of o can be

obtained as shown in Figure 3.7. The steady staie operation of the asyn-

chronous machine must be at a point of resonance, ie o = 0. As can be

seen, at a particular speed there are two operating points which satisfy
this criterion, A and B. Point A represents the point at which the machine

is fully excited. Point Bo however, represents an unstable condition in
that any change in speed will cause the machine to drop out of resonance,

an increase in speed tending to cause self excitation with resonance being

regained at point A while a decrease wi'll cause the machine to drop back

to the synchronous mode. It is point B which is of interest in terms of
initiating excitation and Figure 3.8 shows the curves expanded about this
area. For excitation to occur the operating point of the generator must

cross the o = 0 contour to allow growth of asynchronous currents.

\
-0.

0. 005

150

(mA)

100

,\ )*,

0.0

50

1.0 L.2 1.4 p (pu)

Figure 3.8: Contours of cr for the area of machine operation critical
to the initiation of self-ereitation. Positive q, corresponding to

qrowth of asynchronous cuments leading to excitation.

3.2.3 Interaction Between Modes

The interaction between the synchronous and asynchronous modes can be

seen by combining the contour o = 0, for asynchronous operation, with the

curves for synchronous response as shown in Figure 3.4 (the dotted line
comesponding to the a = 0 contour). For a given va1ue of remanent magnetism

a machine started from rest wi1l have a capacitor current that fo'llows the
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appropriate synchronous curve (A) up to a knee point (X). If the speed is
further increased the current must jump discont'inuously to point Y which is
withfn the area where asynchronous operation is possible. Under these condi-

tions an asynchronous component wi1'l grow rapidly and the terminal voltage

wil'l increase to the appropriate value (ie until the c = 0 contour is reached

again). The fixed rotor po'les produced by the remanence are destroyed by

the cycling of the rotor as a result of asynchronous operation and thus the

synchronous component of current decays to zero. If the synchronous

operating point fs close to point X, only a small disturbance is required

to initiate self excitation.

Vr

IXs

Figure 3.9: Vector diaqrams

(a) Corresponding to point X in Figure 3.4 for c'ircuit shown in Figure 3.3.
(b ) Comespondi ng to poi nt Y .

The effect of thjs transition on the synchronous mach'ine can be seen

from the vector d'iagrams in Figure 3.9 (the circu'it is shovrn jn Figure 3.3).
Below resonance the load angle 6 is such that the mmf Fr, produced by the

current flowing, reinforces the remanent mmf F2 to produce the resultant
mmf Fo. Above resonance the current acts to reduce the remanent magnetism.

The change in phase of the current between the two operat'ing points is of
the order of 150 degrees. For the resonant frequency line to be crossed and

se'lf excitation to occur the synchronous machine must sustain this large

change in phase - effectively a large'load ang'le swing - for sufficient time

for the asynchronous currents to grow w'i thout the synchronous currents decay-

ing such that operation falls below the a = 0 line.

Vr
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200

I (mA)

1.0 p (pu) 1.0 p (pu)

200

I (mA)

1.0 p (pu)

Figure 3.,10: S.vstenr responses. Curves (a) to (d) show the response to

(c)

p (pu)

tes in machine . Curve (e) is the
ve,ry ]ollt level of remanent magnetisn
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3.3 EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

Under most operat'ing condit'ions the remanent magnetism wil'l pers'ist for
a sufficient time io guarantee self excitation when the change in state

occurs - the rate of change of rotor magnetism will be limited by the highly

conductive rotor. If, however, the transition js attempted at very slow

speeds it is likely that problems may occur.

To investigate the consequences of slow load angle swings a number of

experiments were performed. These experiments invo'lved accelerating the

induction machine from rest at different rarnp rates. Figure 3.10 shows

typical system responses for a 3 phase, 4 po'|e,2.25 k[.l induction machine

for rotor speed ramp rates ranging from 1.0 rad/s/s down to 0.12 rad/s/s.

The responses are plotted as machine current against rotor speed with the

contour s = 0 shown (see below for comment on the position of th'is contour).

Curve a, at the highest ramp rate, shows a typical response where the initial
synchronous build up leads to a iump through synchronous resonance causing

the machine to self excite.

At a slightly lower ramil rate (curve b).self excitation is almost

achieved but fails as the cycling of the rotor reduces the remanent magnetism

and operation fal'ls back into the synchronous mode. Self excjtation then

occurs at a higher speed. At a still lower ramp rate (curve c) there is

considerable interference between synchronous and asynchronous components

resulting in current fluctuations until self excitat'ion occurs. At extremely

slow rates (curve d) the remanent magnetism is steadiiy reduced unti'l

finally self excitatjon occurs. The effect of the sustained load angle is

to shift the orientatjon of the remanent nngnetism resulting in a steady

demagnetisat'ion of the rotor. This demagnetisation was verified by halting

and reversing the ramp in machine speed as shown in F'igure 3.11, Curve a

shows the response to jncreasing the machine speed. Reversing this ramp in

speed results in curve b being traced. When the machine is run up again

curve c is obtained which corresponds to a lower level of remanent magnetism.

There appear to be two mechanisms by which the remanent magnetism of

the machine can be altered. At very slow ramp rates the demagnetising

armature reaction caused by the load angle is sufficient to keep the machine

below the area of possib'le asynchronous openat'ion up to a speed of approxi-

mately L.24 pu jn this case. At higher ramp rates asynchronous currents do

appear but may "beat" or interfere with the synchronous currents. Such

interference may cause the operat'ing point to vacillate in and out of t,ite
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I (mA)

200

1.0 p (pu)

Figure 3.11: System response to reversals in the machine's run-up

area of possible asynchronous operation (curve c, Figure 3.10). Alternatively
the asynchronous component may degauss (either partially or completely) the

rotor of the machine as it drives it through many cycles yet fai'ls to self
excite if the collapse of the synchronous component is faster than the
growth rate of the asynchronous one (curve b, Figure 3.10).

In practice, of course, all these effects are present at the same t'ime

and it is difficult to distinguish between them in a real case. At high

ramp rates no jnterference effect is observed as the rate of growth of the
asynchronous component is too high. Conversely the process of exciting the
machine may temporari'ly halt before continuing on to excite.

The machine response for an almost completely demagnetised rotor is
shown in Figure 3.10, curve e, with self excitation occurring at a speed

of approximate'ly 1.44 pu. Even with a completely demagnet'ised rotor self
excitation will occur if the speed exceeds that resonant speed determined

by the m'inimum value of magnetising inductance and the value of terminal
capacitance. This speed corresponds to the point at which the o = 0

contour intersects the speed axis. Thus the resonant speed can be

exceeded (ie positive a can be attained) without the need to establish
current in the machine to achieve this. Demagnetisation of the rotor was

achieved by using a critical ramp rate which produced the maximum reduction
in remanent magnetism after the machine failed to excite. The load ang'le
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effect a1one cannot produce this level of demagnetisation as at extremely

1ow ramp rates self excitation always occurs at speeds below 1.24 pu.

The position and shape of the q = 0 contour is dependent on the value

of the magnetis'ing inductance, Lm. To measure L, the machine was driven

at synchronous speed and the applied terminal voltage varied. However, at
very iow machine currents, even with the use of precise electnrnic watt-
meters, the measurement of magnetising inductance was extremely difficu'lt.
To obta'in more accurate values for L, the remanent magnet'ism was utilised
to provide the required synchronous machine currents at the'low levels of
interest. The machine was represented by the circuit shown in Figure 3.3

with the terminal capacitor disconnected. From this circu'it the magnetis-

ing inductance was calculated by measuring the open circuit voltage and

the short circuit current, each test being repeated several t'imes to ensure

that a stable leve] of remanent magnetism had been achieved. However,

because of the'limited magnitude of the remanent magnetism this nethod

could only produce results for machine currents below 30 mA. Figure 3.12

is the plot of L, against machine current with the jnclusion of error bars

to give an indication of the uncertainty in the values of Lp, dnd therefore
in the exact position of the o contours, at low machine currents. The

agreement shown between the theoretical predictions and the experimental

observations validate the assumptions made in section 3.2.

Lm (H)

0.3

300 Im (mn)

Figure 3.12: Plot of magnetising inductance showing error bars
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Experimental work in this area js sometimes made.uthe. confusing by

initially unexpected behaviour. One example is that the small transient
resulting from disconnecting and neconnecting the capacitance to a non-

excited machine is often seen to be sufficient to start se]f excitation.
From Fjgure 3.4 it can be seen that if the operating point is close to
point X only a small disturbance (either in the machine current or speed)

may be required to cause the machine to excite. Also small slip ring
induct'ion machines may not excite because of the discrete voltage drop at
the brush contacts preventing the growth of asynchronous currents from zero

when conditions would otheruise be suitable for excitation. Thus the

synchronous operation of the jnduction machine wou'ld result in the o = 0

contour being crossed but without excitation occurring the remanent

magnetism will be reduced as discussed previously.

3.4 PRACTICAL II4PLICATIONS

A major prob'lem in using stand alone induction generators is that of
guaranteeing self excitation when a machjne having an unknown anount of
remanent magnetism in the rotor is accelerated from rest. An understanding

of the mechanism of self excitation as presented in this chapter pennits

recommendations to be made for improving the reliability of start-up.

A reduction in the remanent magnetism can occur at reduced accelera-

tion rates, as previously shown, jf the terminal capacitor remains connec-

ted while the machine is run up. Similarly any load connected to the ntachine

demonstrably reduces the ability of the machine to exc'ite (see section 7.3).
The effect of add'ing load to the circuits used to analyse the synchronous

and asynchronous modes of operation of the induction machine is to move the

o, = 0 contour to a higher speed and to reduce the synchronous contours as

shown in Figure 3.13. Thjs markedly increases the difficulty in self-
exciting the machine. Thus to improve the reliability of start up it is

recommended that in all situations t,he capaciior remain disconnected until
the final machine speed is attained, and furthermore that any major load

remain disconnected until the machine is fully excited (there wi1'l usually
be some load imposed by the control devices connected to the generator

output). In addition the reliability of starting can be made very high by

one of the four following methods:

(1) By passing a DC current through the machine before it is run up to

speed sufficient remanent magnetism may be guaranteed. 0n1y a very

low level of current is required - a standard car battery being a

suitable DC source.
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Figure 3.13: The effect of loading on the synchronous

and asynchronous contours

By switching in charged termina'l capacitors. If the capacitors are

charged to a high voltage, say rated machine voltage, the discharge

current is normal'ly sufficient to cause self excitation even with a

degaussed rotor.

By increas'ing the machine speed above the rated value, causing the

nesonant speed at low magnetisation to be exceeded, and thereby

jnitiatilg self excitation (note that the machine's rotor and bearings

must be rated for the higher speed).

(4) By adding sufficient. terminal capacitance to reduce the resonant speed

to below the rated machine sPeed.

In the last two methods care must be taken to avoid large overvo'ltages

when the machine excites as the voltage generated once excited increases

with machine speed and/or terminal capac'itance. The severity of the over-

voltage is dependent on the extent to which the magnetis'ing'inductance varies

from that at rated voltage (ie rated magnetising current) to that at magneti-

sing currents approaching zero. If the machine does have to be exc'ited

wi th no remanent magneti sm i n the rotor then the machi ne speed or capac'i tance

required will be correspondingly h'igher than that required to sustain gener-

ated voltage at rated machine speed. In large mach'ines these two methods may

not be pract'ica] because of the 'large reduction in magnetising inductance

at very low currents. Typica'l1y the ratio between the'inductance in the

essentially linear operating range and the inductance for very smal'l currents

100

50

(2)

(3)
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is of tlre srder of 5:1 for the iron alone. The presenie of the airgap
reduces the effective natio. Thus a small ma,chine may have a ratio of 2 to
l while large machines will approach 5 to 1. l,lith high ratios ver"y larEe
capacitance or very h:igh machine speeds would be requir.ed to errsure self
excitation by'either of the'last two methods where the resonant speed to
be exceede-d corr'responds to that for minirnum magnetising i,nductance.
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CHAPTER

4.0 OPERATION OF THE SELF-EXCITED INDUCTION GENEMTOR

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The vo1tage generated by a self-excited induction generator is dependent

on the mach'ine parameters (especial'ly the non-linearity of the magnetis'ing

inductance), the amount of capacitance connected to the machine terminals,

the generator loading, and the machine speed. This chapter investigates

the operation of the induction generator under both balanced and unbalanced

1 oadi ngs.

4.2 BALANCED OPERATION

Stable operating points for the self-excited induction generator under

balanced conditions can be determined using ihe per-phase equivalent c'ircuit

shown in Figure 4.1. The analys'is presented in this chapter is based on the

assumptions made in section 3.2. The operating points are obtained by equat-
.ing the reactive volt-amperes and the real power between the generator and

Fjqure 4.1: Single-phase equivalent circuit for the induction machine

the terminal capacitance and'load. The inrpedance' 71, of the equivalent

ci rcui t I ooki ng 'into the machi ne terrni nal s i s gi ven by:

1 . tu2 Lrn2

s^ rr - ,[,,1s + Lm)

,,r3 (Lr + Lm ) Lmz

-v'F-o2 (Lr + Lrn)'

--__lY"
I

_?
sz,

-L. *
sz

,rrt (Lr + Lm)2
Z1 - Fst

Fp

(4.1)
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From this the stator current can be ca]culated:

-E+Is=t (4.2)

The terminal voitage is taken as being maintained at the rated value. The

added assumption of constant magnetising inductance is included. Once the

machine is excited the magnetising inductance varies only slightly with
generator 'loading. An iterat'ive technique is used to cietermine the operat-
ing points. A similar method has recently been proposed by Murthy et al
(1). A Newton Raphson solution was used to determine the operating points.

The reactive component of the stator curent determines the terminal
capacitance required while the rea'l component sets the generator resistive
'loading. By varying the slip a range of loading conditions can be estab-
lished and the corresponding 1eve1 of capacitance required to maintain
rated vo'ltage can be deterrnined. F'igure 4.2 is a graph of the amount of
capacf tance required by a 2.25 ki^l three phase induction machine (machine a,
Appendix 2), for operating conditions ranging from no 'load, L0% overspeed to
full load at a power factor of 0.8 and 10% underspeed.

Capaci tance
(pu )

1.5

rated load

0.5 I oad

I oad

uni ty pf

0.9 1.0 1.1 p (pu)

Figure 4.2: Amount of excitation capacitance required to maintain
rated voltage for a range of generator speeds and loadings

As can be seen the amount of capacitance varies from 0.37 per unit to
1.28 per unit (ie there'is approximate'ly a 0.9 pu variation required, where

this is in pu of the kVA rating of the machine). However if a load governor

is used then the generator operation is restricted to the frequency range
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49.34 Hz to 50.67 Hz and loadings ranging from ful1 load resistive to fu'l'l

load at 0.8 power factor. This results'in the required capacitance being

C.5 per unit and 1.1 per unit respectively. In this case on'ly a 0'5 per

unit continuous variation in terminal capacitance is required to regu'late

the generated vo]tage. However there must be provision for disconnecting

further terminal capacitors to prevent the generated voltage rising should

the load governor ever be disconnected or become inoperative resulting in

the generator oversPeeding.

If the consumer load remains resist'ive and a'load governor is used,

the variation in capacitance required to regulate the generated voltage is

less than 0.1 pu. In some instances satisfactory regu'lation can be obtained

without the use of variable capacitors. A 230 V delta-connected rnachine

(see sect.ion 4.J.?) has been operated in conjunction with a 6 kW Franc'is

turbine, maximum water fiow producing 2.5 k!{ of generated power, and an

e'lectronic load governor. t,.lith fixed capacitors across each arm of the

delta the generated voltage remained within 5% of rated for zero to full
consumer load. The variation in the generated voltage for 2 kl,| consumer

load removal is shown in Figure 4.3. However excitation with fixed capaci-

tors is on'ly satis'Factory where the consumer load a'lways has a high power

factor.

F.igure 4.3: Variation jn voltage for a 2 k!{ load step on a s'ingle phase

s.vstem using fixed excitation capacitance and a load governor
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4.3 UNBALANCED OPERATION

A prime concern with generators of the s'ize considered in this thesis
(t to 50 khl) is their performance with unbalanced'loads - especially when

providing only a single phase supply. For small schemes sing'le phase

supplies are usual'ly more appropriate than three phase supplies. For

instance a 5 k|,l single phase supply is more desjrable than a 5 kW three

phase supply in terms of the loads that can be supplied and the cost and

complexity of distribution.

To determine the operation of the se'lf-excited induction generator

under unbalanced'loading the simple equivalent circuit cannot be used and

an analysis us'ing genera'lised machine theory was necessary to obtain the

correct interaction between the phases of the generaton. The results of
this analysis are used to propose a variety of operating schemes. In the

case of a three phase supply the objective is to maintain voltage balance

between phases. However if only a single phase supply is required then a

more reasonab'le objective js to determine the excitati0n scheme that

maximises the single phase power that can be supplied by the generator.

4.3.1 Theor.v

To determine operating points when the loading on the generator is
unba'lanced it is necessary to use Kron's generalised machine theory (2)'
The three phase machine equations are represented by the per phase equiva-

lent circuit shown in Figure 4.4 (compare to Figure 4.1 to note the differ-
ence in symbo'ls used for the standard steady state equivalent circuit and

those used with generalised machine theory). These equations can be trans-
formed to the equiva'lent two phase machine equations, with the two phase

rs ,sF Ls - Lsr

Figure 4.4: Per-phase equivalent circuit for the induction machine

(Notation as used in qenera'lised machine theor.v. )
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stator axes (D,Q) fixed to the stator, and rotating rotor.*.t. The further

transformation of the rotor equations from a rotating frame to a stationary

frame (d,q axes) with respect to the stator, resujts in the following steady

state representation of the induction machine:

fvol =

tl
luq I

lol
Lol

(., * jrrrLr) 0
Iir,rl 0

'*-s r
I

I

I

I

ol
I

at

ol
Iqr

0 (t, * :rfr) 0 iorLsr

(rr + jurLr)

irrrLsr

- ( 1-s )rLr"

(l-s)oLr. (.r*jr,rL.) (l-s)urL,

- ( t-s )ot.joLsr

or [=7I (4. s1

where Vp

ID

under balanced condit'ions.

The above representation requires the measurement of five machine para-

meters, fs, ra, LS, Lf, LSF. The standard no load and locked rotor tests,

however, will on'ly supply four. Hughes and Aldred (3) propose a transforma-

tion of the above generalised machine model so that only four parameters are

required. This method assumes, however, that all five machine parameters

are constant, whereas the results produced in th'is chapter take fnto account

the non-linearity of Lsr. (The variation jn Lsr w'ith vary'ing airgap voltage

was determined as discussed in Chapter 3.) To be able to determine the

value of Lsr in terms of the airgap voltage it is necessary to determine all
five parameters separately. To obtain all five parameters from the experi-

mental results of the locked rotor and no load tests an assumption must be

made. The assumption used here is that the series'inductance is equal'ly

divided between the stator and the rotor circuits:

Ls = LF

This is the Same assumption used in the equivalent circuit (4).

f.l.ith the transformation from the three phase mach'ine to the two phase

generafised equivalent, the five parameters are transformed in the following

manner:

JVQ

jiQ

.;='s
Ifr=Fr
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Ls = 3/2 Ls

tn. ^,^ L,Lr = 5/Z )

t' = 3/2Lsr-sr

A steady state solution for the operation of the self exciteci induction

generator ex'ists when the stator current f'lowing out of the machine is equal

to the load current taken by the external impedance connected to the machine

terminals. An iteratfve approach is used to determine such operating points.

The generated frequency is assumed to be constant. lrlhile the slip of the

induction generator and the droop of the prime mover does result in the

frequency dropping with load the operating points obtained are still valid
and'in practice where a load governor is used the generator loading and

frequency are majntained essentiaily constant.

Having calculated the machine parameters, equation (4.3) can be

solved by setting values for the stator currents, Ip and Iq, frotn which

the rotor currents 16 and Iq can be calculated. The initial values for
the stator currents are an esti;nate of the load currents, which consist of
the current flowing into the resistive load, the fixed capacitive current and

an estimate of the added capacitive current requ'ired to maintain the genera-

ted voltage constant. The voltages generated can be obtained from equation

(4.3)n for given va'lues of Ip and Iq. These voltages are used to determine

the load currents, an operating point being reached when the stator and

load currents are equa1. For a given resistive load to be supplied by the

generator there are several variables to be manipulated to obtain the opera-

t'ing point. They are the s'lip, the amount of variable capacitance to be

added and the voltage jmbalance between phases jn terms of magnitude and

phase separation. In the balanced case phase voltages should have equal

magnitude and a phase separation of 90 degrees.

The value of Lsr is then deterrnined approximately by calculating the

voltage across the shunt magnetising branch of the equivalent circuit for
each axis using the above values of stator currents. The vector resultant
of these two voltages is taken to be the resultant airgap voltagen and is

used to calculate the magnetising current and thereby deterrnine the value

of Lsr from the experimental data plotted in Figure 3.2 (Lir = Lm). The

Z matrix in equation (4.3) is recalculated and the above process is
repeated. Steady state solutions to the operation of the jnduction genera-

tor can, in this way, be found for a variety of loading conditions.
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The circuits for the operating conditions to be investigated are shown

in Figure 4.5. All loads ane to be applied to the D phase, the Q phase is
unloaded, fixed capacitors are connected to both phases, and a variable

capacitor is used to maintain the D phase voltage constant. Two possible

operating schemes are investigated corresponding to the variabie capacitor

connected to the D phase (loaded phase) or to the Q phase (unloaded phase).

Figure 4.5: Two ohase generalised machine model for anal.ysis of self
exc'itation under unbalanced loading.

(a) Variable capacitance appljed to loaded phase

(b) Variable capacitance applied to unloaded phase.

The steps invo'lved in determining an operating point are:

(a) Ini ti al i sation

E'lectri cal frequency

Rated voltage on D phase

Input machine parameters including estimate of Lsr.

(b) Choose operating condition
- The phase to add the variab'le capacitance to (say the Q phase)

- amount of loading on the D Phase

- amount of fixed capacitance.

(c) Estimate the following parameters:

- the driving frequency, t,lo

- the ]eve] of Q phase capacitance. This accounts for all the

current in this phase.

- the extent to which the Q phase voltage rises or drops with

respect to rated

- the degree of phase deviation from 90 degrees between phases.
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(d) Calculate the phase currents from the above estimates.

(e) The phase voltages can be calculated by substituting these currents

into equation (4.3).

(f) From the terminal vo'ltages the current into each impedance (ie'load and

capacitance) connected to each phase can be calculated. These are then

compared wi'th those obtained in (d). If there is good agreement then

an operat'ing point has been determined. If the values for the phase

currents did not agree then all four parameters estimated in (c) would

have to be manipulated until an operating point was converged upon.

(g) Calculate the magnetising inductance and compare with the previous

value used. Repeat the above process ((c) through (g)) if necessary.

An example of one iteration is given below:

(a) D phase vo'ltage = 230 V

o = 310 rad/s

(b) Variable capacitance added to Q phase.

Loading on the D Phase = 1 Pu = 3.2 A.

Fjxed capacitance = -i230 0hms = il A.

(c) Q phase capacitance = -j66.7 0hms = j3.45 A.

(d) Calculated phase cuments - ID = -3.2. - i1.0 Arnps

IQ = -4.04 - j0.215 AmPs.

(e) Calculated phase voltages - V9 = 230.45 - j0.169 Vo'lts.

This agrees acceptably w'ith that stated in (a).

Vq = 14.1i3 - j267.92 Volts.

(f) Load currents calculated - I9 = -J.2A7 - j1.0 Amps.

IQ = -4'03 - j0'213 AmPs'

This agrees acceptab'ly with the estimates in (d). The Ll phase

current agrees with the resistive load of 3.2 Amps and the

capacitive loading of 1 Amp. The Q phase current agrees with
the calculated Q phase voltage and the estimated capacitive

loading of -i66.3 ohnrs. Thus an operating poi,nt has been

obtained and no furthen iterations are required unless the

est'imated value for Lsr is incorrect.

4.3.2 Analytical and Experimental Results

The behaviour of the self excited induction generator under unbalanced

conditions is determjned using the genera'lised machine representation with
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resistive loadings of 0.5,1.0 and 1.5 pu phase current on the D phase, the

Q phase is unloaded. The ana'lytical results for fixed capacitor currents

of 1.0 Amps and 2.12 Amps (where 2.12 Amps corresponds to the capacitive

current required to excite the machine to rated voltage at no load) are plot-
ted in graphs (a) and (b), Figure 4.6. These results were obtained for a

2.25 kW machine (see Append'ix 2, machine a).

In Figure 4.6(a), curves x, corresponding to the connection of the

variable capac'itor to the loaded phase, offer the least variation in voltage.

However, a greater imbalance in terms of phase angle separation does result.
It is considered that the increase in vo]tage, which occurs when the variable

capacitor is connected to the unloaded phase (curves y) is not excessive,

especially for loadings of up to 1.0 pu phase current and higher levels of

fixed capacitance (curve (i)(V)) where the rise in voitage is less than 10%.

If the three phase'induction generator is to be used to provide a

single phase supply, then the prime consideration is to maximise the resis-

tive load current that can be suppljed without exceed'ing the current ratings

of any phase. The criterion is to minimise the capacitive current on the

loaded phase thereby increasjng the maximum allowable resistive load current.

This coryesponds to'limiting the magnitude of the phase currents to 1.0 pu

(ie maximum resistive load current on the D phase, max'imum capacitance on

the Q phase). Figure 4.6(b), curves y, show that adding the capacitance

to the unloaded phase a'liows the phase currents to be balanced and this

results in maximum resjstive current in the loaded phase for rated current

in both phases.

These results were verified experirnentally on a wound rotor 400 volt,

star-connected , 2.75 k!,1 inductjon machine (maclrine b, Appendix 2). The

load was applied to the red phase and the variable capacitor connected

between the yellow and blue terminals (see Figure 4.7) to obtain the 90

degree phase separation as used in the generalised mach'ine representat'ion.

The capacitors connected to each phase were varied unt'il the operating

condition of maximum resist'ive load on the red phase' with no phase current

exceeding the rated value, resulted. This configuration produced the

results given in F'igure 4.8 showing the level of resistive load that can

be supplied by ba'lancing the machine currents while remaining within the

rating of the mach'ine (6 Amps). Comparing this with Figure 4.9 which

shows that for balanced excitation (variable capacitance on all phases)
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(a)

230

Iuql,

(v)

(x)

1.5

-7A 1,VQ (degrees ) -90

Itol
(A)

,5

s ltql (A)

(a) Variation in Vq for Vg held constant at 430 V.

(b) Compar"ison of phase eurrents.
Curves:, (t) flxed c,apacitive cur.rent 1.0 A

(ii l fixed capacltive current 2.12 A

(x) variable c,apaeitance on loade prhase

(y) variable capacit-ance on unloaded phase

Figure 4,6: AnFlytical res;ults for the two-:phqse generallsed maqhi;ne

model under unb,a.

range 0.5 - 1,0 - 1..5 Pu,

(b)

(v) .5 Lo o.s
1," 5

(ii)



variable capacitance
Fiqure 4.7: Experimental configuration used to i'llustrate

the theoreti cal resul ts

Iphase

(A)

Figure 4.8: Variation in phase current with increasing load current

on the red phase and variable capacitance across the yellow and

blue Phases, Cr = Cg = lLuE' Cz = 13 uF'

IL (A)
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I phase
(A)

Is (A)

Figure 4,9: Variation in phase currents for increasing load currents

on the red phase with balanced fixed (Cr = Cz = Cg)

and variabie capacitance.

the maximum permissible load cunrent is reduced. Adding the variab'le capa-

citance to the unloaded phase also has no cost disadvantages as the amount

of capacitance required in th'is configuration to regulate the vo'ltage is
similar to that requ'ired if it is added to the loaded phase.

When oniy a singie phase supply is requ'ired the variable capacitor
(ie the variable VAr source) should be added across the two unloaded phases

as shown in Figure 4.7. However this configuration is generally not
practical as most induction machines are delta-connected, and of those

that are star-connected some cjo not provide suitable star points due to

harmonic distortion of the generated phase voltage. A phase balancer is
thus used to provide a solid star point for both two wire/single phase

and four wjre/three phase distribution networks for both star-connected and

delta-connected machines. |,.Ihile the phase balancer does reduce the imbalance

between phases there still exists phases which carry reduced current and thus

the variable capacitor should be placed across these phases. For both delta-
connected and star-connected machines this corresponds to connecting the

variabie capacitor across the two phases of the phase ba'lancer that are not

connected to the'load (as for the star-connected machine shown in Figure 4.7).
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An alternative arrangement when only a single phase supply is required,

is to use a three phase star-connected machine, reconnected in de'lta with

the output taken from two lines (see Figure 4.10). A typical phase voltage

waveform generated by a 400 vo1t star-connected 7.5 kW machine (machine c,

Appendix 2) is shown in Figure 4.11, photograph (a). Photograph (b) indi-

cates the harmonic content of the waveform, with 4.6% 3rd harmonic and

230 V

230 V,Fj I
B-;

Figure 4.10: Reconnection of (a) a star-connected induction machine

in (b) de]ta to provide a single phase supp'ly.

s.ignificant slot ripple. Photographs (a) and (b) of Figure 4.12 illustrate
the result of reconnecting the machine in delta. There is significant
reduction in slot ripple and third harmonic djstortion.

(b)

Hz150Hz50

Figure 4.11: Star-connected induction machine voltage waveform.

a) Phase voltaqe (100 V/div). (b) Frequencv spectrum showing third
harmonic and slot riPPle.
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t
I

50 Hz

I

I

250 Hz

Fiqure 4.12: Reconnection of the induction machine in delta.
(a) Line voltage (100 V/div). (b) Frequency spectrum showing

the fi fth harmoni c .

in the case of a generator supplying a three phase'load it is important

that each phase is regulated, in contrast to the single phase case where

on'ly the loaded phase neecis to be well regulated. For the two phase results
shown in Figure 4.6(a) it can be seen that adding the variable capacitor to

the loaded phase resu'lts in the least variation in voltage of the other
phase. Thus, in the three phase case, as each phase is'loaded capacitance

should be added to that phase. In the case of balanced operation of the

generator capacitance should be added equally to each phase. Some static
VAr sources allow independent control of each phase. To ensure that equal

capacitances are added under balanced operation jt is simpler to control

ai I three phases from one phase than to have to match a'l I three separate

VAr sources. However, as most three phase generators are 'likely to
operate with unbalanced'loads, if there is an appreciable degree of imbalance,

improved regulation may be achieved by operating each phase independently.

Each VAr source should supply the phase whose voltage it is sensing (the

loaded phase for that particular source), otherwise the voltage imba'lance

caused by adding capacitance to the unloaded phase may result in instabi'lity
between the controllers. An analysis of the voltage stabil'ity of the induc-

tion generator is g'iven in Chapter 6. These resu'lts allow further conclu-

sions to be drawn on the suitability of using independent VAr contro'l of
each phase.
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CHAPTER

5.0 VOLTAGE REGULATION

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The react'ive power supply required to maintain the output voltage of a

se'lf-excited induction generator constant, is dependent on the machine

parameters, the machine speed and the loading. The load governor rnaintains

the machine speed essentially constant and if the flow ihrough the turbine

does not vary then the machine loading will remain constant. l,lith a mainly

resistive consumer load (ie no extra reactive loading is app'lied) the

react'ive power requirements of the system will remajn substantially constant.

In this case it'is possible to obtain satisfactory vo]tage regulation with

fixed capacitance, as shown in Chapter 4, thereby eliminating the need for
a static exciter. However in most app'licat'ions loads such as motors will
requ'ire the use of a stat'ic exciter to ensure satisfactory regulation of

the voltage.,

In a stand-alone system the reactive power requirements of the induc-

tion generator and the load must be supplied by a static VAr source (the

static exciter) as used common'ly for power factor correction. The litena-
Lure offers many exanples (L,2,3) of static VAr sources. A review of
methods available is given by Gyugi (4). These methods jnclude force-
commutated cyci oconverters, natura 1 1y-commutated cycl o-converters,'i nverters,

inductively loaded ac-to-dc converters, thyristor controlled inductors and

switched capacitors. Due to the circuit complexity of cyc'loconverters and

inverters they are not viable when used with self excited induction genera-

tors, as these tend to be small in size (ttris thesis js concerned with the

range 1 to 50 kl^l) and have to compete with standard synchronous generators

on a cost basis.

This chapter examines the suitabjlity of the remaining three methods'

ie inductively loaded ac-to-dc converters, thyristor controlled inductors,

and switched capacitor VAr sources, for the voltage contro'l of the se1f-

excited induction generator. Their performance under balanced and unba'lanced

conditions along with circuit complexity and relative cost are evaluated.

Control of the static exciter is achieved by measuring the system

voltage - a drop in voltage requires an jncrease in the capacitance connected
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to the generator. The controllers for the variable VAr sources were designed

on the assumption that once the generator is excited the voltage varies

f.inear'ly about the operating point with changes in the amount of excitation

capacitance. The transient response is simply modelled as a first order 1ag,

the time constant being dependent on the machine parameters. This assumption

has been verified experimentally on a steady state bas'is and is used in

Chapter 6. It has proved to be adequate for practica'l transient operation

of the systems described below. in some cases, depending on the sensitivity
of the VAr source and the method used for sensing voltage, ful'l three term

(PID) controllers were required while in others proportional control alone

suffi ced.

5.2 INDUCTIVELY LOADED AC-TO.DC CONVERTER

An ac-to-dc converter which is a current source type VAr generator can

be either naturally- or force-commutated. Naturally-commutated converters

are able to draw only lagg'ing VAr's ('ie to supply only leading VAr's).

The lagging VAr's required by an induction generator can be obtained by

adding fjxed capacitors across the converter terminais. The net lagging

VAr's may be control'led by contjnuous adiustment of the firing angle of the

converter. Due to the small s'ize of self-excited 'induction generators the

disadvantage of the capacitance required by the natural'ly-commutated conver-

ter is of less importance than the increased complexity of the force-

commutated converter.

Vp

R

Y
n
D

\ rrR / \r\j_ 1_ll/ |

Figure 5.1: Inductively loaded ac-to-dc converter
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The natunaily conanutated converter (see Figure 5.1) can operate with

firing ang'les between 0 and 180 degrees. In this application the output of
the converter is shunted by an inductor to provide a low resistance path to
dc current and to maintain continuous current flow. The converter input

currents iag the input vo'ltages by an amount equa'l to the firing angle

(see Figure 5.1). Thus to provide reactive power the converter operates

wjth a firing angle of 90 degrees. To establish the required level of
cument the firing angle must be slight'ly less than 90 degrees (90 degrees

corresponds to zero dc voltage) so that the dc vo'ltage generated is just

sufficient to overcome the thyristor vo1tage drops, the resistances of the

inductor and the ac system and commutation effects. Thus the magnitude of
the dc cument and, therefore, the amp'litude of the ac Jine currents can

be contro'l1ed by adjustment of the firing ang1e. The naturally comrnutated

converter can be viewed as a continuously variable balanced three phase

inductor. l^lith capacitors shunting the converter inputs, the magnftude

of the capacitive (leading) current that is drawn from the generator

increases as the converter current decreases.

The natural'ly-commutated ac-to-dc converter is one of the simplest

static arrangements for drawing controllable lagging reactive currents.
However, it can introduce considerable amounts of harmonic distortion
(5th,7th, etc) into the ac system, a'lthough the filtering action of the

capacitors does reduce this prob'lem. Howeverif the excitation capaci-

tance and the machine (primarily the magnetising inductance) are resonant

at 50 Hz then the capacitance will a'lso be resonant with the leakage

inductances at a higher frequency. For this reason certain harmonics tend

to be accentuated. For example if the system is resonant at 50 Hz and

the leakage inductance (rotor plus stator) is smaller than the magnetising

inductance by a factor of I2.5 (the machines listed in Appendjx 2 have

ratios ranging approximate'ly frorn 10 to 15) then another resonance will
occur at 180 Hz. This resonant circuit includes the stator and the rotor
resistances and as the s'lip is approximately unity, the total circuit
resistance wil'l be approximately doubled corrtpared to that of the 50 Hz

nesonant circuit. Higher res'istance and Iower inductance will result in a

more highly damped resonance at the higher frequency. However harmonics

close to this second resonant frequency will be accentuated over what would

othenvise be expected. l.lith the ac-to-dc converter the hannonic currents

do not see the val ue of capaci tance seen by the machi ne at 50 Hz but they

see the total capacitance connected across the machine terminals (at

50 Hz much of this capacitance is cancelled by the converter cument). This
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results in the second resonant frequency usually being we1'l be]ow the

frequency of the fifth harmonic (lowest frequency harmonic produced).

The converter injects known amounts of harmon'ic current jnto the system.

The fourier series for the current waveform shown in Figure 5.1 is:

I = Idc
,1' 115ot+|. + {sin 

urt
1+:)
'l
l.
Il

s't n sin 7ot si n 1lurt

+ fi sin 13 urt

From titis the voltage harmonics produced can be calcu'lated by appiying

the current to the calculated impedance of the machine (from the equivalent

circuit) and the excitation capacitance at the frequency of each current

harmonic. The parameters of the equivalent circuit are assumed to be inde-

pendent of frequency. Th'is is not strictly accuraie (5) but, as will be

shown, this method does give a good'indication of the hanilonics produced.

The impedance looking into the termina'ls of a 7.5 kh{ induction generator

(machine d, Appendix 2) with 13 kVAr of capacitance fixed across its termi-

nals can be calculated taking the machine parameters at rated vo'ltage and

at the frequency of each harmonic. The slip for each harmonic frequency

must be calculated and it js thus necessary to determine whether each com-

ponent 'is positive or negative sequence.

\

FJ qure 5.2: Phase sequence of (a) the fundamental and

(b) iite fifth harmon'ic

A tlrree phase system can be represented by three vectors d'isplaced by

120 degrees and rotating in a g'iven ciirection, ie Yellow lags Red by 120

(b)/: \

I
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degrees and Blue lags Red by 240 degrees, as shown in Figure 5.2. If a

harmonic is added to each phase then each harnonic vector is separated by

120 degrees of the fundamental. However at the harmonic frequency, which is

higher than the fundamental frequency, this phase dispiacement is greater

as one period (360 degrees) is shorter than that of the fundamental. Thus

for a fifth harmonic the phase displacement is 600 degrees, ie Yel'low lags

Red by 600 degrees (= ?40 degrees) and Blue lags Red by 1200 degrees

(= 120 degrees). As shown in Figure 5.2 th'is results in a set of ba'lanced

vectors whose sequence i s reversed fron that of the fundamental . Thus the

fifth harmonic'is a negative sequence component. If a component is negative

sequence then the electrical frequency, o, of that component is taken as a

negat'ive value for calculating the sl'ip from the standard fonnula:

0-0r
u)

The mach'ine impedance is taken in parallel with one phase of the

excitation capacitance,4.3 kVAr, to determine the total impedance seen by

a harmonjc cument. The magnitude of each harmonic current can be calculated

once the magnitude of the fundanrental current is known. The fundamental

current is set by the amount of the capac'itance connected to the machine

that has to be cancel'led by the converter, ie the difference between 4.3

kVAr of capacitance and the amount required to maintain the generated

voltage at the rated va'lue (this is for no load). The exciiation capaci-

tance at no load is calculated by ba'lancing the reactive impedance of the

equivalent circuit against that of the capac'itors. The resu'ltant calcula-

ted voltage harmonics include:

a fifth harmonic at 3.96% or -28.L dB of the fundamental

a seventir harmonic at 1.81% or -34.9 ciB of the fundamental

an eleventh harmonic at 0.69% or -43.3 dB of the fundamental

The experjmental waveforms are shown in Figure 5.3. Photographs (a) and

(b) show the phase voltage and its harmonic compos'ition for the un'loaded

self excited'induction generator. As can be seen from photognaph (b) the

5th harmonic has a magnitude 2.8% of that of the fundamental which agrees

well with that predicted above. l,lith a ful1y loaded generator there is a

slight reduction in the harmonic distortion. The unloaded case results in

the worst harmonic content as lhis coresponds to minimum required lagging

VAr's, ie maximum converter current. These tests were also repeated on a

2.25 k1l, 400 V induction machine (machine a, Appendix 2). The waveforms
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50 Hz 250 Hz

Figure 5.3: Inductively 'loaded ac-to-dc converter

(a) Uppen trace - phase voltage (200 V/div)

Lower trace - phase current (10 A/div)
(b) Frequency spectrum showing the fifth harmonic

showing the converter current and generator current under no load conditions

are given in Figure 5.4. The nature of the converter current aiong with the

harnonic distortion of the phase and line voltages can clear'ly be seen. As

expected when full load is app'lied the distortion in the generated voltage

(photograph c) reduces. For this machine the most significant harmonic is
the fifth at 4.5% of the fundamental (photograph d), which comfortably meets

the requirements of BS 4999: Part 40 (6). Also the Telephone Harmonic

Factor (THF) is well within the requirements of the British Standard.

Automatic control of the ac voltage'is achieved by a PID controller
operating on the converter firing angle. The system voltage is measured by

fu'll wave rectification and filtering with fast response and continuous

control being achievab'le. An analysis showing the frequency response of
the converter and its controller is given in Chapter 6. The controller
maintains the generated voltage within 2.5% of the rated value from zero to

full rated 'load. The system exhibits very satisfactory performance in

response to transient'load changes. As shown in Figure 5.5(a), the sudden

application of fuli resistive load causes a vo'ltage dip of L3% with full
recovery within 0.06 seconds and there is a comparab'le response to sudden
'load removal (Figure 5.5(b)). Direct-on-ljne starting of a 0.5 HP three-
phase induction motoro when the generator is already fully'loaded' causes

the transient shown in Figure 5.5(c). The voltage recovers within 0.14

seconds from an initial dip of 13%. It should be noted that the maximum
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(d)

(a) No load - upper, phase voltage (200 V/div)

- lower, converter current (5 A/div)
(b) No load - upper, line vo'ltage (200 V/div)

- lower, generator current (2 A/div)
(c) Full load - upper, phase voltage (200 V/div)

- lower, load current (2 A/div)
(d) No load line voltage harntonics.

Figure 5.4: 2.25 ki^l jnduction generator waveforms

size of motor that can be started in this way is primari'ly dependent on the

capacity of the exciter, and to a lesser extent on the characteristics of
the induction generator. By appropriate choice of the exciter rating the

control'led induction generator could meet the most stringent transient
response requirements of BS 4999. The nrajor cost items in this scheme

are the large dc inductor and the fixed capacitors. Such a VAr source

has been used suicessfully under experimental conditions to control the

voltage of a 40 kVA induction generator driven by an hydraulic turbine.
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(b)

(a) Full load application - upper, phase voltage (200 V/div)

- lower, load current (2 A/div)

(b) Full load removal '- upper, phase voltage (200 V/div)

- lower, load current (2 A/div)

(c) DOL start o1 l-" HP three-phase unloaded induction motor (generator

initial]y full loaded) - upper, phase voltage (200 V/div)
- lower, motor current (2 A/div)

Figure 5.5: Trqnqient response of a 2.25 kl,l in@

5.3 THYRISTOR CONTROLLED iNDUCTORS

The thyri stor control 'led i nductor' (see Fi gure 5. 6 ) compri ses a fi xed

capacitor in parallel with an ac inductor which js in series with two thyris-
tors connected in anti-parallel. The variation in firing angle results 'in

the controllab'le'lagging cument through the inductor as shown in Figure 5.6.

0peration is thus similar to the previous scheme in that it provides continu-

ously variable inductance with capacitors added to make the current drawn

from the generator become increasing'ly leading as the amount of inductance

is reduced ('ie firing angle is increased). The performance of this scheme
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N

Phase vo1 tage
{ Inductor current

J

iring anqle
Figure 5.6: Thyristor controlled ac inductor

in controlling the excitat'ion of jnduction generators is dealt with by

Brennen and Abbondanti (7). A similar scheme is proposed and evaluated by

Hammad and Mathur (8)

The thyristor controlled inductor introduces harmonics (3rd, 5th, 7th)
which, as for the ac-to-dc converter, reduce with increasing load on the
generator. In this case however, maximum inductance (ie minjmum

capac'itance) a'lso corresponds to minimum hannonic distortion. Automatic
control can provide fast response, and independent contro'l of each inductor
ntakes correction for unbalanced loads feasible. This can be done with the
ac-to-dc converter but is difficult. 0f the three schemes considered in
this thesis, the thyristor controlled inductor is the least advantageous
for low cost induction generators as'it requires three inductors of simi'lar
size to the one used by the ac-to-dc converter.

5.4 St^jiTCHED CAPACITORS

In this scheme a fixed capacitor bank, sufficient to excite the induc-
tion machine at rated speed and no'load, is connected across the machine
terminal s. Variabl e l agg'ing VAr's are generated by swi tchi ng i n addi ti ona'l

steps of capacitance (circuit description of the switched capacitor static
VAr source is given in Appendix 3). The capacitors are binary weighted (see

Figure 5.7) to minimise the number of switches required to produce a given
range of capacitance. This method is similar to that used by Frank and

Landstrom (2) for power factor correction. One difference is that the
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tY. - voltage across a capacitor
SCR

conducti ng
T

^ Dhase' 0100e
conducti ng

Fjgure 5.7: Switched capacitor VAr source

switches used jn th'is case consist of a thyristor in anti-parallel with a

diode rather than two thyristors in anti-para1'lel , result'ing in maximum turn-
on and turn-off times of one cyc1e. To prevent large inrush currents the

thyristor must be turned on only when the voltage across it is zero. As

shown in Fjgure 5.7, the diode results in the steady state voltage across

the capacitor bejng equa'l to the value of the negative peak of the phase

voltage. The SCR can only be turned on when the phase voltage equals the

vo'ltage across the capacitor, ie at the negative peak of the waveform. The

SCR wil'l then conduct until the capacitor is fully charged in the positive
direction, at which point the djode will recharge the capacitor in preparation

for the next SCR firing. Thus once an SCR is triggered, current must flow
for one complete cyc1e. The method of Frank uses two thyristors to a1low

turn off times of half a cycle (once turned off the thyristors still cannot

be turned on for a complete cycle). This can also be obtained by using

triacs. However reducing the turn-off time does not produce a marked change

in performance (the response time of the induction machine generally'involves
time constants greater than 0.1 seconds). The use of a diode in place of one

of the thyristors simpljfies the control scheme especially under start-up
conditions as the capacitors are automat'ica11y charged by the diode in prepara-

tion for the first SCR firing. Another difference is that the capacitors and

their sw'itches are connected'in star. in our case this was a matter of
pract'ical convenience due to the unavailabiIity of thyristors with the

required voltage rat'ings to allow connection jn delta. This does result in

Vphase
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the disadvantage of increasing the required amount of capac'itance by a

factor of three. However jt does have the advantage that the thyristor
firing circuits are simplified as they are all referenced to the neutral.

As each capacitor is sw'itched on for complete cyc'les only the voltage is
maintajned by one step of capacitance being switched on and off. The VAr

source thus injects into the system a current waveform that comprises sine
waves of current at the system frequency for an integra'l number of cyc'les
(2a cyc'les say) and then is zero for a furtherintegral number of cyc'les
(2b cycles say) as shown in Figure 5.8 or represented by f(x) thus:

a+b

f(x) =

where a and b

The above

the form:

sin [z(a+u)x)

can only be

-n<x.-?Xa+D

multiples of C.5.

Deriodic function can be represented by a fourier series of

f(x) = do + f. (an cos nx + bn sin nx)
n=I

As the above periodic funct'ion has no dc term ao = 0 and is an even

funct'ion a6 = 0. The fourier coefficients, bn, can be determined thus:

#'* . dT,
a+D

,f{5' X<1I

Figure 5.8: Representat'ion of switched capacitor current
used for the halpon1s__analys'is_
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'r rlnbn.:l f(x)sin
-tt f I,,J.7

whJch reduaes to:

h=

As these are even functions:

bn =+

There are tws solutions to
or not. For n = 2(s+b), ie the

.do1 =m

fsrnf2,(a+b)

(2(a+)x) sin nxdx

cos ((eh+) - n)x) dx - cos ((2(a+5) + nlxJ

thls equation dependent on whether- n =

50 Hz ccrnponent, then,

r dlr
I ti5"

[(z(a+b) - n)x) dx - | cos ((z(a+b) + n)xJ

l0

rilxr

rlffi,,ot 
l-ant
JET6:

f r3[-
r I la+b5 I l'-u,,

L r*r'

1,1

{

2(a+b )

r r8[r
llas'
ll cos

LJs

b.=r[ttt('(u.*o).'o)[#o'sin" "L Z(a+b)-n

This ean theh be solved for any switching pattern. For example lf
c.apacitance step is applied for or're cycle and removed for one cycle (je
a = b = 0.5) then the followfng fourier conpoennts are obtained:

fourier coefficient frequency. rnagnftude

br

bz

bg

bs

b,7

25 Hz 0.424

50 Hz 0.5

75 ltz

125 Hz

175 Hz

0.255

-0.0 1

0.0'57

a+b

-41[
a+6''

[z(a+u) + n]

2(a+'b) + n
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The higher order harmonics reduce at a rate of approximately 1/n2 and

thus rapidly diminish in significance. The above expression can also be

expressed as:

f(ot) sin tgrlt + h sin u.rt +

s1n

where I is the peak value of the current taken by one step in capacitance.

As for the ac-to-dc converter this can be applied to the equivalent circuit
for the inducti:on machine to determine the expected voltage hannonics. The

harmonics can be represented as a set of three vectors as in the previous

analysis to determine whether a given harmonic is a positive or a negative
sequence component. However as the harmonics are at non-integra'l mu'ltiples
of the 50 Hz fundamental the resultant set of vectors at the harmonic

frequency are not balanced, ie the phase displacements of the vectors are
not 120 degrees. An unbalanced set of three phase vectors can be equated

to a balanced set of positive sequence vectors plus a balanced set of nega-

tive sequence vectors. Thus at each harmonic frequency both a positive and

a negative sequence impedance must be calculated. The difference'is in the

calculation of the s'lip, for the positive sequence impedance the electrical
frequency of the harmonic is taken as positive, while for the negative
sequence impedance it is taken as negative. The total harmonic voltage is
then the sum of the two vol tages produced by the currents flowing into these

impedances. A comparison is to be made to wavefonns obtained on an experi-
mental set-up comprising a 7.5 kl,l induction machine (machine d, Appendix 2)

with a phase balancer to provide the neutral, 3.75 kVAr of capacitance
shared equally between phases and 2.3 kVAr of capac'itance connected in seven

steps to one phase. Applying the current wavefonn to the equivalent circuit
of this induct'ion machine in the above manner results in the following
predicted vol tage harmonics:

h "n ],t - # sin I r,rt
, l-+= rlG

,8' 45r L^'- ]

frequency

25 Hz

75 Hz

L25 Hz

I75 Hz

magnitude (dB)

-48. 9

-42.3
-44.8
-40.0
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The higher frequency harmonics (125 Hz and 175 Hz) are accentuated because of
the second resonance mentioned previously. However these predicted harmonics

are over-accentuated in relation to the lower frequency harmon'ics as the

reduct'ion in leakage inductance with frequency which occurs in practicai

machines'is ignored. Also in practice the switching of a capacitance step is
not restricted to one cyc'le offlone cycie on but rather a multitude of patterns

will exist resulting in harmonics at other fractions of the fundamental fre-
quency (these will have smaller magnitudes than the above caiculated harmonics).

(b) i
25 Hz

ir
50 Hz 75 Hz

(a) Upper trace - phase voltage (200 V/div)

Lower trace - phase current (10 A/d'iv)

(b) Frequency spectrum showing the 25 Hz and 75 Hz components.

(c) Frequency spectrum showing the higher order harmonics.

Figure 5.9: Svritched capacitor VAr source waveforms

The experimentally obtained waveforms are shown 'in Figure 5.9. The numerous

sub-hannonics are clearly shown and reasonable agreement with the values for
the above predicted harmonics js obta'ined. As expected from the predicted

50 i1z 150 Hz
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va'lues the 75 Hz component is larger than the 25 Hz component and the t75 Hz

component 'is larger than the l?5 Hz component. An accurate prediction cannot

be made as the above harmonics will be produced as a result of other switching

patterns also. Thus the levei of the harmon'ic content will depend on the

switching patterns actually present. These harmonics effective'ly show up as

ripple'in the magn'itude of the generated voltage. The magn'itude of the

harmonics is dependent on the capacitance step size, a critical test being

whether there is any observable flicker in an'incandescent light bulb connec-

ted to the loaded phase. This criterion sets the maximum step size, and the

number of steps required is then determined from the variat'ion in capacitance

needed for the range of operating conditions expected (see section 2.2).

The jnitial des'ign for the switched capacitor exciter determined the

level of capacitance required by samp'ling the peak of the voltage waveform,

however this was found to be too sensitive to harmonic distortion and slot
ripple. To overcome this problem the controller integrates a rectified
signa'l of the generated voltage over one cyc'le as shown in Figure 5.10.

Figure 5.10: Schemat'ic of the control electronics of the

switcheo car:acitor VAr source

The resultant voltage is used as an indication of the voltage over that
cycle. This effect'ive'ly averages the voltage over a cycle and thus eliminates
harmon'ic and slot ripple disturbances. Another problem of prime importance

is protection of the thyristors against current surges shouid the thyristor
be triggered into conduction at an incorrect time. The cument in such an

instance is limited by the inclusion of a small resistance (Rs) in series with
the capacitor (see Figure 5.11). The controller also prevents the thyristor

Eance
Attenuator

posi ti ve
goi ng
zero

crossings

capacl

relerence
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ure 5. The modified switched citor VAr source

from being switched if the voltage across it exceeds 10 volts. However if a

load is switched on the voltage will drop and the negative peak w'i1'l become

less than the capacjtor voltage and thus may be insuffic'ient to reduce the
voltage across the thyristor to less than 10 volts as illustrated jn Figure
5.11. One method of ensuring that the thyristors can be switched when the
voltage drops, is to cause the capacitor voltage to decay faster than the
generated voltage is dropping. This is achieved by inc'luding a discharge
resistor (R6) across the switched capacitors such that the discharge time
constant is less than the response time of the machine, typically 0.ZS to
0.5 seconds.

A system comprising a 2.25 khl induction machine, 1.25 kVAr of fixed
capac'itance, a three phase switched capacitor exciter controlling 1.75 kVAr

of capacitance and a phase balancer produced the wavefonns shown'in Figures
5.12 through 5.15. The even order harmonics shown in the frequency spectra
(Figure 5.tZ) are due to the inclusion of discharge resistors across the
switched capacitors. The d'ischarging of these capacitors means that they
must be recharged by the appropriate diode every cycle causing distortion of
the negative peak of the voltage waveform only and thus resulting in even

order harmonics. Figure 5.12(b) shows that the even order harmonics are
reduced when the system is loaded. This js because the magnitude of the
charging currents is less significant in terms of the total machine current.
Figure 5.13 shows that there is a significant reduction in these harmonics
when the resistors are removed.

additional load applied

no additional
caoaci tance
can be applied
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(ii)

(ii)
50 Hz 100 Hz(b)

(i )

tltl
50 Hz 100 Hz

Fiqure 5.12: Three phase induction generator jnclud'ing discharge resistors

(a) System unloaded

(b) System loaded
(j) Phase voltage (100 V/djv)
(ii ) Frequency spectrum

The transient response of the system is illustrated in Figures 5.14 and

5.15 for a step load of i.6 kl'l. The transient change in voltage js almost
jndiscernible while the steady state voltage change is mainly due to the
variation in frequency (the figures were obtained without a load governor in
the circuit). The effect of the discharge resistors on the transient response

can be seen from F'igure 5.15 which gives the response without the resistors.
As can be seen the response to the application of load is very slow. The

removal of 'load presents no prob'lem as the controller has no difficulty in
sw'itching capacitors off. Although the magnitude of the even order harmonics

is not excessive (the second order harmonic being 1.5% of the fundamental)
it is thejr presence along with the amount of power dissipated in the discharge
resistors that has prompted a redesign. The actual switching instant is
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Hz150Hz50HZ150Hz50

Figure 5.13: Frequency spectra without discharge resistors

(a) System unloaded. (b) System loaded.

Upper trace - phase voltage (200 V/div)
Lower trace - Load cument (2 A/div)
(a) Load appl ication
(b) Load removal.

determined by measuring the current through a capacitor fixed between phase

and neutral and detecting when it is zero (to prevent incorrect sw'itching).
Also, the restriction on the maximum voltage across the thyristor at switch-
ing has been relaxed to 100 volts. This should result in a transient response

similar to that with discharge resistors but a frequency spectra similar to
that without the resistors.

transi ent
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Figure 5.15: Transient response of the system without discharge resistors

Upper trace - phase voltage (200 V/div)
Lower trace - load current (2 A/div).

As described, the generated voltage is measured by averaging over one

cycie. A simple proportional controller then provides fast automatic regu-

lation of the voltage to within 2.5% of rated from zero to full rated loads.
This scheme does have the advantage that each phase can easily operate

independent'ly as the three phase VAr source consists of three sing'le phase

sources,

5.5 COMPARISON OF VAR SOURCES

The switched capacitor VAr source has the lowest cost of the three
discussed in th'is chapter. It requires more switches than either of the

other schemes, and although greater capacitance is required as the capacitors
must be star-connected rather than delta-connected, the additional cost is
small compared to the cost of the purpose made inductors used in the other
static VAr sources. Even though the control is not continuous, the perfor-
mance of the switched capacitor source js considered to be effectively the
equal of either the inductively loaded ac-to-dc converter or the thyristor
controlled induetors. The disadvantages of the ac-to-dc converter include
the harmonics generated, the increased control complexity and the fact that
three phase operation only is poss'ib1e. It thus does not have the versatility
of the switched capacitor VAr source in terms of the excitation schemes pro-
posed for unbalanced operation. In the case of a three phase supply
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independent operation of each phase cannot easily be obtained, while maximising

the single phase output of a three phase machine by using a two phase VAr source

is not possible. The problem of harmonics can be reduced to a sjmilar level

to that of the sw'itched capacitor VAr source by using a twelve pulse converter.

The sign'ificant harmonics produced by the above ac-to-dc converter, the fifth
and seventh, are then eliminated. This scheme also reduces the size of the

dc inductor as the ripple frequency'is increased. An alternative scheme is
to use dc-ripp'le re-injection of harmonics (9) in a six pulse converter to
obtain twelve pulse operation. This may be a viable alternative to the switched

capacitor VAr source when the requirement is for a three phase supply which is
only to be subiected to reasonab'ly balanced 'loadings.

When only a s'ingle phase supply is required, the switched capacitor scheme,

'in conjunction with the delta-connected generator described in section 4.3.2,
offers the lowest cost system of those presented jn this thesis. No phase

balancer is required and only one phase requires controllable leading VAr's,

ie only one third of a three phase switched capacitor VAr source is required.

The voltage generated by such a system under load, with 3.4 kVAr of fixed
capacitance and 7 kVAr of switched capacitance in seven steps, is shown in

Figure 5.16, photograph (a). The harmonic analysis, photograph (b), shows a

ll
50 llz 150 Hz

Figure 5.16: Loaded single phase supply using the delta-connected

230 V induction machine and a single phase switched capacitor VAr source

(a ) Phase vo'l tage (100 V/di v )

(b) Frequency spectrum showing the third harmon'ic.
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significant, 3.8%, 3rd harmonic, as expected for a three phase generator

loaded single phase. This scheme has the advantage that from a star connec-

ted 10 kt,'J three phase machine, a sing'le phase loading of at least 5 kl,l can

be sustained by reconnecting the mach'ine in delta, without exceeding the

machine rating (the star connected configuration without the use of a phase

balancer being able to supp'ly only one third of the total machine rat'ing).
This 5 kl,l rating is a conservative estimate of'the single phase rating, in
that only one phase is fully loaded. As the three phase winding is d'istri-
buted around the stator then a 50% single phase loading wi'|1 not approach the

thermal rating of the machine. A more reasonable estimate would be that the

machine could supply a single phase l;oad of 66% of its three phase rating.
An accurate estimate of the actual loading that can be sustained could only
be obtained from the design data for the machine or by a detailed experimenta'l

investigation. Th'is configuration is considered to offer the greatest
potential for reducing the cost of micro-scale generation schemes.
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CHAPTER 6

6.0 VOLTAGE STABILITY OF THE SELF.EXCITED INDUCTION GENEMTOR

6.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter examines the voltage stability of the self-excited induc-
tion generator. The main methods for regulating the generated voltage,
ie the jnductively'loaded ac-to-dc converter and the switched capacitor VAr

source, are analysed. The ac-to-dc converter provides continuous'ly con-

trollable VAr's but a full three term (PID) controller is required to obtain
an acceptable transient response.

The switched capacitor exciter is not idea'l in that it does not provide

continuous control; the excitation can only be varied once per cyc'le and

then on'ly certain discrete'levels are possible. The effect of this discon-
tinuous control on the system stability is analysed in this chapter. Also
the result of independent control of the excitation for each phase on the
system stability and the ability of the static exciter to correct for
unbalanced loads is examined. The effect of capacitance step size and

contro'l1er gain on the system performance is al so 'investigated. A computer

simulation programme was wrjtten based on the assumption that the operation
of the static exc'iter and self-excited induction generator is linear about
its operating po'int. Thjs assumption was verified by experiment with the
results showing'less than 1% deviation from linearity for an 8% variation
in operating point. This varjation in operating point was brought about by

applying steps of 0.L2 pu load and 0.1 pu capacitance to one phase. The

sjmulation prograrffne'is used to determine the effect of controller gain on

the system's performance, to jnvestigate the transient and steady state
performance of the static exciter operating under different control strategies,
and to examine the result of operating under unbalanced loading conditions.

6.2 INDUCTIVELY LOADED AC.TO.DC CONVERTER

Under the approximations of l'inear operation about the operating point
the'induction machine is represented here by a voltage which is'linearly
dependent on the amount of capacitive current it is supply'ing (see section
6.3.1) in conjunction with a first order'lag, ie:



K-I
V=v _ FpT

The inductively loaded ac-to-dc

with the voltage across it being

100.

converter is modelled simply as

dependent on the firing angle,

an

ie:
i nductor

3 l3' E cos crEdc =

The overlap ang'le is neglected as the

of the converter result in negl'igible

shown in Figure 6.1(a), is represented

presence of capacitors across the inputs

commutation times. Thus the system, as

by the schematic shown in Figure 6.1(b).

(a)
c0nverter

i nducti on
truchi ne

(b)

J!/J E, COS 0'
Kmi

1+pT

Figure 6.1: Voltage regulation of the induction generator using an

ac-to-dc converter. The circujt in (b) is that used in the

stabi 'U tf_angL6 i:.

A PID controller is used to control the capacitive cument seen by the machine

by varying the firing angle (ie control'ling &r) from 90 degrees, ie:

Edc =

where E is

3 r'3 E cos (90 - acc)

3 /3'E ao
TT

the peak phase vol tage,

exci tati on
capaci tance
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and the inductor current is thus:

for f = n0n

The complete system is shown

function of the PID controller.
in Fjgure 6.2 where F(p) is the transfer

static exciter machi ne

reference

Fjgure 6.2: Schematic of the control system to be analysed

For a 7.5 klr'l induction machine (machine d, Appendix 2) it was determined

experimentally that Km = 5.0 volts/amp and T = 0.2 seconds. A 106 mH

inductor was used on the output of the converter. Substituting these values

into the above transfer functions and taking F(p) = 1..0 (ie ignoring the PID

controller) results in the Bode diagram shown in Figure 6.3. From this
diagram it can be seen that the proportiona'l gain of the controller must be

low to compensate for the high gain of the converter. Integral action is
added to reduce any offset in the generated voltage from rated as the genera-

tor speed and/or loading changes. Care must be taken not to reduce the phase

margin. To improve the phase margin and the speed of response of the conver-

ter derivative action is also added. The derivative cut-off must be below

300 Hz as the voltage is sensed us'ing a full-wave three-phase rectifier.

A satisfactory transient response (as shown in Fjgure 6.4) was obtained

experimentally. The controller circuit parameters were measured and the

controller's transfer function calculated to be:

540 Ao-pr

F(p) = g.31 x i0-' [t * T - 2.87 xro-, x n]
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Figure 6.3: tsode diagranr of the system for (i) no PID controller,
(ii) experimenta'lly obtained PID controller settings

Figure 6.4: Actual transient response of the ac-to-dc converter.
This is for a I0% change in the voltaEe reference.

100 c^r( rad/s )
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ignoring the action of the derivative cut-off.

Adding this to the bode diagram in Fjgure 6.3 shows an irnprovement in

the gain margin but not in the phase margin (the phase r;iargin is low at 10

degrees). Theoretically however, the addition of the derivative term should

be able to improve the phase rnargin. In an attempt to improve the system

response the fol'lowing transfer func',,ion for the controller was ca1culated

to increase the phase margin:

F(p) = !.31 x 10-' [t * 1.60xiO-'zxn]2.r7

-+
p

The resultant Bode diagram plotted in Figure 6.5 shols that the phase

margin has been improved to 25 degrees. However no improvenrent in the trans-
ient response (Figure 6.4) could be discerned. Coinpared to the switcheci

capacitor exciter this exciter requires a fu]l three term (PID) controller
along with an accura'ue continuous methocJ of measuring the generated voltage.
The sampling system in the switched capacitor exc'iter makes the elimination
of noise much simpler.

40

A (dB)

U

-40

100 r^r( rad/ s ) 1000

-90
R

( degrees )

.IJ5

- 180

Figure 6.5: Bode diagram for the systenr utilising the analytical
settings for the PID controller
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6.3 Sl.lITCHED CAPAC]TOR VAR SOURCE

6.3.i Single Phase Analysis

The following analysis of the system stabi'lity assumes that each phase

of the generating system (ie each phase of the induction generator and static
exciter) operates independently of the others, ie no interaction occurs.

Thus only a single phase representation of the system is required. The

switched capacitor exciter, as shown in Figure 5.6 (see section 5.4 and

Appendix 4 for more detail on the operation of the switched capacitor exciter),
contro'ls the reactive current, suppfied to the induction generator by switching

fixed'leve'ls of capacitance. These switching instants occur at the point of

zero voltage across the thyristor, ie at the peak of the voltage wavefonn.

The capacitive current must then flow for one complete cyc'le. Thus, as the

manipulated variab1e can on'ly be changed once per cyc'le, this is a sampled

systein. The s'ingle phase systern can be represented as shown in Figure 6.6. The

sampling is represented by the switches shown with a zero order hold on the level of
capacitance as this is fixed for each cyc1e.

reTerence

Figure 6.6: Schematic of the single phase switched capacitor VAr

source and jnduction generator

in this sinrp'lifjed analysis it'is assutned that the level of capacitance

is determineci by measuring the magnitude of the phase voltage peak at the

point at which the capacitors are switched. The response of the generator

io the application or removal of a step in capacitance is taken as a first
order 'lag having a transfer function of the form:

.. /^\ - Km
116\p/

where Km is the steady state change in generated voltage for a set change in

capacitive current (ie units are volt/amp).

A further simplification of the practica'l system is the assumption that
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the static exciter controller is proportional with a gain of K. represent'ing
the amount of capacitive current to be drawn from the generator for a given

voltage deviation from rated. The overall gain of the systefi, K, is thus

equal to Kn x Kc. The transfer function for the zero order hold is:

G76p(R) =
, _ 

"-0.02pp

intervals of 20 milliseconds
this and the above values the
in Figure 6.6, using the same

representing sampi ing

50 Hz system). From

for the system shown

(ie once per cycle for a

pulse transfer function
machine as before, is

G(z) =

which results in the closed loop pulse

0. 095Kegg(z) = (z-0.905)+0.095K

So1ving the characteristic equation for the system stability'limit
(2 = t1.0) results in ( = -1.0 or 20.05 which corresponds to a controller
gain of Kc = 4.01.

Extension of this analysis to the practical single phase system however,

is difficult as peak sampling of the voltage waveform to determine tlre
amount of capacitance required is not useci for the reasons discussed in
section 5.4, while the method used cannot easi'ly be incorporated into the

above simple system. Furthermore extension to the three phase system poses

the problems that not only does interaction occur between the phases but the

sampling of each phase'is at djfferent instants in time. As it aopeared

that a numerical solution would be required to determine the stability limits
a program simulating the system (see Appendix 4) was developed'instead.
This produced a more useful tool which allowed investigation of the system

performance for a range of controller gains, operating schemes, and

unbalanced loading conditions as we11 as providing the stability limits.

'"5 I(t-z-L)zL#*u,
0.095k

z - -0305

transfer function:
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6.3.2 S.ystein Simulation

The sirnulation program evaluated the system response to step changes by

determining the deviation in the magnitude cf the generated voltage fron

rated and thus produced the envelope of the phase vo'ltage. To verify the

computer simulation the single phase system, including the s'irnplifications

used above, was simulated and compared to the above theoretical analysis.

The sirnu'lated reponses to a step'input for Kq equal to 4.0 and 4.15 are shown

in Figure 6.7. As predicted the system becornes unstab'le wjth a controller
gain slightly greater than 4.0. These results wene produced 'including ihe

Figure 6.7: Single phase simulation results: (a) Kc = 4.0, (b) Kc- = t!=F

simplification that the variat'ion in capacitance is continuous (i. ignoring

that only certain values of capacitance are available). If the step size in
capacitance is set by the criterion of flicker in an incandescent light bu1b'

outlined'in section 5.4, then this assumption rnakes only slight changes to

the system response in terrns of the stabifity fimits and response tirnes. The

arnount of voltage variation allowable before any flicker is observable'is

dependent on the frequency of the variation. The switched capacitor exciter

mainly produces fluctuations at a 25 Hz rate. At'rhis rate 5% fluctuations

in the generate<J voltage do not result in our detect'ing any flicker. At

lower frequencies the level of acceptable voltage f'luctuations is reduced.

Figure 6.S(a) shows the system response vrith a reduced controller gain

(Kc = 3.0). This can be compared to Figure o.B(b) (same controller gain)

which i'llustrates the slight change'in response when stepped capac'itance is

i ncl uded.

(a)

AV

(b)

AV

Cycl es
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(a)

AV

(b)

AV

Cycl es

Fiqure 6.8: S'inqle phase simulation resultso Kc = 3.0.
(a) Continuous" capacitance. (b) Stepped capac'itance.

Stepped capacitance must necessarily result in variations in the

generated voltage magnitude as one step is svtitched in and out to maintain

the required phase volrage. The type of steady state f'luctuation expected

is shown in Figure 6.9. The allowable magnitude of this oscillation in

Cyc'les

Fiqure 6.9: The effect of s d caoacitance on the s state vo]

the phase voltage (which can be

maximum size of the caPacitance

tiine, ie shortest settling time,

control'ler gain must be reduced

Figure 6.10.

set by the flicker criterion) tnus sets the

steps. To obtain the fastest response

for the sinrplified single phase system the

to 2.0 with the resultant response shown in
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The simulation was extended to t:he thtree phase s'ysten by taki:ng in,to

accs,unt that intel"act:is:n between phases occurs and that each phase has to

be sampled at :different instants in time. The interaction between phase's

is included by replaclng the steady state gain of the machine, Km" b'y the

fo,l'lowing matrix:

,[ 5"0

tcl = le.oo
I

L 3.61

such that

3-;61 9.05

5.0 3r,6L

3.06 5.0

fiil

= [c] ft*l

[l;.l.,r..iti ve

Thus lf one amp of capacitive load is applied to the yellow phas,e thenn on a

steady state basis, this will cause the rerl phase voltage to ris:e by 3,61

volts (these res,ults are for. the above machine). This matri"x shotrls that the

CYcles

Figure 6.10: Acceptabie sJngle phase regponrg,e, {c = 2,q

addition of capacitance to aRy phase increases the gene,rated voltage on all
phases w,ith a slightly pronouRced effect on the phase that the capacitanrce

is addedt to. Sirnilanly for' ,unbalanced loading conditions the interaction
between phases is given by the fldtrix:
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rRr=[

fu*l
lvvl
LvgJ

2.?5

1.75

0.25

0.25 i. 75

2.25 0.25

r.75 2.25

such that

= -IRJ

which indicates that a load of one amp applied to the yeliow ohase will
cause the red phase voltage to drop by 0.25 volts, the yel'low phase voltage
by 2.25 volts, and the b'lue phase voltage by 1.75 volts. As expected the
addition of load to one phase reduces ihe voltage on ai1 phases. Apart

from this slight general reduction in voltage an increased reduction occurs

on the phase that the'load is applied to as well as the preceding phase.

These matri ces were obtai ned experimental ly and j l'lustrate the overa'l I

effect, as well as the interaction between phases, of applying capacitance
or load to a phase.

A theoretical development of these matrices would be to follow the
procedure outlined in Chapter 4 for solving for the operation of the se1f-

excited induction generator under unbalanced loadings. Step changes in
capacitive and resistive loadings could be applied to the two phase machine

mode'|. The matrices could then be obtained by transforming the results back

to the three phase equivaient. However these matrices are very dependent on

the machine characteristics, pariicularly the saturation characteristic.
For this neason, and as it is the effect of the interaction between phases

on ihe system stability that is examined in this chapter, an analytical
detennination of the matrices has not been pursued. The interaction between

phases, as shown in the experimental results, js an expected characteristic
of induction machines, and the above matrices provide sufficient information
to make general conclusions on the stabiiity of the switched capacitor
static exciter.

The stability'limit of the three phase system using peak sampling to
determine the amount of capacitance required, continuously variable
capacitance, and independent control of each phase is reached at a controller
gain of 3.5 (see Figure 6.11). The effect of interaction between phases and

the use of independent phase control has thus only reduced the stability

f '*l

Ll;1..,, sri ve
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-2
-t
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-5

-7

Cycl es

Figure 5.11: Three phase simulation results - stability'lirnit, Kc = 3.5

limit slightly (the independent phase contro'l results in the secondary oscilla-
tion in the envelope of the system response shown). However there is a sig-
nificant reduction required in the gain to obtain the best response iimes as

shown in Figure 6.12 which conresponds to a controller gain of 0.8. Limit-
ing the value of capacitance to seven equal steps actual'ly increases the

stabilfty limit slightly (Kc = 3.63).

0-

AV -'!-

-2-

-t-

-+-

CycI es

Figure 6.12: Acceptable three phase response, Kc = 0.8

In practice the above system of measuring the phase voltage by sampling

the peak of the waveform is very sensitive to harmonic distortion and slot
ripp1e in the generated voltage, as discussed in section 5.4. The alterna-
tive control scheme used integrates a rectified signal of the 50 Hz generated

voltage over one cycle and uses the resultant voltage to determine the level

of capacitance required (see Appendix 4). This method is termed 'integral

samp'ling. The controller actual'ly starts (and therefore finishes) integrat-
ing at a zero crossing of the voltage waveform, however as the capacitance

AV
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is switched at the peak of the waveform a delay of five milliseconds (90

degrees of a 50 Hz cycle) must be incjuded in the siinulat'ion. Apply'ing

integral sampling to the single phase simulation resu'lted in a reduction of
the stability limit to a gain of 3.0 while the best transient response

was obtained for a gain of 0.8 as shown in Flgure 6.13. Reasonable

agreement was found between these simulation results and the performance of
the actua'l system where a gain of 2.3 was found to be unstable while a gain

of 0.7 gave good system responses to steps in load. Similarly the three

Cycl es

Figure 6.13: Three phase response using integral sampling to measure

the voltaqe, Kc = 0.8

phase stability limit is significantly reduced to l( = 1.38 (see Figure 6.14).

The secondary oscillation that occurred w'ith peak samp'ling does not arise

l0-
8-.1AV o-.{

3J
,)
O.J-*.- -

-zl
-14
.-.i
-t{

-r0 +_-..-T-- 

-r- 

T.---r- - 

-. 
--r-_-r----03lort2025!O 35 .o

Cycl es

Fiqure 6.14: Three phase stability limit using integral sarnpl'ing, Kc = 1.38

(conrpare F'igures 6.14 and 6.11). To obtajn fast system responses the

controller gain must be reduced to 0.4. The response time for the system

to approach its fina'l steady state va'lue is only in the order of two cycles.

The actual transient response of the system comprising a 2.25 k|,.l

induction machine for a step'load of 1.6 kt,{ is illustrated in Figure 6.15.

AV
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Figure 6.15: Transient response of a 2.25 kl,l system to a 1.6 kW step load

The transient change in voltage is alrnost indiscernible while the steady state
vo'ltage change is mainly as a result of the variation in frequency (these

results were obtained without a load governorin the circuit).

The simulation program was also used to determine whether in the case

of a three phase suppiy the capacitors should be control'led by one phase

voitage or whether each phase voltage should be controlled independent'ly,

It was felt that a mode of instabi'l'ity could arise with the use of independent

phase control where the interaction beiween the phases could result in capa-

citance being effective'ly shifted around the phases. This actually shows up

as the oscillation in the envelope of the simulated response for the three

phase system using peak sampling. As shown in Figure 5.16 this osci'l'lation
arises because the capacitance is being shifted from one phase to Ehe next.

However, as mentioned, this does not occur when using integral sampling.

Cyc 1 es

Figure 6.16: Three phase simulation responses showing the shift of
capaci tance between phases

55 .O .(t 30 5:l 80 6s 70 7t 60 E5 90 95 100
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The maximum amount of capacitance that can be shifted around the phases

under these conditions is only one step and this actually has a beneficial
effect. Stepped capacitance must result in periodic fluctuations in the
phase voltage, corresponding to one step being switched on and off. However,

the simulation shows that independent phase control reduces the magnitude of
these fluctuations as well as their periodicity, as shown in Figure 6.17,

Cycl es

Figure 5.17: Simu]ation results for stepped capacJtance

(a) Dependent phases. (b) Independent phases.

because of the movement of capacitance around the phases. Independent phase

control is compared to controlling a1l three phases from one phase vo'ltage

by applying both a balanced and an unba'lanced step in load. The simulated

results are shown in Figures 6.18 and 6.19. As can be seen for unbalanced

loading the independent phase control prov'ides the best voltage balance

between phases. As there is little difference in the responses between

dependent and independent phase control for balanced loading, independent

phase control should be used in all situations.

(a)

(b)
Cyc'les
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(a)

C,ycles

Fiqune 6..18: Simulatior.r re:,ults for a balaqe,ed Sftp lEad

(a) Dependent phas'es. (b,) Independent phases.

(a)

AV

Cycles

Cycles

Ficurq 6.19: Simu,lation.r:esu]ts for qn unball;ance9 step.load
(a) Dependent phases. (b) IndependeRt phases.

Cycles
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CHAPTER 7

7.0 SYSTEI4 OPEMTION

7.L INTRODUCTION

The basic low cost system comprises an inductjon generator, a static
exciter, d load governor, and a phase balancer if required. The performance

of these devices once the generator is excited has been covereci previously.
However, as discussed in Chapter 3, tlre presence cf remanent magnetisn in
the notor, although not necessarJ/, greatly aids the process of se1f-
exciting the induction machine. It is thus inrportant that the system is
operated such that the remanent magnetism is retained. An outline of a set
of experiments conducted to determine the effect of a variety of operating
condit'ions on the remanent nragnetism js covered in this chapter (rnore detail
on the experiments can be found in the departrnenta'l report'The effect of
different operating conditions on the value of residual magnetism in an

induction generator', authored by Professor J.L. Woodward and 0.J. van Brink).
This chapter also examines the overall efficiency that is obtainable using
the self-excited 'induction generator. A brief discussion of the protection
requirements that should be provided for ina complete system is included at
the end of thi s chapter

7 .2 LOSS OF REI4AI.IE;iT PIAGNETIS,.I

To investigate the effect of previous operating conditions on the level
of the remanent magnetism in the rotor of the self-excited induction machine

two nominally identical 5.5 k'd induction mach'ines (machine e, Appendix Z)

were connected back to back, one being used as the driver. The self-excited
induction generator was run up to speed by direct-on-line starting of the
driver. The operating conditions examined included generator open-circuited
from no load, generator open-circujted from rated unity power factor load,
generator short-circuited, and voltage collapse pnoduced by resistive over-
loading of the generator. The experiments involved running the machine

under the prescribed operating condition for a m'inimum of two minutes and

then shutting down fhe machine as outlineci below. The open circuited genera-

tor was then run up to speed and the emf measured. This open-circuit voltage
is a measure of the strength of tire remanent magnetism in the rotor. The

results are p'lotted in Figure 7.1.
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ArAz AsB, BrCr C.D, D2 E

Figure 7.i: Levels of remanent magnetism as represented by the open

circuit machine voltage at 50 Hz after being subjected to a variety
of operating conditions

gperating condition A (Figure 7.1) corresponds to open-circuiting the
jnduction machine from no load, rated vo]tage. The three variants to this
test were -

A1 - The machine was open-circuiteci before being shut down.

A2 - The machine was shut down before being open-circuited.

A3 - The machine was run up initia'l'ly with capacitors connected and then

open-circuited as in A1.

As can be seen there are n0 significant differences in the levej of remanent

magnetism resu'lting (4.5 V open-circuit at 50 Hz). Running up the machine

with the capacitors should not have any effect on the remanent magnetism

once excitation has been achieved. The remanence is dependent on the flux
as seen by the rotor prior to the loss of excitaiion. At no load and rated

voltage the rotor sees a high leve1 of f'lux which is relatively stationary

thus producing a strong rnagnetic orienLation within the rotor and therefore

a high level of remanence when the rnachine is open-circuited.

0perating condition B corresponds to open-circuiting the generator from

a rated unity power factor'load. The generator was run up to speed and

excited to rated vo'ltage under no load. Rated resistive load was applied

and the voltage readjusted to rated. The two variants were -
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81 - The machine was open-circuited (ie load and excitation capacitors)
and then shut down.

82 - The machine was shut down before being open-circuited.

As the level of flux in the rotor is high at rated voltage and load, even

though the iron in the rotor is being cycled due to the slip present, a

high level of remanent magnetism results (4.5 V). However, as expected

a significant reduction in remanence occurs if the load remains connected

while the machine runs down. The rotor is being cycled at reducing levels
of flux thus resulting in a low level of remanent magnetism (1,5 V).

0perating condition C corresponds to open-circuiting the generitor from

a rated zero power factor load. The variants to this test are as for operat-
ing condition B. There is not the same marked reduction in remanent magne-

tisrn for C2 as for 82 as the zerc power factor loacj is mainly supplied by

the capacitive excitation and thus the results would be expected to fall
between those for no load and those for fu]l resistive load.

Operating condition D corresponds to short-circuiting the generator.

In this case the generator was operated in the short circuited condition for
a nrinimum of 10 seconds. The two variants were -

D1 - The short-circuit was removed and the machine shut down.

DZ - The machine was shut down and the short-circuits removed.

These tests produced 'levels of remanent magnetism comparable to letting
the machine run down with rated resistive load app'lied.

Although some of these operating conditions did result in low levels
of remanent magnetism none resu'lted in the machine faiiing to re-excite when

the same level of capacitance as used in the test was re-applied. Thus

none of these operating conditions caused operational diffjculties by causfng

the induction generator to fail to self-excite.

Lower levels of remanent magnetism can be achjeved if the iron in the

rotor is cycled at reducing 1eve1s of flux for'longer periods than those

that occur with the above operating conditions. In the laboratory the

standard method adopted for demagnetising the rotor is to lock the rotor
and supply the stator from a variable three phase supply. The iron is then

cycled at a high rate (50 Hz) and the terminal vo'ltage gradually reduced to
zero. The operating condition that simulates this is the slow voltage
co1'lapse brought about by resistive overload of the generator. The short
circuit condition is too severe an overload, resulting in a rapid co1'lapse
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of the voltage with limited cyc'ling of the rotor at reducing fiux levels.

Similarly the time it takes for rated resistive load io decelerate the

machine to standstill in the absence of driving torque results in limited

demagnetisation of the rotor as shown above. However overload'ing the

generator can result in a s'low collapse in generated voliage as poweris

still being supplied by the driver. As expected this results in a very

low level of remaneni magnetism as represented by an open-circuit voltage of

only 0.05 volts (operating condii,ion E, Figure 7.1). The induction getterator

failed to re-excite once the renanent magnetism had been reduced to this
I eve'l .

The rotor was initially remagnetised by passing direct surrent through

the stator windings. A capacitance of 35pFper phase (approximately 0.25 pu)

wou'ld then excite the generator. However it was found that a capaciiance of
65 uF per phase (approxir;ateiy 0.45 pu) would excite the induciion :nachine

even with the lo'rr level of remanence produced by overlcading the generator.

This was then adopted as the standard method of remagneiising the rotor
instead of passing direct current through the. stator wind'ings.

The effect of different'levels of resistive overloading 6n the remanent

magnetism was examined by applying a range of three phase balanced loads

(from 80 to 0 ohms per phase) to the induction generator being excited by

a range of capacftance varying between 35 uF and 55;tF per phase. A sample

tabulation of the results obtained is given in Table 7.1 (see Appendix 5 for
complete results). The rotor was 'init'ial1y remagnetised and the stator open

c.i rcui t (i e no capaci tors connected ) vol tage measured. The fol 'low'ing steps

were then carried out in sequence: The appropriate value of capacitance

appl i ed; the appropri ate l oad app'l i ed; the I oad nemoved; the capac'i tance

removed; the rotor remagnetised if necessary. The stator voltage was

recorded at each step.

As can be seen from Table 7.L load resistances between 8 and 26 ohms

per phase for an excjtation capacitance of 54pFper pitase result in the need

to remagnetise the rotor, ie these loads result in the slow co'l'lapse of the

generated vo'ltage. The maximum load that the induction generator can

sustain at rated vo'ltage, for a given level of excitation capacitance, can

be determined theoretically from the standard equivalent circuit. From

known machine parameters (all assumed constant) and a chosen value of s'lip

the impedance looking into the machine terminals is given by:
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Capaci tance 0. c.
Res i dua 1

Vol tage

Capac'itance
Appl i ed

Load
Appl i ed
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Removed

Capaci tance
Removed
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Tabl e le tabulation of the effect of varying loads on the

exci tati on of the i nducti on mach'ine

(,)2 Lm2

FpZ1 = Fs*
1*
5

I rrr2 (Lr+L*;z
F'F

From th'is the stator current can be calculated:

r - -E1rsr
-L

The terminal voltage is taken as being maintained at rated. This

stator current can be equated to a value of capacitance and load connected

to the machine. For a given value of capacitance (ie reactive current) the

maximum real current that can be supp'lied by the generator can then be

determ'ined. The actual load that would cause the voltage to collapse to
zero should thus be sljghtly in excess of these theoretical ntaximum values.

Figure 7.2 is a plot of the above experimentai results against each value

of excitation capacitance used. Each result is plotted as a bar indicating
the region of load that caused the vo'ltage to co1lapse. As shown in Figure

7.2 the theoretical results predict reasonably well the levels of load that
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Fiqure 7.2: Plot of the experimental range in load, which caused the

machine to lose excitation, against exciiation capacitance.

The tjreoretica] maximum sustainable load is also shown.

can be sustajned. A closer prediction could be obtained if account was taken

of the fact that the terminal vo'ltage drops with load (for a fixed value of

capacitance). As the voltage drops the nagnetising 'inductance (Lr) increases

which means that a greaten load can be sustained for a given value of

capacitance, However this would require the added complications of measuring

the variation in L6 with voltage of the machine used and estimating the drop

i n vol tage that occurs.

The variation'in magnetising inductance of the 5.5 kt,l induction machine

used in these experiments was measured w'ith the following values being

obtained: L1n dt rated voitage = Q.2I2 H; minimum Lm = 0.153 H; maximum

Lm = 0.306 H. This verifies the resu'lts presented in Chapter 3 where the

conclus'ion was drawn that the minimum value of magnetising inductance set

the value of capaci'lance required to ensure that self-excitation occurred.

In these experiments a value of approxirnately 65 uF per phase was required

to guarantee excita'lion itnis is the value useci to remagnetise the induction

machine once the remanent magnetism had been'lost). The amount of capacitance

required can be calculated from the approxil,tation that Xc = Xm (this relaies

to the fact that the excitat'ion of the machine is provided by the capacitors).

Using the minimum value of L'1 this predicts a capacitance of 66.3 pF per

phase would be required to guarantee excitation. Theprobletn of the induction
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Eenerator failing to excite should not arise provided that the static
exciter is so designed that at least this amount of capacitance (0.45 pu

for this machine) is applied as the machine is run up (see section 3.4
on the practi cabi I i ty of thi s ) .

In some systems it may be possible to add a further safety factor
by using an undervoltage relay to disconnect the load. This should

prevent severe demagnetisation of the rotor by preventing cycling of the

rotor at neducing 1eve1s of flux. However this is only app'licable to those

systems where the'load can be disconnected without disconnecting the load

governors, ie the load governors must be connected between the generator and

the consumer'loads. This is not always desirable as in many cases distribu-
ted systems offer advantages by allowing the load governors to be placed

around the network so as to make the best use of the power availab'le to
the governor's loads.

7 .3 SYSTEI'I EFFICIENCY

Typical efficiencies obtainable from

with excitation supplied by a three phase

are plotted in Figure 7.3. These results

a self-excited induction machine

switched capacitor VAr source,

were obtained for an 11 klrl

100

80

n (%)

60

40

20

Pout (pu) 1.0

Figure 7.3: Typical efficiencies for an 11 ki.rl self-excited induction
machine and switched capacitor VAr source.
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induction machine (machine f, Appendix 2) driven by a 15 kW induction motor

supplied by a static inverter. Generator input power was measured using an

optical tachometer and a torque transducer placed on the shaft between the

two rnachi nes . Above hal f rated I oad the eff i c'i ency remai ns substanti a1 ]y

constant at approximately 80%. The addition of the load governors resu'lts

in the generator always operating at fu11 load and approximately constant

speed. The power required by the load governor c'ircuitry is negligible com-

pared to the system rated output thus making little difference to the

overal I efficiency.

The sing'le phase system outlined in sections 4.3.2 and 5.5 has many

advantages over the above three phase system for low cost stand-alone schemes

and is considered the most suitable foriso]ated areas. A 50%'larger rnachine

is required but the added cost wou'ld be more than offset by a reduction in

the cost of the static exciter and load governor (single phase units only

required). Also the cost and complexity of transmission is reduced as cnly

single phase rather than three phase distribution is required. The effic'iency

obtained using the 7.5 kW induction machine (machine c, Appendix 2) and a

single phase VAr source is shown-in Figure 7.4. The generator was driven by

80

n

\lo I

60

'tnl.u 2.0 Po (ru1

Fiqure 7.4: Efficiency of a single se sysf,em ri si nq a 7.5 ktlr|

Turbi ne

Overa'll

induction mach'ine, a single phase VAr source, and a 6 khJ Francis'uurbine
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a 6 ktll Francis turbine. The head available'in the iaboratory was only

sufficient for the turbine to develop slightly less than 3 k[,{. Thus the

maximum efficiency of the'induction generator and the turbine could not

be achieved (ie the unjts were overrated for the hydrauiic conditions).

The turbine did reach an efficiency of 80% and the generator 75%, resulting

in an overall efficiency of 60% (see Figure 7.4).

The Francis turbine referred to above is a relatively expensive unit

as it js of conventional commercial origin. In low-cost app'lications a more

suitable turbine wou'ld be chosen. One example is the crossflow turbine (see

photograph 4, Chapter 9) kindly lent by A.J. Dakers (1). This unit operated

at a typical efficiency of between 68 and 70% which would result in the more

realistic figure for overall system effjciency of 50% jn a typicai low-cost

scheme. The crossflow turbine has a maximum efficiency of 82% compared to

90% for a Francis turbine (1). Chapter E covers the operation of another

low-cost turbine: the centrifugal pump operating with reverse flow.

7.4 PROTECTION

Protection of the loads connected to the generated supply must cover

underspeed, overspeed and overvoltage conditions. Undervoltage may also

have detrimental effects on some app'liances. In al'1 these cases the

distribution network should be disconnected from the generator. In the case

of overspeed and overvoltage the excjtation system shou'ld also be removed

to allow the voltage to collapse to prevent stressing the machine's insula-
tion. In some cases the runaway speed of the unloaded turbine could present

a problem in terms of stressing either the turbine or the generator and thus

provision for braking the turb'ine must be jncluded. At no time should the

machine be operated in the excited state with the load governors disconnected

as overspeed wi'll be combined with excessive voltage rise. 0n reconnection

of the load governors the voltage may damage these units. The use of over-

voltage relays can prevent this s'ituation from arising.

in the case of underspeed and undervoltage the excitation system and

'toad governors can remain connected. It is simply then a matter of deter-

mining the cause of this operat'ing condition, ie whether it has arisen

because of a fault in a consumer'load causing a s'light overloading of the

system, or whether it is a result of a fault in the static exciter, the

load governons or in the flow through the turbine. Undervo'ltage protection
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may s.ometimes b,e used to prevent the loss of remanent magnetism as discussed

earlier' in this chapter.

Protection of the generator against the application sf sverloads is not

required, The ap,plication of an overload w'ill result in ttls mechanisms which

will pr.otect the generator from being subiected to a sustained overload. In

a csrrectly desigr,red system the turbine will start to slow wlth the under-

speed relay removing the sve-rload conditiqn. Also the nature sf the self-
excited induction generator is such that excessive overloads cal/se the voltage

to collapse to zero. However, as mentioned above, care nrust be taken that
this d'oes not nesult in difficulty in re-exciting the machine.

7.5 REFERENCE

1. TDAKERS, A.J. 'Lriw, Gost Turbines''. Micro-Hydro" Continuing Education

for" Engin-eersn University of Auckland' 1981.
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CHAPTER 8

8.0 FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS

8. 1 II'ITRODUCTION

Th'is chapter examines some preliminary investigations carried out into
further developments of the main theme of this thesis and thus presents

areas where further work is required. The areas investigated include the
use of standard pumps, in a reverse flow configurat'ion, as readi'ly
avai'lable'low-cosi turbines. Also the applicab'ility of the self-excited
induction generator and'load governor to use with wind furbines is examfned.

Particular attention is paid to the use of a two speed induction machine.

The effic'iency of conversion of wind energy to mechanical energy is optirnum

at only one value of the rotor speed to wind speed ratio. The use of a

two-speed or poie-switchable induction nrachine, allowing two turbine speeds

for a constant frequency output, will provide increased efficiency over a

standard single speed systern. The problenrs of exciting the machine when

changing speed (ie number of poles), and of voltage regulation are

exami ned.

8.2 PU;,IPS AS TURBINES

A ful I set of tests needs to be conducted on a range of pumps operated

as turb'ines so that, given the mechanical output required and the hydraulic
conditions present at the site, the appropriately sized pump cou'ld be

specified. At this stage only two pumps of different size from one

manufacturer's range have been tested, but the viability of this approach

has been illustrated.

The centrifugal pump does not offer the advantages of adjustable guide

vanes for partial load operation and contro'|, but a wide range of purnps is
available at a substantia'liy lower cost (see Chapter 9) than the standard
turbines which are often custorn made for each scheme. The pump is suitable
for situations where it is required only to operate at constant florv. It
is thus suitable for the schemes presented in this thesis as the use of the
load governors mainta'ins the loading on the generator, and therefore the
flow through the turbine, substantially constant. The turbine can then be

sized for this f'low to obtain max'imum efficiency.
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The efficiency ach'ievable from the pump operated as a turbine can be

close to that achieved as a pump under the correct hydraulic conditions (1).

Sizing of the turbine from the manufacturers' pump data is unfortunate'ly

not straightforward and althougn several methods have been proposed'it has

been found (1) that only approximate sizing can be ach'ieved this way, with

test data on the pumps being required for the final sizing.

As mentioned above a full range of tests has not yet been undertaken

but the v'iability of us'ing the pumps as low-cost turbines'in conjunct'ion

with the self-excited induction generator and load governor has been shown.

The two Dumps used for this pre'l'iminary testing were the Davies i'i5 and M3

pumps (see Appendix 6 for pump data) in coniunction with a 7.5 k"d induction

machine (machine d, Appendix 2). The results obtained are summarised in

Table E.1.

Table 8.1: Comparison between Pum

As shown in the table, the limitations on the head and flow ra'le avai1able

were such that reasonab'le ievels of output power could only be obtained by

operating the turbine and generator at speeds lower than the ideal (50 Hz).

These lower operating speeds demonstrate the efficiencjes obtainable although

the pumps were still not bejng operated near their designed capacity. In

compapison to obtain rnaximum efficiency from the M5 or i43 pump at 1500 rpm

requires f'lowrates of 200 m37hr or 52 m'/hr and heads of 15 metres or 12

metres respect'ive1y. Thus according to the pump data the flowrate and head

available to the i'13 pump should be sufficient to obta'in maximum efficiency

at 1500 rpm. However th'is'is not the case and illustrates the need for data

on pumps when used as turbines. In an actual micro-hydro scheme the pump

would be chosen so that 50 Hz operation could be achieved without the need

for gearing. The use of gearing would significantly reduce the advantages

of cost and simplicity that pumps offer over presently available comrnercial

turbi nes.

Pump

i.laximum
fl owrate
(nr /hr)

i4aximum
head
(m)

l4aximum pump

effi ci ency

Maximum
turbi ne

effi ci ency

Power
output

( kr,l )

i45

il3

Lgt.Z

86.4

8.0

13.2

80%

73.5/"

77%

6E%

3.2 (30 Hz)

2.6 (30 Hz)
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The efficiencies obtained confirm that the peak efficiency of the pump

operated as a turbine is essentialiy the same as the peak efficiency when

operated as a pump (2). The maxjmum efficiencies of the Davies pumps are

80% for the M5 and 73.5/" for the M3 (see Appendix 6). Thus quite high

efficienc'ies can be expected. However these figures do represent the

maximum efficiency and it is un]ikely that an exact match between pump

and hydraul i c condi ti ons wi I 'l occur and therefore a I owei' eff i ci ency wi'l I

result. Standard turbines or even low techno'logy 'uurbjnes have the advantage

that they are built for each particu1ar scherne and thus an efficiency close

to ihe maximum should be obtained. A p'lot of efficiency against input
povrer, obtained for the 143 pump, (see Fjgure 3.1) does show that the peak

'in the curve is broad resulting in only slight reductions in efficiency
for non-optimunt rnatching of the pump and hydraulic conditions.

60

(7)

40

c.5 1.0 P (k|/)

Figure 8.1: Efficiency curve for the M3 pump operated as a turbine
P is the electrical power generated.

The purnp provides satisfactory operation as a turbjne but a full
range of experiments are requi red to produce the da'la necessary before

pumps can be confidently specified to produce a given mechanical output
power for a given head developed across the turbine and flow rate through

the turbi ne.
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8.3 WIND

As discussed'in Chapter I the efficiency of converting wind energy to

mechanical energy is optimurn at only one value of the rotor speed to w'ind

speed ratio. Thus CSCF systems, where the rotor speed is held constant to

obtain a constant output frequency, are less efficient titan VSCF systems,

where the rotor speed is allowed to vary continuously and other means are

employed to obtajn a constant cutput frequency. However a two-speed induc-

tion rnachine does offer an improvement over a standard induction machine as

two rotor speeds are allowab'le for a fixed output frequency. Titis allows

an improvernent in the rotor speed/wind speed matching. The induction

machine used has a h'igh to 1ow speed ratio of 2:i. Thus as the wind speed

rises the rotor speed must double at some predetermined point.

The uncertainty that arose when considering the use of a two speed

induction machine was whether when changing speeds the remanent magnet'ism

induced in the rotor by four poie operation would excite the eight pole

machine and vice versa. The use of a 11/5.5 kl.I induction machine (machine

f, Appendix 2) showed that when jncreasing speed (ie changing from the

eight to four pole operation) the machine would usually excite r,,hile lvhen

decreasing speed excitation did not occur. llowever the conclusions that

can be drawn from this are limited by other effects observed at the same

time. The eight pole machine rtras particu'lar1y difficult to excite and was

very prone to'loss of remanent magnetism whether excitation'las being attempted

after changing speeds or even after running the machine as an eight pole

motor. Excitat'ion could be guaranteed by passing a dc current through the

stator windings (a 12 volt car battery proved to be adequate) before runn'ing

the machine up. Further deve'lopment is necessary to ensure that excitation

occurs when the machine js changing speeds. Also it is not known whether

these problems are peculiar to this machine or to al'l pole switchable induc-

tion machines as these problems have not, occurred with any of the fixed

pole (two and four pole) induction machines used to date.

Another problem that has arisen is an instability in the voltage

regulation of the two speed induction machine by the switched capacitor

VAr source. This arises because the mach'ine operates at a very low level

of saturation. Figure 8.2 shows the very straight no load characteristic

curves for both the four pole and eight pole configurations, the eight pole

machine exh'ibiting a particularly linear characteristic. Also the namepiate

data (see machine f, Appendix 2) shows that rated current for the eight
pole machine is inordinate'ly high compared to the four pole machine
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to r (A)15

Fjgure 8.2: No load characteristic curves for the

two-speed induction machine

reflecting a 1ow full load power factor for this machine.

As outlined in sectjon 1.1.3 approximate operating points for the self-
excited induction generator can be obtained by plotting the characteristic
line for the excitation capacitance on to the no load characteristic curve

for the induction machine. From this it can be seen that small variations
in capacitance will result in s'ignificant fluctuations in the generated

voltage. To combat this the proportiona'l gain of the controller was

reduced (tfre increased linearity of the characteristic curve, ie reduction

in saturation, represents an increase in the system gain). The response

of the four pole machine to transient load changes is shown in Figure 8.3.
The transient response is good but, as can be seen, there is significant
fluctuation in the steady state voltage from cycle to cycle. When compar-

ing these results to the simulated and experimental results presented in
Chapter^ 5 it can be seen that even though the controller gain has been

reduced, the responses correspond to a higher overall system gain.

0peration of the eigh-u po'le machine requires a much reduced controller
gain even compared to that required for four pole operation. Despite this
greatly reduced gain the static exciter fajls to perforrn satisfactorily,
As shown in Figure 8.4 the fluctuations in the steady state vo'ltage are

pronounced. The lower trace, which represents the capacitive current
be'ing switched by the static exciter, shows that the system is not stable.

V;

4C0
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Figure 8.3: Transient response of the two-speed machine

in the 4 pole configuration

(a) full load application
(b) full load removal

upper trace - phase voitage (200 V/div)

lower trace - load current (20 A/div)

F j gure 8.4: i'Javeforms for the ei ght pol e conf i gurati on

upper trace - phase voitage (200 V/div)

lower trace - switched capacitor current (20 A/div)

The controller is oscillating between zero capacitance and several steps of

capacitance. Under stable operat'ion the static exciter should only be

switching one step'in capacitance on and off when maintaining a steady state

voltage. The controiler gain was not reduced any further as the steady

state regulation had already dropped to the minimutn acceptable level as
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close to 10%.

250

VD

200
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8. 5. The voltage variation from zero to fuil load is

P (kt,l)

Figure 8.5: Variation in generated voltage for the 8 pole configuration
with-load

Further development of the controller used with the switched capacitor
VAr source is obviously necessary to improve the control of the two speed

induction machine's excjtation. One area to be investigated is the addition

of integral control to overcome the problem of voltage droop with load.

Integra'l control was included in earlier versions of the switched capacitor
VAr source but found to be unnecessary with a'll the fixed poie induction

machines used. Another possib'il'ity is the use of smaller steps in capaci-

tance as the controller gain can only be effectively reduced to the point

at which the magnitude of the fluctuation in voltage is set by the capaci-

tance step size. It must be remembered that with the low level of
saturation existing in this machine the capacitance step size becomes more

significant as the voltage generated is very sensitive to changes in

excitation current.

One solution to these problems is to replace the two speed machine

by two fixed pole jnduction machines on a common shafi and switch between

them. This would certain]y solve the problems of voltage droop, voltage

fluctuation, loss of remanent magnetism and having the rotor nragnetised

with the wrong number of poles when changing speeds. However this
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solution is slight'ly more expens'ive and less compact (for horizonial axis

turbines the machjnes usually have to be mounted on a rotating platform

at the top of a tower). It is thus worth determining rvhether the prob'lems

encountered with the two-speed induction machjne can be overcome and also

if these problems are common to al1 two-speed induction machines.

Another area yet to be researched is that of when and in what manner

to change speeds. This prob'lem is the same whether a two-speed induction

machine js used or two fixed-pole induction machjnes are used. One of the

main criteria affecting the dec'ision of when to change speed is the ioading

on the low speed (smaller rating) machine, obvious-1y this mach'ine must not

be subjected to cont'inuous overloading. This may occur as the load governors

must be ab'le to load the h'igh speed ntachine io full load. When the wind

conditions are such that the power generated exceeds the low-speed machine

rating the high-speed machine must be connected. 0verloading can then

on'ly be caused by excessive consumen loading, which will cause the turbine

to slow down and low frequency detection will disconnect the consumer loads.

The other criterion that determines whether the speed may be changed

is the time intervai since the last speed change. Each speed change wi'll

cause either a disruption or a severe f'luctuation in the supply voltage.

The rate at which these disruptions occur must be kept to the minimum.

Changing the configuration of the machine, ie from four poles to eight
poles and vice versa, is accomp'lished using three relays which allow the

induction machine to be connected with either four po'les or ejght poles, or

disconnected from the system (see Appendix 7 for the wiring diagram of the

two speed machine and the re1ay schematic). The relays are also arranged

so that should one relay jam or lose control power the other relays cannot

operate to allow an incorrect confjguration of the relay connections.

Once the decjsion has been made to change speed then the speed of the

wind turbine must be either doubled or halved before comect operation can

be resumed. Changing from the smaller to the'larger machine (higher speed)

is a simple matter as disconnection of the load will result in the turbine

speed increas'ing. However in the reverse direction the wind turbine must

be loaded so that the speed drops. There are two alternative solut'ions:

load the four pole machine to slow the turbine and then change to e'ight

pole operation, or change to the eight pole machjne and load it to reduce

the turbine speed. The disadvantage of the first proposal is that as the

frequency drops so w'ill the voltage, tltus reducing the'load on the turbine
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f,or a fixed value of resistive load. The secOnd alter.native has the

advantage of increas,ing the likelihood of exciting the eight pole machine

beeause sf the much hiEher s.peed at which excitation is being atternpted.

Thus changing to the eight pole machine innnediateiy and then slowing the

turbine appears the npre advantageous of these two possibilitles as it
may help overcome one of the pnoblemE associated with the use of a two

speed induction machine, namely the d'ifficulty in exciting the gi,ght pole

machine. For this method to be used it is neces.sary that the stat-ic
exciter can limit the othen^rise severe overvoltage at the i:ncreased

frequency that wil'l result.
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CHAPTER 9

9.0 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

This thes'is has been concerned w'ith evaluating the means by which ver-v

small-scale generating schemes, particularly micro-hydro schemes, can be

reduced in cost, The'largest reduction in cost is achieved with the use of

the load governor in. run-of-the-river schemes. By allowing the turb'ine to

operate always at constant f'low there is no need for a mechan'ical speed

governor and f'low control jets or vanes in the turbine are not required.

The new modified'loaci governor, as shown in photograph 1, hasthree classifi-
cations of load that can be connected to it: high priority loads, low

priority loads and dump loads. The high priority loads get power on demand,

these are the consumen loads. The]ow priority Ioads are controlled by the

load govbrnor but are first to receive any excess power available when

switched in sequence, A then B then C. The dump loads are binary-weighted

and are thus switched in a binary sequence. As no particular load in this

c'lass can be guaranteed a supp'ly of powern and may be subjected to repeated

switching, they are only suitable for appiications which involve pass'ive

storage elements such as water heaters. The load governor is now under

production by Delphi Industries of Auck'land. The production version is

shown in photograPhs 2 and 3.

With operation at constant flow the complexity of the turbine can be

reduced from that of the conventional commercially available turbine. The

alternatives must not only be low-cost but also readily obtainable or

capable of bejng constructed jn a small workshop. The two alternatives

examined in this thesjs are the very sinrp'ly constructed cross-flow iurbine

shown in photograph 4 and the use of standard water pumps as turbines.

These two solutions are equal'ly appropriate and appear to be of similar

performance a'lthough further evaluation and data is required on the use of
pumps as turbines.

Photograp'lt 1: The modified single pVnse Load gouetmon shouing the Lou

prLortty and durnP Loads.

2 mtd 3: Tne Load goDeww as motufaetured by DeLphi IndustrLes.

4: A Lou-cost cross flou turbine.

Photographs

Photograph
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Further cost reductions can be obta'ined by replacing the synchronous

generator by a self-excited induction generator. The majn advantages of
the induction generator are the 'lower maintenance requirements, longer
life, and 'improved dynamic performance and generated waveforms. Also

induction machines can be obtained'in a large range of sizes and speeds

whereas synchronous generators are usual'ly only avaiJab'le as two or four
pole machines (3000 or 1500 rpm operation). This may result in the

requirement for gearing up from the turbine speed to obtain a 50 Hz generated

output. The alternatives in designing a micro-hydro scheme thus range from

a commercial turbine, mechanical speed governor and synchronous generator to
a pump, electronic load governor and self-excited induction generator.

The main savings arise from using a load governor in place of the more

conventiona'l speed governor. For a micro-hydro installation (say 10 kr,,l)

the cost of the speed governor would be in the range of $5,000 to $10,000,
whereas a three phase load governor would cost $1,950 and a single phase

governor $650 (the load governors are currently being manufactured by Delphi

Industries of Auckland). The complexity of the turbine is reduced with
constant fiow operation. This has stimulated the development of low-cost

turbines, particular]y those suitable for construction in low technology

countries. The cost of such units is obvious'ly dependent on the amount of
local content, with costs of $100/kW feasible compared to between $1,000/kW

and $4,000/kW for commercially ava'ilable turbines. An alternative to the

conventional turbine is to use pumps as reverse flow turbines. Reasonable

efficiencies can be obtained prov'ided that the pump is matched to the

hydrau'lic conditions at the hydro site. However due to their very 1ow

cost, inefficient operation may still be very economical. One particular
range of pumps that has been investigated has a price range of $800 to $1,500

with outputs greater than 20 kl,{ obtainable. Thus the pump offers a readily
available turbine at a cost at least an order of magnitude'lower than

commercia'l turbines.

The two possible configurations when using a self-excited induction
machine as the generator are the standard three-phase supp'ly inc'luding
phase balancer, or a star-connected induction machine connected in delta
to provide a single phase supply. The cost of a 15 kt,l generator including
phase balancer and three phase static exciter would be approximately $3,500.

A 7.5 kW single phase unit, which does not require a phase balancer and

needs only a single phase static exciter, would cost $2,200. In comparison

a 15 kW three phase alternator costs $1,800, and a 7.5 kW single phase
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alternator $1,500. These are approximate figures based on estimates for the

static excjter electronics and capacitors and current New Zealand prices for
the machines. It should be noted that in New Zealand the price of induction

machines with respect to that of synchronous machines is very high compared

to overseas. It is considered that the price of the single phase self-
excited induction generator overseas would be lower than that of the sing'le
phase alternator. However it is ljkely that the three phase induction
generator wou'ld be sl'ight'ly higher prjced than the three phase alternator.
Also induction machines are readily available secondhand, and they offer the

advantages of ruggedness and low maintenance. The cost of system protection

is reduced when using a self-excited induction generator due to its inability
to sustain short circuit currents. The app'lication of a short circuit
results in the co'llapse of the machine excitation and a rapid decay in the

generated vo1tage.. Thus short circuit protection is not required as no

voltage can be generated until the short circuit is removed.

Taking midrange prices, a comparison between a conventional 7.5 kt,l

single phase plant and the corresponding 1ow cost installation is given

bel ow.

Generator (including vo'ltage regu'lator)

Turbi ne

Speed Governor

Load Governor

Total

Conventi onal

$1,500

$18,750

$7 ,500

$27,750

or $3,700/kW

Low Cost

$2,200

$i,i50

$650

$4 ,000

or $530/kW

0bviously, there exists a whole range of aiternatives between these two.

The above costing only represents the main hardware units required ignoring

the costs of civil works etc which should be common to both systems. As

mentioned previously if the load is predom'inantly resistive, fixed capacitor

excitation is likeTy to be satisfactory, reducing the cost by a further $600.

The efficiency obtainable fnom such a scheme comprising an 'induction

generator, static exciter and low cost turbjne ranges from 50% to 65%

depending on the matching of the turbine to the hydraulic conditions at the
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turbine site and the size of the scheme. The induction generator operates

at an efficiency of approximately 80%. Efficiencies close to 70% have been

obtained with the cross-flow turbine although up to 80% should be achiev-

able. Similar results have been obtained for the pumps used as turbines.

For comparison sma'l'l commercial turbines, such as the Francis, can achieve

effic'ienc'ies of 90%. The use of self-excited induction machines as

generators has been limited due to'lack of experimental and theoretical

data on their operation. One of the chief problems of using induction

machines as stand-alone generators was that of guaranteeing excitation,

As shown in this thesis the two majn factors which determine the degree

of difficulty that wi'11 be encountered when attempt'ing to excite a machine

are the presence of remanent magnetism in the rotor and the value of
magnetising inductance that occurs as the magnetising current approaches

zero. t,lith fixed po]e induction machines the problem of guaranteeing

excitation has turned out to be minimal (problems have arisen with a two

speed induction machine). Methods of guaranteeing exc'itation involve

either ensuring that there is a high'leve'l of remanent magnetism or

exceeding the resonant frequency set by the above minimum value of magnetis-

ing inductance. The methods avai'lable are discussed in Chapter 3.

One of the methods for guaranteeing excitatfon should be used as a

back-up in every scheme should the induction machine fail to excite. As

the presence of remanent magnetism in the rotor eases the process of exci-

tation any condition which may reduce the remanence should be avoided.

The only operating condition that has caused the generator to fail to

re-excite is a slow collapse in vo'ltage brought about by resistive over-

loading of the generator. The use of an undervoltage relay disconnecting

all consumer loads is proposed to overcome th'is problem.

0nce excited the generated voltage is regulated by the static exciter.

0f the methods considered suitable for small scale low-cost static VAr

generation the switched capacitor VAr source is considered to offer the

greatest potential. This method, although not continuous, has provided

excel'lent dynamic performance and low harmonic iniection coupied with the

lowest cost of the three methods examined, the other two being the inductively

loaded ac-to-dc converter and the thyristor controlled inductor. The

switched capacitor VAr source also has the advantages of allowing independent

phase operation to balance phase voltages and of being suitable for s'ing1e

phase systems.
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The generation of three phase power from a standard induction machine

requires the use of a transformer to supply a neutral. This requirement

obviously adds to the system cost. However for small-scale schemes (up to

15 k|,l) a single phase distribution network would be more appropriate. To

maximise the power that can be supplied to one phase, without exceeding the

current rating of any phase, the static exciter and excitation capacitors

shou'ld be placed across the unloaded phases of the three phase machine.

However the transformer is sti'll required to provide the neutral. A lower

cost alternative e'liminates this need by reconnect'ing a 400 volt star-
connected induction mach'ine in delta with the 230 volt sing]e phase output

taken from one of the'line to line voltages. hlith this configuration only

a single phase static exciter and a single phase'load governor are required

thus significantly reducing the cost of the control electronics. The

three phase induction machine must have a rating that is 50% greater than

the intended rating of the s'ing1e phase system. 0f the schemes proposed in

this thesis it is this configuration that'is recormended for the low-cost

micro-scale generation scheme.
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APPENDIX 1: THE MODIFIED LOAD GOVERNOR

The cjrcuit diagram of the load governor is explained with respect to

the block diagram given in Figure 2.2.

The ci rcu'it bl ock di agrams are:

A: Bandpass filter. This is a standard two-po1e two op-amp bandpass

filter. The filter is tuned with potentiometer P1. The Q can be

altered bY changing R5.

B: Hard limiters. These comprise a schmitt trigger followed by a

monostable to provide the timing pulses'

C: Cl ock. A crystal osci l 
'lator at 3 ' 328 l4Hz i s di vi ded down to

provide the 26 k{z clock.

D: Count to 512.

E: Four bit counter and D latch.

The fi nal b'lock out'l i ned , F, i s the addi ti onal ci rcui try to provi de

1ow priority loads as we'l'l as dump loads in the ratio I:2:4. The circuit

operati on i s as fo'l I ows :

The origina'l 4 bit counter js halted when it reaches a count of 7.

The clock is then transferred to a shift register (u10). The shift register

has been cleared. This corresponds to all low priority loads on (tfre

outputs of the register are complemented by a D'latch as fgr the 4 bit

counter). The clock then shifts a high signal into the register turning

the low priority loads off. Thus if the period of the generated voitage

is greater than 527 clock pulses no 1ow priority loads wi'l'l be on. The

load with the highest priority'is that connected to the final output of

the shift register.

To change the circuit to the orig'ina'l configuration of dump'loads in

the rat'io I:2:4:8 and no low priority loads requires the insertjon of

diode Df in block E and the changing of'links LKX and LKY.

The c'ircuit diagram was ki nd'ly provided by Del phi Industri es.
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APPENDIX 2: INDUCTION MCHINE PARTIMETEdi

The i:nduction machines used'to obtai,n the resu'lts Bresented in this

thesis have the following characteristics:

Mashtne a

A squirrel eage 400 volt de:l'ta eonnected 2.25 kH i,nduetion machlne.

Li - L. = 0"334 H

Lir = o'3e hl

rs = 2'97 Ohms

Yr = 2"1 Ohms

t{ameplate data:

Fr"ame SB2- '

Horsepower 3

Voltage 400

Amperes 4,8
RPM 1435

Machine I
A wound rotor t[00 volt Etar connected 2.75 kll induction rnachlne.

Li = t-'i = 0.237 H

Llr = 0:226 H

l's = 1'07 0hrns

rr = 2.63 Ohms

NameFlate data:

l,orsepower 3.65

Voltage 400

Ampenes 6

RPt{ 1500

Machine c

A s-quirrel caEe staf conneeted 7.5 klr{ induction machtn€.

fJ = fi' =-0.L92 H

Lir = 0' 186 tl

r, := 6'tt Ontt
rFr = 0.58 ohms



Name:plate data:

TyPe ,D132M

HorsePower 10

Voltage 415

Amperes 15

RP${ 1440

FllachJ ne d

A squirrel cage delta connected
ll

Ls = Lr = 0.128 H

Ll" = 0.124 H

rs = 0'7 Ohms

rr = 0'7 0hms

Narreplate data;

Frame D254

Horsepower 10

Vottage 400

Amperes 16.3

RPM 1430

142.

7.5 kl,t induction machine.

Ma,chine e

A 'delta-connected 5.5 kll induction machine.

Li = fi. = ,g-ZXB H

Lir'=' 0'21U H

Fs = 1'1 0hms

ttr = 1.57 Ohns

:Nameplate data:
Type Dl3?s

klt 5.5

Voltage rt00

Amperes 11.1

RPi{ 28e0



Machi ne f
A two speed 11 k'r{

Nameplate data:

Type D180M

Horsepower L5/7.5

Vol tage 400

Amperes 20/16

RPM 1450/725

143.

induction machine.
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APPENDIX 3: SI'IITCHED CAPACITOR VAT SOURCE

circuit of the control electronics for the switched capacitor VAr

described here with reference to Figures 5.9 and 5.10. The blocks

on the circuit diagram correspond to the diagram in Figure 5.9 as

input vo'ltage attenuator
provides the integrator reset pulse on the positive going zero

crossings of the input pu'lses. This circuitry also provides

the 'latching pulse for the gate control decoding circuitry.
ful'l -wave recti fi er
i ntegrator
comparatorincl udi ng control l er gai n Kq

c-
D.
E-

The output of the comparator is quantised into B'levels by the 1M3914.

These levels are then coded into binary by the MC145328 and then latched to
enab'le the appropri ate SCR' s .

The second circuit shown determines whether an SCR should be fired. An

external inhibit is provided to allow disab'ling of the VAr source. This is
coded along with the gate contro'l signal and the output of the overvoltage

protection circuitry to provide the SCR firing signal . The Mtvl88C29 is used

to prov'ide the gate drive current. Block F shown detects when the voltage

across the SCR is less than 10 volts in the forward direction. Block G allows

the SCR to be fired if the voltage across the SCR remains less than 10 volts

for at I east 2 mi I I 'i seconds .

The fol'lowing two circuit diagrams were k'ind1y provided by P. liilson.
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APPENETX 4; IEORTRAN SIMULATION OF THE SHITGHED CAPACITOR

EXCITER AND INDUCTION GENERATOR

This program,cilr be used to sl:mulate both single phase and three
phase systems using lntegral sampling to measur€ the generated

voltage. The requir"ed inputs are the gain of the switched

capacitor controller and the number of cycles the sl'mulation

is to run for.

DI|!|ENSI0Ni R(3,3),nt (g),RA(3),C(3,3),CI (3i)

The output is sent tu a fi'le named FILE DATH

0PEN(U!ltT=16,FILE=' DATA | )

Input gain and number of cycles from the te'r"rninal

wRrTE (6,5)

F0RMAT(lX,'&AIN.)

READ[6"*]eK

GK=-1.,o*GK

WRITE (6,6 )

F0R|,IAT(1X, 'N0 ,0F CYCLES' )

READ(6,*;1

Ini ti al isatfon

RA( tr)=9. g

RA(2)=0,0

RA(3)=0.0

AtrNTR=0.0

AINTY=0.0

AINTB€O.O

AINTRD=O.0

ATNTYD=O.0

AIII{TBD=O.0

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c

c
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S;efr, UF

iloa.nls,

'tfre nqtr'fi,abs gfi'u'iirmg ths' e,#f,eqt'0.ff addilng geplcitamo:s ilAd

E

E

c

R(1'L"lsU #-6,

Rtt,tsJ*-25
fi(,il"8i)+-l -7.5i

RfiE'n{)=9.:f $,

H(:_zrgi)gE-86

'R(2"S)=.fl$

iR($,nr.1",,&t5'

R[,EB8J'=ltrJS

R,f8"8)*8."85;

iS(-['o!,]E€",

rG[1,,r4]=13.'51 .

G,(1,"31=5"d6,

G[l8rrl [l=8,. ffi
iG{fliEl.*&"

G{4,-31,=3"6.-1

iG,{3,,tri;+9".0;1

,St3t?il'egi.OB

i6{gr'gElE$l.

5et, tfuE tre,v,,e,l of'the s:&.F, inr lmdl eif;fiF!ffi

RtI fU),-,-I-0
B-I[iE}=-1'.9

Rf{iB}=*:1".0

c

'0

ge,t 
=EhC fiu,,lnisll

CJ.(!'l=0.0

GE[;e,1=9.-u

o,[($l"Q,o'

l'euet of isma,crt{fan:ee

Salq,ulrsqe tirc ehanga frit vol;tagF oryn eEsh plt'n.se EaiEse.d hw' .the Etep

ln .l,oad

00, il'fl !=[,$
m0 7'D il=,I"3

0
,0

'g
E.
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70 M(I)=RA(I)+n(I,i:;*Pl 1t,
AR=RA(1)

ARl=AR

AY=M( 2 )

AY'l=AY

AB.M(3)

Ats1=AB

0

C The slmulatio,n runs 120 iterations pell cycle for L cyetres

c

D0 10 K=1,1

DrO l0rfil-3a360r3
;f,

e The fol.l,owln,g subroutines integrate each phase ,orrer one cycle

e using trapezoidal integr.ation w'ith a titne step of 3 degrees

I
CALL I I'ITR (AXR,AINTR,M,AR)

CALL INTY (AXY,AINTY.M,AY )

CALL I NT.B (AXB,AINTB 
"M,AB 

}

c

C The capaeitance is added when the phase voltaje is at its peak

C value. This comesponds to 90 degr:ees fior the red phase

.C

rF(M.r{E.90}'60 T0 20

CI ( tr )=Qg*AINiIRD

e

C The followiing statenents can be included if tha efJect of stepped

G capacitancer is to be examined

c

e nc=IFIx(cI (1)*1.0)

c ffi(1)=FL0iAr(Ic)/1.0
C IF(GI (1).cT.7.0)ctr (t)=z.s

C IF(CI(1)..1T.-7.0)CI(I)'-7.0
c

C Refiember the magnitude of the phase voltage at the poinrt of
C switching capaeitance as the voltage changes exponentially

C from this point
0
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ART+R

AYl=AY

ABL=AB

G0 T0 40-

c

C Add capacitance to the yellow phase

c

2A IF(M.NE,21o)Go ro 30

e

C ,4s for the red phase except if a single phase system is beinE

C simulated then the statement CI(Z) = 0.0 is rrsed

C If a three phase system with dependent phases is being simr.rlated

C use the statement CI(2)=9111;

C CI (2 )=0' 0

c c1(2 )=61 1 1 1

CI (2)=66*AINTYD

c xc=IFIX(cI (2)*1.0)

C CI (,2)=P1g4T( IC)/1.0
c IF(CI(2).GT.7.0)CI(2)=7.0
c rF(cr(2).1T.-7.0)s1(2)---7.0

ARl=AR

AY1=AY

ABl=AB

60 T0 40

c

C Add capacitance to the blue Phase

c

30 rF(M.NE.33o)Go T0 40

c cI (3)='9. g

c cl(3)=cl(l)
CI (3)=GK*AINTBD

e IC=IFIX(cI(s1*1.91
c CI(3)=P1641(tc)/1.0

c IF(cI(3).Gr.7.0)cI(3)=7.0
c IF(CI (3).1r.-7.0)CI (S)=-Z.O

ARl=AR

AVl,=AY

AB1=AB
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c

C The following statements set up a counter which indicates the time

C sjnce the last switching of capacitance

C This is used to calculate the exponential change in voltage

c

40 rF(M.GE.eo)Go T0 100

1v1p=[vl+30

G0 T0 400

100 rF(r4.GE.210)G0 T0 200

MR=M-90

G0 T0 400

2oo IF(M.GE,33o)G0 T0 3oo

MR=M-2 10

G0 T0 400

300 MR=M-330

4OO CONTINUE

c

C At the end of each cycle the result of the integration must be

C remembered and the integration reset to zero

c

rF(M.NE.360)G0 T0 500

AINTRD=AINTR

AINTR=O.0

500 rF(i,r.NE.120)G0 T0 600

AINTYD=AINTY

AINTY=0. 0

600 rF(M.NE.240)G0 T0 700

AINTBD=AINTB

AINTB=O.0

7OO CONTINUE

AMR=FLOAT(MR)

c

C Calculate the absolute steady state vo'ltage for the red phase

C given the capacitive currents in all three phases

c

cR=c ( 1, 1 )*CI ( 1 )+C ( 1,2 )*CI (2 )+C ( 1,3)*CI ( 3)

C Calculate the growth in vo'ltage since the last capacitance switching

c
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E=l. 0-EXp (- 1. 0*(AMR/350. l*0:. Ail A.2)

c

C Calculate the actual red phase voltage magnitude (ie not the

C instantaneous value)

c

1p= (CR+RA( 1)-ARI )*E+ARI

c

C Repeat for the yellow and blue phases

c

cy=c(2, I ) 
*CI ( I )+C ( 2, 2 )*C I ( 2) +C (e, 3 ) 

*CI ( 3 )

flf= ( cY+M (2 ) -nVr )'IE+AY1

cB=c(3,1 )*CX ( 1)+C( 3,2)+CI (2)+C(3,3)*CI (3)

gg= ( CB+RA ( 3) -AB1 ) 
*E+AB1

c

C Output the red phase voltage once pen cycle

c

IF(f4.EQ.90)IZ=lZ+1

IF(M. EQ. 90)l,lRITE (16,Ltz) IZ,AR

tLz FoRMAT( 15,FLz.?)

1O CONTINUE

STOP

END

SUBROUTINE INTY (AXY,AINTY,M,AY )

RY=FLOAT(M-120)

PY=(RY/180. )*3.1416
AT=ABS (Ay*srN( Ry ) )* (AY/ABS (AY) )

AI NTY=AI NTY+(AXY+AT ) 
*3. 1416/480.

AXY=AT

RETURN

END

SUBROUTI NE I I,ITR (AXR,AINTR,M,AR )

RR=FLOAT(M)

RR=(RR/180. )*3.1415
AT=ABS (AR'rs rN (RR) )* (AR/ABS (nn) )

AI NTR=A [NTR+ (AXR+AT ) 
*3 . 1416/IEO .

AXR=AT

RETURN

END
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SUBR0UTINE INTB(AXB,AINTB,i'l,AB)

RB=FLOAT (M+120)

qg=(RB/180. )*3.1416
AT=ABS (AB*S r N ( RB ) )* (AB/ABS (AB ) )

A I NTB=AI NTB+ ( AXB+AT ) 
*3. t4t6 / 480 .

AXB=AT

RETURN

END
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APPENDIX 5: THE LOSS OF REMANENT MAGNETISM

The fo]1ow'ing tables show the effect of loading on the excitation and

remanent magnetism of a 5.5 kW induction machine (machine e, Appendix 2).

Each table gives the value of exc'itation capacitance per phase and the

initial open circuit vo'ltage which is used as the indication of the level of

remanent magnetism. The vo'ltages are then given as a result of applying

the capacitance, applying the load, removing the load and removing the

capacitance. In some cases the machine did not re-excjte once the load was

removed. In these cases remagnetising is required (this was achieved by

applying a capacitance of approximately 65 uF per phase).

Capacitance 0pen
per phase Ci rcuit

UFV

Capaci tance Capaci tance
in in load in
VV

Capac'itance Open
in load off Circuit

VV

Resi stive
I oad

fil ph

36 4.48
4. 35

4.1

4.3
4. 35

4.4

4.3

4.45

4.45

4.4
4.22

340

340

340

340

340

340

340

340

340

340

340

0

0. 06

0. 06

0. 068

0. 07

0. 065

0. 078

0.072

0. 07

0. 065

210

2.25

1.4

0.8

0.65

0.52

0.3s

0.25

0. 15

0.1

0.1

340

0.9
0.6

0. 38

0. 31

0.25

0.1E

0. 13

0.1

0.06

0.06?

4.32

SC

5

I
10

13

16

?6

40

80

96

100

39 4. 55

4.4

4.45

4.3

4. 55

4.5

4.25

4.4

4. 35

4. 65

4.62

4.4

360

360

360

360

350

360

360

360

360

360

360

360

U

0. 07

0. 058

0. 065

0. 07

0.055

0.068

0. 065

0. 06

0. 048

196

262

2.6

1. 95

0. 82

0.7 4

0. 54

0. 34

0. 31

0.2?

0. 13

0. 07s

360

360

0.9

0.72

0.35

0. 33

0.25

0. i6
0. 16

0.12

0. 075

0. 043

4.45

4.55

SC

5

I
10

13

16

20

z6

40

60

66

80



Capaci tance
per phase

uF

0pen
Ci rcui t

V

Capaci tance
in load off

v

0pen
Ci rcui t

V

Resi sti ve
I oad

o/ph
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Capaci tance CaPaci tance
in in load in
VV

42 4.6

4. 55

4.6

4.5

4.6

4. 55

4.65

4. 55

4.55

4.7

4. 6s

4. 65

4. 55

4. 5s

4.8

380

380

380

380

380

380

380

380

380

380

380

380

380

380

380

0

0. 07

0. 06

0. 065

0. 05s

0. 055

0. 065

0.06

0. 055

0. 055

0.045

0. 045

0.042

201

318

2.7

2.6

1.1

0.83

0. 38

0.36

0. 35

0.?2

0.13

0. 125

0. 09

0.085

0.072

378

380

0.77

0.75

0.4
0.32

0. 17

0.16

0.15

0.11

0.07

0.06

0.05

0.048

0.04

4.58

4. 68

sc

5

8

10

13

16

20

26

40

40

45

48

50

53

80

45 4.6

4.65

4.7

4. 65

4.5

4.6
4.75

4.65

4.7
4.7

392

392

392

39?

392

392

392

39?

392

392

4.0

1.4

1.0
0.5

0.44

0.4
0.24

0.11

0.1

392

8

10

13

16

20

?6

40

45

80

0.065

0. 055

0.06

0. 052

0.058

0. 065

0. 06

0. 045

0.05

350

0.7

0.4

0. 31

0.19

0. 17

0.17

0. 105

0.05

4. 55

4.6

48 3.1

4.1
4.8

4.6

4.7

4.8
4.5

4.7

4. 65

4.7

4.7

400

400

400

400

400

400

400

400

400

400

400

400

400

1 .88

1. 15

0.62

0.53

0. 39

0.?6

0. i4
400

400

4.8

4.8

0.38
0.3

0.?

0. 17

0.14

0.1

0.06

4.7

4.7

SC

5

8

10

13

16

20

2.6

35

40

80

0

0.07

0.055

0. 06

0. 055

0. 58

0. 058

0.058

0. 05

242

362
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APPENDIX 6: PUMP DATA
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APPENDIX 7! ThIO-SPEED INPUCTI0N,MACI{iNE CONiN,E'CTICINS

Low-speed connection

lli gh-speed co=nnecti on

Ttrree csntactons are used to change rnaehi'ne speeds, csntactors A and

B p'roviding the high-speed csnnection, 0ontaetors A and B ai.e notfially oBen

contacts" while C is normally closed" so that the low-speed eonnection
,FeEults whenever thene i:s no p.ower availab'le to the e0nta,c'tor'eoil;6.
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The contactor coils are connected as shown, both switches closed

resu'lts in the high speed connection. With switch I open and switch 2

closed the mach'ine is disconnected from the supply. It is important that
contactors A and B are not activated while contactor C is off. As shown

once contactor A or B is activated, contactor C is latched on.
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